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CB ON GUAM

ADD EARPHONES
NOVEL MOBILE DX IDEA

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED CHANNELS

THE NEW EXECUTIVE 150
Discover new operating performance with
International's Executive 750 citizens band
transceiver. Turn the illuminated Channel
transmit and receive on any
Selector dial
one of 23 crystal controlled channels.

...

...

Set the HI -LO switch in the LO position
dial Channel 1 through 12. Set the switch in
the HI position ... dial Channel 13 through 23.

for set, push -to -talk microphone, DC power
cable, plus all necessary connecting cables.

International takes pride in introducing
engineered for mobile
the Executive 750
23 crystal controlled channels
operation
... operates on 6 vdc, 12 vdc, or 115 vac.

...

...

Available at your International dealer

....

$229.00

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR 1964 CATALOG.

The Remote Console, installed under the
auto dash, gives you complete remote operation. It turns the set (in the trunk) on or off,
adjusts speaker volume and squelch at the
desired threshold.
The Executive 750 is complete with crystals,
external 4" speaker with cabinet, mounting
rack for Remote Console, trunk mounting rack
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new "sfati-life
noise reducer!
Drastically
continuous
discharge.
no pointed

Antenna Specialists

reduces receiver noise by
dissipation of static
Exclusive orbital design
ends to create sparking.

-

proudly present...

Model M-117
omni-

directional

citizens band base station antenna

that gives you at least
farmore truction!
rugged

IO/o MORE

-ny
than

Over twice the contact area at
telescope joints (no swaging!)

other omni-directional

-far

stronger. Heavier -gauge seamless tubing than any other brand.
Screws on both sides for firm

electrical connection.

TRUE GAIN
CB base

antenna made!

Unprecedented 3.75 db. true omni-directional

... minimum of 6 db. signal-to-noise
improvement ... verified in comparative
gain

antenna farm and laboratory measurements!

state" radials
full 1/2 -wave" derupling!

for maxi

super "Pow

simply mean solid aluminum, -108"
radials (four of 'em!) for maximum
RF decoupling of radiator, easiest
and greatest load bearing.
installation
We

transformer

-

Super -heavy coil permanently encased in water-proof, rugged plastic

housing. Forward power measurement: full five watts. VSWR: a
fabulous 1.17-best by far

Heavier mounting
takes masts up

hardware

TURN YOUR MAGNUM INTO A

to 11'2"!

SUPER MAGNUM IN 15 MINUTES
GET 3.75 TRUE DB.GAIN!

n

-

MODEL M-118

Complete conversion kit
contains tour 108" radials; "Stati.lite" Noise Reducer and ah hardware.
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S9 has every top CB

author in the field!

... with

brand new features you've been looking for
and more!

-

-

What's the latest in CB base station equipment? It's the Eagle
the outstanding receiver and transmitter duo that
by Browning
gives you the effective range and selectivity to make your base
station the envy of CB'ers everywhere. Look at these new
Browning Eagle features:
EAGLE R-27 RECEIVER
Improved
Dual oscillator conversion.
Cascode Nuvistor front end.
AVC defeat
RF gain control.
selectivity with broad and narrow switch.
Variable "channel -lock" for fixed tuned receiving.
New S -meter.
switch.

EAGLE S-23 TRANSMITTER
Miniature crystal switch assembly.
lighted selector dial.
Speech compressor and clipper filter for highest percent average modulaTone New final tube (7558) for more efficient operation.
tion.
New meter reads modulamodulated and visually -indicated spot function.
New "on the air" window.
tion percent, forward and reflected power.
Dual sideband with 100 percent carrier.
New audio indicator.
Rear

new Browning Eagle now at
more than 175 authorized Browning
Centers or write to the factory for complete specifications. Browning Laboratories, Inc., Department S9 loo Union
Avenue, Laconia, New Hampshire 03246.
See the

,

S9 pays

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?

IDrownin
BROWNING LABORATORIES,

INC.+

LACONIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
March 1964
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READER MAIL
MORE ON ACBA
To all ACBA members:
As Charter member #146, I have always felt
that all of us should have the right to a periodic
accounting of how our dollars are heing spent. It
seems strange to me that the orig'.ial bylaws, officers and aims of our association should be radically
changed without the vote, knowledge, or consent
of all members, therefore, I have taken the liberty
on behalf of my fellow members to request a financial statement through the United States Postal
Inspectors office, under laws covering funds solicited by mail. Not having received any correspondence from ACBA, I feel that the time has come for
all of us to learn whether or not to continue our
efforts towards the growth of an organization that
may or may not be representing all of us. I must
assume that the collection of monies from dues,
sales of pins, decals, red shirts, etc. must be considerable and should not be concealed from
members.
I have not been able to learn anything regarding
the present operation of ACBA other than the
club's post office box number is registered to Bob
Cooper of Oklahoma City, Okla. I became further
confused when I obtained letters written on ACBA
letterhead which were signed "B. Cabot, Legal Advisor." I can find no mention of a legal advisor by
this name in the articles of incorporation. I have
been told that B. Cabot is, in fact, Mrs. R. Cooper,
but until now cannot get an answer one way or
another from Mr. Cooper.
Due to this cloud of mystery surrounding ACBA
in its present status, I feel obligated to request and
accept the findings of the only unbiased source I
know, namely the U.S. Postal Inspector. I hope
that the report is favorable in order that we may
all continue to work together for the benefit of CB.
It will also be interesting to learn if the so-called
office of "Administrator" has been assumed for our
benefit or as a commercial venture.
Charles Messenger, KFA9236
Burbank, Calif.
Readers will recognize that Mr. Messenger is the
Chief Engineer of the General Radiotelephone
Company of Burbank, Calif., he is an industry
leader and one of the original boosters of the
ACBA.
Sirs,
I think I'm a member of the ACBA, as of now
I'm not quite sure.
About two months ago I sent in my application
and my dollar to the ACBA through a friend. I
have not received any information concerning my
application, I didn't really know what the ACBA
4
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was curious and perhaps a little hasty. Now
have found out, I want my money back!
I am not writing to you in hopes that you will
send me my money, but I feel you would help me
if you could. I am sure that there must be a few
hundred other CB'ers who would like to get their
money back too.
To put it bluntly, I feel that I have been "taken"
for a dollar and I want it back.
Jimmie L. Burns, KHD4097
Attica, Ind.
was.

I

that

I

Tom:
I'm a member of ACBA (a wasted buck). I was
high-pressured into joining it at a CB jamboree.
This was a waste of time and money. I think that
they are nothing but a bunch of blow-hards.
Burt Porter, KHC8002
Connersville, Ind.
Mr. Kneitel:
I hardly believe that any group of people could
be as terrible as you have tried to paint a picture
of the ACBA.

Jimmie E. Waddell,
Flint, Mich.
Tommy,
Looks like you aren't the only one finding out
the truth about the ACBA, they are getting their
lumps from all angles now.
C. L. Riecke III, 6W0652
Johns Island, S. C.

PART 15 COMMENT
Dear Tom:
We were amused at the juvenile comments in
Reader Mail for January, when two Ham operators
condemned Part 15 operation. Their sour grapes
attitude is really laughable. We have four Part 15
rigs (EXECUTIVE 1500's from International Crystal) in Paw Paw and three are used in conjunction
with our Ham rigs, and we really have a ball on
Part 15. Our calls are CENTRAL 1826, CENTRAL
1850, and CENTRAL 857.
Al Mann, 19A6750/WA8BGU
Paw Paw, Mich.
Tom:
Funny, with all the skip that has been in, I
never hear them (Part 15 stations). Could it be
they can't talk over 3 blocks?
Irvin Hemmle
Fort Worth, Tex.
Perhaps Mr. Hemmle should listen harder. Last
summer we heard 4 states on Channel A during
a band opening and a number of readers have reported similar results. The experimental P-15 stations which International Crystal established last
summer drew reception reports from great distances.
S9 is the nation's largest circulating CB publication.

EVERY CRYSTAL
is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
Unconditional Guarantee is proof of the maker's absolute confidence in his

product ... and PR Crystals have been UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED SINCE 1934. You're not taking the slightest chance when you put
PRs in your transceiver, for you'll have the finest radio frequency control that

money can buy! PR Crystals are made to PERFORM ... under good conditions and bad. They have that extra measure of stability and dependability
BUILT-IN, that guarantees years of outstanding performance. PRs are high active crystals, they give you the strongest signal possible within power limits.
That is VITAL in CB radio, for you get greater distance, clearer reception,
maximum efficiency. Order several sets of PRs today ... then you can switch
channels at will.
TYPE Z -9R, TRANSMITTER CRYSTALS
Supplied in all 23 Citizens Band

frequencies. Calibrated .005%.

MINIATURE TYPES Z-13 AND

z

-13t

and compact equipment. Supplied
in all 23 Citizens Band frequencies.

Hermetically sealed. .486" pin
spacing; .050" pin diameter;
.758" height above pins; width
.720"; depth .309". Be sure to specify channel

Calibrated .005%. Hermetically
sealed; .192" pin spacing; .530"
height above pins; width .402";
thickness .150". Type Z-13 has
.040" diameter pins; Type Z -13P
has .017 wire leads instead of pins.
Be sure to specify channel number

desired, make and model of equipment.
Type Z -9R

-

Transmitter Crystals

$2.95 Net

TYPE Z -9R, RECEIVER CRYSTALS
Same specifications as Z -9R Transmitter

Crystals.

Supplied for all 23 CB channels. Calibrated .005%.
Be sure to

specify channel number, make and model

of equipment.
Type Z -9R

-

Receiver Crystals

Z -13P,

TRANSMITTER CRYSTALS
New small size, for transistorized

$2.95 Net

z -13P

desired, make and model of

--

Type Z-13
Type Z -13P

equipment.
Transmitter Crystals
Transmitter Crystals

$2.95 Net
$2.95 Net

-

MINIATURE TYPES Z-13 AND

Z -13P,

RECEIVER CRYSTALS
Same specifications as
the transmitter crystals. Supplied for all 23 CB
channels. Calibrated .005%. Be sure to specify channel number desired, make and model of equipment.
Type Z-13
Receiver Crystals,
$2.95 Net
Receiver Crystals
Type Z -13P
$2.95 Net

--

S

ORDER FROM YOUR
CB DEALER
USE

PETERSEN

AND KNOW

RADIO

WHERE YOU ARE

COMPANY,

INC.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, U.S.A.
S9

-
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AOC

SINGLE
SIDEBAND
FILTERS
me center frequency
Bandpass 6 db 3 kc (approximate)
9

ACF-2 Two -crystal filter circuit using low impedance
link input and 2K resistive output load. Unwanted
sideband rejection greater than 30 db. Mounting
$9.95

space 11/2".

ACF-4 Four -crystal filter circuit using nominal 600
ohm input and output. Unwanted sideband rejection
$18.95
greater than 40 db. Mounting space 2".
ACF-6 Six -crystal filter circuit using nominal 600
ohm input and output. Unwanted sideband rejection
$27.95
greater than 55 db. Mounting space 3".
MATCHING OSCILLATOR CRYSTALS for the ACF
filter series. Recommended for use in OS -4 oscillator.
CY-6-9L0 $4.40
CY-6-9H1

$4.40

WRITE
TODAY

Crystal Oscillator

OS -4

$6.95

FOR

YOUR

SE -6F

Mounting Case

Special AOC case for mounting
Contains case hardware and

terminals.
1964

filter plates.
input-output
$5.50

Add -On -Circuit

CATALOG

International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc.
North Lee, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Please rush 1964 catalog.
18

Name

PLEASE PRINT

Address
Zone

City

INTERNATIONAL
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.

State
18

6
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by TOM KNEITEL
EDITOR, 59

LOST HORIZONS
This month finds the CB scene somewhat

changed-it finds S9 in the apparent position (for the first time) of being the only
established national publication for CB
operators.
We long ago blew out the candle we had
lit in the window waiting for the mailman
to show up with a copy of 10-4 Magazine.
Nobody has seen hide nor hair of a current
issue since last August.
Now, we hear through numerous industry
sources, that CB Horizons Magazine (of
Oklahoma City) has discontinued publication, effective with the January issue. As
some of you may know, yours truly was the
first Editor of CB Horizons.. It's passing,
therefore, caused us to reflect a moment on
the somewhat turbulent history of the
publication.
It is our opinion that a majar factor in
the demise of CBH was the formation of
the so-called American Citizens Band Association. This attempt at a national CB organization was the brain-child of Horizons
published Bob Cooper, and it would seem
that Bob's eagerness to get members for the
club was more of a thorn than a bed of
roses for CBH. First, CBH had to blast
both the FCC and its officials to aid in
creating a "reason" for the ACBA to exist.
Once CBH had established that the "rights"
of CB'ers were in grave peril, it seemed a
simple task to then line them all up and
ask them to part with a dollar to support
an organization which was going to defend
their rights. Once some interest had been
shown in the ACBA by a few readers who
were stampeded into panic by the CB Horizons editorial policies, the prospect of additional revenues from the members seemed
too good a possibility to pass up-so onto
the market came ACBA shirts, decals, lapel
buttons, etc., etc.
S9 pays

What eventually happened was that these
greedy efforts for revenue earned CB Horizons a reputation with many of its readers
as being constantly poised to separate them
from their hard earned sheckles-taking
more than it was giving in return. The whole
situation went from bad to worse, and to
keep the readers in constant fear that their
"rights" were hanging in the balance, the
CBH/ACBA editorial attacks on the FCC
(and Ivan Loucks, in particular) were
stepped up to the point of being outlandish.
Many CB'ers eventually got wise to what
was going on, especially when Cooper established himself as the head of ACBA and
ran it as if it were a one man organization.
As reported recently in S9, Cooper was disassociated from the Editorship of CB Horizons and left to be "Administrator of
ACBA." CB Horizons then attempted to reverse gears and undo some of the damage,
but it was already too late. The rest is now
history.
Of course, the real injured parties to the
whole incident are the CB'ers who had
ordered the Horizons' callbooks, subscriptions and other items. They now face great
odds in having their money refunded.
Looking back to the days when S9
started publication, in 1962, we see that
there were a full EIGHT monthly CB publications being distributed on a national
scale (see P. 7, November, '63 issue of S9
for a trip down the CB publishing memory
lane) Today there remains only one, S9.
Hindsight, of course, is an expensive luxury
-and examining the various reasons for the
downfall of the respective publications is
quite a bit easier now than it was while they
were still around. We at S9, however, have
spent considerable time and effort in marketing research to determine wha hop pen
with the "unfortunate seven."

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?
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LOOK

NOTICE A FAMILY RESEMBLANCE?

Single
conversion tcp performance gereral coverage
HQ 100A

different.

Perhaps not. But then Hammarlund's
Now-the world's most quality -conscious manufacturer of Amateur and SWL communications equipment
has come up with the right unit for Commercial/
Industrial CB Communications. Here is a rugged sixchannel CB transceiver that has been built to take the
pounding, jolts, and hard general usage found in heavy
CB -6 is

SWL and Ham

construction equipment-and still maintain outstanding sensitivity and 4 KC selectivity. Power output better
than 3 watts.
This dual conversion superheterodyne transceiver
has what it takes for professional quality transmit/
± 3 KC microfine
Built-in power supply
receive
Optimum sensitivity and selectivity
vernier tuning
Sensitive, posidual -diode series -type noise limiter
tive -acting squelch.
Judge for yourself. See it at your nearest Hammarlund distributor or mail in the attached coupon for
complete descriptive and technical data.

receiver..... ..$189.00

HQ-145X-Deal Ccnversion general coverage
SWL and Han receiver with
single crystal controlled channel. $279.00

$179.50
HQ-180A-Famous

Includes mobile mounting
bracket and P.T.T. microphone

triple conversion

SWL and

-"

Ham receiver. Outstanding Amateur -558
and general coverage recep-ion. $429.00

HRITIITIRRLUND
A

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

GIANNINI SCIENTIFIC COMPANY

53 West 23rd Street, New York 10, New York
Please send info on the following units to:

CB -6

HQ -100A

HQ -145X

HQ -180A

Name

Address
Zone

City

8
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GUAM CALLING
ON et METER
GUAM CB'ERS

THINK NOTHING OF

MONITORING JAPANESE,
VIETNAMESE AND
PHILIPPINE CB STATIONS

by

E.

A. "ART" KALER, KIG0245 (ex -19W5437), President

Guam 5 Watters CB Communications Club
You will probably be surprised to learn
Club, of which the author is President.
that there's a swarm of very active CB'ers Other officers are Daniel J. Pereira, KIJlocated more than 6,000 miles from the con- 0381, Vice President; Joseph M. Benson
tinental United States. Yes, the Territory of (call pending) , Secretary and Treasurer; the
Guam is the center of this activity-and Board of Directors is: Herman C. S. Fong,
Guam is a 14 hour flight from San Francisco 21W0170; Ernest V. Sampson, 21Q0027;
or Los Angeles (not including the stopover and Frank R. Scofield, 21Q0030. All of the
time in Hawaii) . Since Guam is on the other officers of the club use CB in conjunction
side of the International line, it's a funny with their businesses in addition to their
feeling when the band opens for skip and personal use of the service. Channel 12 is
we hear the west coast CB'ers talking on monitored 24 hours a day by Director SampSunday-because it's Monday here!
son, who acts as a relay center for the club
There are about a dozen of us on CB members and others who are out of range
here, plus a few additional "commercial with their base stations, or who want a land
users" (taxi companies, mainly). The potential for CB, however, is unlimited because
many of Guam's residents have expressed
an interest in the benefits of CB.
The active CB'ers on the island have recently formed a CB club, known as The
Guam Five Watters CB Communications
S9

-

The oldest national CB publication!

line call placed while they are mobile.
This monitoring service really paid off recently when the car of one of the members
caught on fire. Mr. Sampson immediately
dispatched a fire truck (via a land line call
to the Fire Department). Within 10 minutes
the fire was extinguished.
March 1964
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Say, all you non -subscribers, have
you been noticing any strange pains
lately? I'll bet you have been wondering what was happening. Here is
the inside story.
S9 has gotten a splendid buy on
a group of genuine voo-doo dolls
from Haiti, complete with special
pins. We are setting them up as fast
as we can with the callsigns of non subscribers on them and fiendishly
pushing pins through particularly
painful spots every other day or so.
I'll bet you thought that was lumbago hitting you. Heh, heh, heh. We
will take the callsigns off the dolls
as the subscriptions come in, so why
take a chance? Get that little old
check book out and be generous.
Keep our editor from having to eat
lunch at the Greasy Spoon Diner.
Use postage-paid envelope towards
the rear of this issue.

300 W. 43rd St.,

Eb19
10

59
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New York, N. Y.
10036

CB has proven most helpful during typhoons. During "Typhoon Karen" in November, 1962, when 212 mile per hour
winds knocked out all regular communications facilities, the author used a mobile rig
to work his base station, which consisted of
a 100 milliwatt Part 15 unit connected to a
hastily improvised outside wire antenna.
Several other members used portable whip
antennas and battery power. Battery power
again proved itself during "Typhoon Olive,"
in April, 1963, which packed 118 mile -per hour winds. To conserve power, we used
our radios to check in only once per hour
unless we were otherwise engaged in a specific emergency communications transmission. Mr. Sampson was the coordinator and
he didn't leave his rig during the entire
emergency, which lasted for several days.
Other than channel 12, which is the
"club" channel, the taxi companies use channels 15, 18, and 22. The result of this is
that Guam is probably the only place in CB
Land where the great majority of the channels are unoccupied-it's really a paradise.
This rather unique situation will probably
change, however, as more and more of
Guam's residents get on the air. By the way,
Guam has 35,000 civilians plus a large compliment of military personnel.
DX REALLY ROLLS IN

The place is alive with DX every lime
there is a band opening, allowing us to
monitor stations which are probably never
heard on the U.S. mainland. Stations in
Japan blast through on channel 12. Viet
Nam comes through regularly on 13. The
U.S. islands of Wake and Kwajalein pop up
on channel 4 from time to time. Channel 4
is also used by the stations in the Philippine
Islands and the two "regulars" on the channel are stations with the calls DZB56 and
DZB57, located in Manila. Of all things, a
TV station in Manila is heard using channel
11.

Stations from the southeastern part of the
U.S. come through from time to time, and,
surprisingly enough, California stations are
heard less frequently than some of the more
distant states.
Although small in number, we feel that
CB'ers in Guam are realizing maximum
benefit from our 5 watt units, as permitted
by FCC regulations. We are confident that
the activities of our newly formed club will
serve to enhance and improve the usefulness
and proper utilization of CB on this little
island located in the vast reaches of the vast
Pacific Ocean.
S9 has

every top CB author in the field!
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THE

DELUXE "RANGE

NEW LAFAYETTE
BOOST" 23 CHANNEL CRYSTAL

CONTROLLED CB TRANSCEIVER MODEL HB -333
with New Double Sideband 100% Full Modulated Carrier

$21 clown

Made
in USA
LOOK AT THESE OUTSTANDING

4

2.

Illuminated 'S' Meter Indicates Signal
Strength and Relative Power Output
Push -to -Talk Noise Cancelling Ceramic
Microphone for advanced Electronic
Switching Circuitry

3.

Variable

4.

Adjustable Squelch

5.

Range Boost ON-OFF
Delta Tuning For Increased

6.
7.

Limiter

Floating

Series

Gate

Noise

Crystal
Tuning Accuracy
Phone Jack for External Earphones or
External Speaker

8. Channel Selector
9. PRIVA-COM Selective

Call Socket
10. Illuminated Channel Selector Dial
11. Built-in 117 V AC Power Supply plus
12 Volts DC Mobile Vibrator Power

Supply

S9 pays

as

With the HB -333 Lafayette advances CB transmission to a new high. Try it yourself and you'll
know why it welcomes comparison.

*
*
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20950

As

$10 Monthly

23 Channel Crystal Controlled Transmit and
Receive Circuit-All Crystals Supplied!
"Range Boost" Ensures 100% Modulated

Double Sideband with Full Carrier At All
Plus Dependable AVC, Noise
Voice Levels
Suppression, Squelch and Excellent Voice Recovery All The Way Out to Maximum Range!
20 -Watts PEP Input!
Better Than 2/10 Microvolt Sensitivity-Pulls
in The Distant Signals!
Dual Conversion Superheterodyne ReceiverSwitchable Triple Crystal 2nd Conversion
Oscillator Assures The Ultimate in Stability!
12 Tuned IF Circuits For Exceptional Selec-

-

*
*
*
*
*

tivity!
2

Nuvistors

(RF

-

and Mixer Stages) Plus 11
Zener Diode!

Tubes, 4 Silicon Diodes, and

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?
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LAFAYETTE LEADS" In
CITIZENS BAND
o

LAFAYETTE DELUXE DUAL- CONVERSION

C.B. TRANSCEIVER

Super Selectivity, Sensitivity and

Stability
Tubes plus 3 Silicon Diodes plus 2
Crystal Diodes for 17 Tube Performance
Built-in 117V AC Power Supply and
12V DC Mobile Transistorized Power
Supply
Handle, Push -to -Talk
With Bracket
Ceramic Mike, Transmit and Receive
Crystals for Channel 15 plus Crystal
for Dual Conversion

9

13995

As

Little

As

$7.00 Monthly

$14.00 Down

LAFAYETTE

HE -20C DELUXE C.B.
TRANSCEIVER

10950

$11.00 Down
$9.00 Monthly

Crystal Receive Positions, 8 Crystal
Transmit Positions
Built-in Selective Call Circuitry and
Socket
14 Tube Performance
Built-in 12 or 6 -Volt Power Supply
With Push -to -Talk Ceramic Mike, Channel
9 Transmit and Receive Crystals
8

Officially Approved
for Use in
CANADA

Type Approval
No. 169361029

Made in U.S.A.

LAFAYETTE 23 -CHANNEL CRYSTAL
TRANSCEIVER
C.B.
CONTROLLED
Receiver & Trans23 -Channel Crystal -Controlled
Supplied
Crystals
mitter-All
650
Receiver
Conversion282
tivity and
High Selectivity
for
IF''sef
KC
KCaland

LAFAYETTE HB -115 PUSH -TO-TALK C.B.
TRANSCEIVER

5995

Sensi`ivity

Power Rectifiers for
10 Tubes plus 3 Silicon
Performance
11 Tube
Made In U.S.A.

HB -222

1ß95o
$19.00 Down
As

Little

As

$9.00 Monthly
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HB -115

8 Crystal -Controlled Transmit Positions
Tunable Superheterodyne Receiver Over All 23
Channels
Pi -Network for Maximum Power Output
With Push -to -Talk Ceramic Microphone, Mounting
Bracket, Channel 15 Transmit Crystal

S9 is

the nation's largest circulating CB publication.

MORE FEATURES...MORE RELIARLE
MORE PERFORMANCE... MORE STYLE
NEW LAFAYETTE MODEL HA -150
1 -WATT
2 -CHANNEL SUPER

LAFAYETTE H E-75
1 -WATT
13 -TRANSISTOR

1ALKIE

"WALKIE TALKIE'

,199s

6650
2

for 129.00

TALKIE"

)2

mpo,ten

For 154.95

Lightweight, Compact
Self -Contained With
Leather Case and Shoulder Strap
External
Push -to -Talk
Dynamic
Microphone for Greater Range
FOR THE YOUNGSTERS
Modulation Battery Strength Meter
Powerful 13 -Transistor 5 Diode
NEW! HA -70 3 TRANSISTOR
.

Variable Squelch Circuit
Crystal -Controlled Receiver and
Transmit
Uses Powerful
Silicon Output
Transistors
Push -Pull Audio Output
Runs on Penlight cells or Optional Nickel Cadmium Rechargeable
Battery Pack
Meets FCC
Requirements for
Licensed Operation Part 19

,.

"WAl1UE TALKIr

Super -

Circuit
Push -Button Operation
Powered By Flashlight Batteries or
External 12 VDC Supply
Complete with 2 -Pair Transmit/

Regen

Receiver Crystals

Range Up

to

1/4

Mile

Effettive
Circuit
Completely
Wired Ready to
Operate

NEW! LAFAYETTE
HE -29C 9 -TRANSISTOR
CB "W ALKIE TALKIE"
2

for 21.00

LAFAYETTE HE -100
12 -TRANSISTOR

1095

"WALKIE TALKIE"

with Noise Squelch
3995

2595
2

&

Receives up to

for Better Modulation and Increased Range
Crystal-Controlled Transmit &
Receive
Suoerhet Receiver das AVC, Push Pull Audio Output
Optional Plug-in 117 volt power
pack
Complete with Leather Case, Earphone Batteries and Antenna
No license Required

Crystal -Control
on
Both
Transmit & Receive
115V to 9V Power Pack
Optional At Entra Cost
Complete with Earphone,
Leather Case, Antenna and
Penlight Batteries
No License Required
ported
L.

I., N.
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JAMAICA, N. Y.
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NEW

BRONX, N. Y.
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BOSTON, MASS.
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YOUR FREE
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for 78.88

Separate Microphone and Speaker

Push -To -Talk Operation

SYOSSET,

2

iteooried

for 49.95

Transmits
1.5 Miles

enclosed for stock No.
shipping charges collect
I would like
to open an EASY PAY Account for
above order.
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FCC ANNOUNCES ALL NEW

cs

PREFIXES
In a surprise move the FCC announced that when they transferred their
license processing to machines they would institute a whole new series of CB
prefixes, as of about the first week in February. Inasmuch as they had already
announced their 1964 CB prefix assignments, this means that the previously
announced 1964 prefixes will be assigned for only about 1 month when they
are dropped in favor of the new prefixes.
The map on our front cover this month shows the new assignments
(they all begin with "KK" or "KL"), together with all other prefix assignments for each call area. Note that in the 5th, 11th, 18th, 19th and 20th call
areas, the FCC "ran out" of assignable callsigns for their previously announced 1963 prefixes and they assigned supplementary prefixes late in
1963. These are also indicated on our map.
Three -color reprints of this revised map have just been issued by S9.
These are printed on high quality heavy paper, suitable for framing. They
are 35¢ each (coins or stamps only) from: Wall Certificates, S9 Magazine,
300 West 43rd St., New York, N. Y. 10036. Immediate delivery.
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new:

Courier 23
..ry,i!

;ç:¿$,tiÿ.'y:..'tiq
' x$ w2
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23 CHANNELS
23 FEATURES

DUAL CONVERSION
TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY

$18 50

including all crystals, mounting brackets, power cords and noise -cancelling
microphone

slightly higher west of Rockies

Send for details

.

.

.

dealer inquiries invited

e.c.i. electronics communications, inc. dept. B
325 no. macquesten pkwy., mt vernon, n. y.
Gentlemen: Please send all information concerning the COURIER

23

nnme

address

city

n

®.©.11. electronics communications, inc.
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Zone

State

325 no. macquesten pkwy., mt. vernon, n. y.
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Adding Earphones
to

VOUP

Ttsnsce

BY JIM KYLE, KEG3382
Though there's no privacy on the Citizens' Band (not with several hundred thousand licensees crammed into 23 channels)
still it's nice sometimes to have a bit of privacy in the shack, especially when talking
to a cute YL when the better half's also in
the room!
For such occasions-as well as many other
less explosive situations-a set of earphones
which cut out the receiver's speaker can be
real handy. Fortunately, they take only a
few minutes to install in any rig.
You'll need a set of phones, which can
be anything from army surplus to the latest
lightweight hearing-aid types, a PL -55
(standard) phone plug if the phones don't
already have one on the end of their cord,
and a closed-circuit phone jack (Lafayette
MS -454) Tools required at a 1/4 -inch drill
to drill a hole for the jack, a pair of wire cutters, and a soldering iron.
Drill the 1/4 -inch hole for the jack at any
convenient position, either on the front
panel or on the rear. Then cut the wire
from the output transformer to the speaker
and connect it to the jack as shown in the
schematic. An added refinement would be a
10 -ohm 2 -watt resistor connected as shown
in dotted lines, but it's not really necessary.
Its function is to protect the output transformer in case a loud signal comes along at
the exact instant the phones are being
plugged or unplugged.
.
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OUTPUT
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I

(SEE TEXT)I
I

_i 1a

Kìpkr.

PHONE
JACK

Fig. 1. Shematic diagram of earphone hookup for
any transceiver. If speaker leads are both ungrounded,
insulate phone jack from ground and ignore ground
connections shown.

Now, when the phones are plugged into
the jack the speaker is automatically disconnected and the sound goes to the phones instead. In virtually all cases you'll have more
than enough volume for the phones; most
often, you1l have so much you'll have to
turn the volume control way down. There's
no worry about matching to the phones,
since an excess of power is available.
The same hookup can be used to feed
the output of your transceiver into a publicaddress system for paging or for covering a
large area (such as a disaster hookup). To
do this, take an additional phone plug and
hook a .01-mf capacitor in series with its
"tip" contact. Then wire mike cable from
the PA system input to the free end of thé
capacitor, with the shield going to the
plug's "shell" contact, and plug the cable
into the equipment. Adjust volume with
the transceiver volume control, using the PA
system control only as a fine adjustment.
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In any CB application ...you'll

outperform 'em all with a

MES SENGER

Personal
Messenger
Compact, hand-held 100
milliwatt or 11/2 watt models! Rugged and reliable

transistors,

-

'-

r

Messenger and Messenger Two

y

For mobile or base stations.
High efficiency design makes
full use of maximum allowable legal power Excellent

diodes.
Twice the sensitivity and
11

4

40% more range than simi-

lar units with conventional

circuitry - more output
than similar units with

receiver sensitivity and

"ülq«¡

selectivity. Automatic
"squelch" control.

5 crystal
controlled channels on the
"Messenger" and 10 crystal
controlled channels plus a

same rated inputs!

Cat. No. 242-101
100 milliwatts .... ...$109.50 Net
Cat. No. 242-102
$129.50 Net
11/2 watts

tunable receiver on the
"Messenger Two."

MESSENGER TWO

MESSENGER
Cat. No. 242-127

AC/ 6 Volts DC... $109.95 Net
Cat. No. 242-128
$109.95 Net
115 Volts AC/12 Volts DC
115 Volts

Cat. No. 242-162
115 Volts AC/ 6 Volts DC...3169.95 Net
Cat. No. 242-163
115 Volts AC/12 Volts DC...3169.95 Net

MESSENGER III
you ever wanted in
husky signal, extreme sensitivity,
razor-sharp selectivity and complete flexibility for base station,
mobile, public address, or battery powered portable use! Double
conversion receiver set -and -forget "Volume" and "Squelch" controls
accessory.
channel coverage "Tone Alert' Selective Calling System available as

The "Messenger

a

1.1

CB transceiver

-

Ill" offers everything

... compact size,

-

a

-

Cat. No. 242-150 12 Volts DC Messenger III
Cat. No. 250-823 117 Volt AC Power Supply

3189.95 Net
3 29.95 Net

WRITE TODAY
for full details

/OUR DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR
AND ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION
SEE

E. F.

JOHNSON COMPANY

7011 TENTH AVE. S.W.

WASECA, MINNESOTA
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The Greiìi
Brooklyn -Bronx
DX Festival

by JULIAN M. SIENKIEWICZ, 2W5115
"Cold winter roads and highways are no
place for a CB'er and his faithful VWespecially when the temperature drops to
below freezing," said Frank as he nosed his
buggy into the supermarket parking lot. Today is the big day, for Frank plans to bombard his brother in the Bronx (16 miles
away over choppy Brooklyn -Queen's skyline) from southwest Brooklyn. And bombard is the word for Frank wants a "20
over S-9" report while putting out a legal
"5 -watts" signal. New York CB'ers will tell
you this is no easy trick.
The parking lot is a good spot because it
is wide open on Sundays and it's located
right behind Charlie's garage. And Charlie
offered his 100 -foot extension cord to supply the 115 -volt a.c. power. Through a hole
18
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in the fence, the line connected the a.c. outlet near Charlie's car lift to Frank's CB set
in the VW. Charlie was not being kind-he
was being practical. The last time Frank
operated "mobile" from a parking lot, Charlie had to push the VW to get it started.
You can't do much with 6 volts from your
car battery when it's rated at 12 volts.
Frank hummed "Frere Jacques" as he began to set up the test site. First he turned
on the rig and made a local contact to his
base in order to check his signal. Next,
Frank connected his SWR meter and homebrew S-9 r.f. power meter into the coax
antenna line. A bit of tuning was required
to bring the soup up to snuff. Now Frank
pulled out a tape measure and marked off
with chalk a distance approximately one
S9 has every top CB

author in the field!

half-wave length from the parking lot's hurricane fence-a 12 -foot high wire and steel
post fence that ran the length of the parking lot. "Man -o -man, what a reflecting
plane," Frank said aloud as he backed the
VW over the chalk mark. Frank's whip was
now mounted on the VW's rear bumper
roof, so he had to get out of the bug and
push it back to the exact spot which was
now under the car.
Frank tuned in channel 14 to listen in on
a cab company up in the Bronx. They were
coming in loud and clear. Frank jockied the
VW back and forth with an eye on the
S -meter. He was adjusting the distance between the whip and the fence reflector for
best signal results, and humming "Frere
Jacques" so loud that he did not hear his
landlord and arch-enemy, Robert Ubermyer,
walk up from behind.
"Trying to contact our Canadian friends,
Francis, or are you going to bounce one off
the moon?"
Frank stood up quickly in the VW only
to bang his head on the windshield. "Uh,
hello Mr. Ubermyer."
"Drop that Mr. Ubermyer stuff, Francis.
I got my CB ticket this past week. Just call
me Sir now." It was amazing how Ubermyer
could talk and sneer so hard at the same
time.
Frank suddenly felt chilled, but went
ahead with his pre -arranged contact on
channel 20. Reception was top notch but
he only received a "10 over S-9" report.
From the two-way conversation, Ubermyer
gathered what Frank was up to and his
eyes sparkled with the jibes he was preparing in his mind. Frank was thinking fast
and muttered, "20 over S-9, or bust!"
Then like a bolt from the blue with that
old spirit of "never say die," Frank's mind
jumped into high gear. "Why not give it a
try?" he shouted as he hopped out of the
car. Up went the hood of the VW and out
came a pair of battery jumper cables. Frank
connected the cables end -to -end, and then
connected one end to the bumper and the
other end to the wire fence. Now the VW
was grounded to the earth and reflecting
plane.
Wham! The Bronx station reported back
with a pinned S -meter which was worth
50 over S-9 with more to spare. Even of
Ubermyer grinned at this world shattering
CB achievement, but the grin on his face
became bigger as he said to Frank, "Good
job, Francis, but I just know you're going
to louse it all up before the day is over."

Continued on page 60
S9 pays

This is a message to all those
shady characters who get their
pudgy hands on S9 without going
through the formality of entering

our subscription rosters. Sure we
know about you. We have our agents
around reporting on the dregs of
humanity who sneak into their
friends' homes and read S9. And
those so-called CB "big wheels" who
browse free looks at S9 at their local
CB shop. Or maybe you are brazen
enough to actually sneak away a
copy which belongs to a friend.
too cheap
Some friend you are
to get your own library of S9's. I'll
bet you know what the gang says
about you when you leave.
here it is
What say fellows
1964... the end of winter, why not
hold your head up with your fellow
man. Face the world squarely. Fill
out that little old subscription envelope hidden away in the rear of this
issue and get the feeling of belonging. Dash out a check or money
order and give us the feeling of your
comradeship ... the feeling of your
money. If you knew how important
it was to us to get rich you wouldn't
hesitate another day.

...

...

300 West 43rd Street

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?

New York 36, N. Y.
March 1964
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With a TRAM you

talk consistently to stations
your neighbors can't copy
You talk farther because TRAM has
built-in audio -compression as standard
equipment. It is not an extra. Compression of your audio signal gives you talk
power. You also copy farther because of
the extreme sensitivity of the receiver
(.1 uy for 300 mw audio) and the adjacent channel rejection.

COMPLETE UNITS

23 Channel
Base $328.00
Mobile $288.00
8 Channel
Base $273.00
Mobile $246.50

Add initial cost to accessories and repairs of any set and you will find a
trouble -free TRAM is less expensive in
the long run. It costs less to start with the
set the perfectionists own
and the one
you will be happy to stick with.

-

Cash, or C.O.D.
F.O.B. factory

0r

Write or phone for literature and nearest dealer. A few dealerships also available.

27RAM
BOX 187 DEPT. B3
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the nation's largest circulating CB publication.

THE CB'ER AND
THE LA W
SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF CITIZENS BAND RADIO
by MAURICE J. HINDIN, W6EUV
In line with S9's policy of bringing CB`ers top-notch
features written by the foremost authorities in their
respective fields, we herewith present the first of a
series of articles by Maurice J. Hindin on the subject of the CB'er and the law. Mr. Hindin is an attorney -at -law and is licensed to practice law before
the United States Supreme Court, the United States
Courts of Appeal, the District Courts of The United
States, as well as the Federal Communications Commission. He is the senior partner of the law firm of
Hindin, Sterling, McKittrick & Posner, of Beverly
Hills, Calif., and has been an active amateur radio
operator for over thirty years, as well as being an
associate member of the Institute of Electronic and
Electrical Engineers. We know that you will find Mr.
Hindin's comments both useful and to -the -point. This
series will continue monthly until at least September,
a different aspect will be covered each month.

KBG4303

The citizens band service is one of the
newest services authorized by the Federal
Communications Commission. With the possible exception of the amateur radio operators, citizens band operators constitute the
largest single body of personsactively using
radio communication on a daily operational
basis. The ease with which citizens band
operators may obtain and operate their
equipment very often finds them without
any substantial information relating to the
legal aspects of their particular radio service. It is the purpose of this article and the
succeeding articles in this series to acquaint
the citizens band operator with some of the
legal and historical background of radio
communication law. Specific problems
which arise from time to time are far too
numerous to discuss in this first article, and
the purpose here is to direct the amateur to
the basic questions most frequently asked:
1. What is the legal background of radio
in the United States and of the FCC?
2. How do local city, county and state
laws and regulations affect the radio operator?
The first international radio convention
was held in the United States, at which general rules of conduct for radio stations were
adopted, as were international signals. On
August 13, 1912, the first general law relatS9

-
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ing to radio was enacted.1 The Secretary of
Commerce, designated in that Act as the
government official to issue licenses, had no
powers other than that of a ministerial officer, and was provided with no regulatory

powers.
This was so held in a decision of the
United States Circuit Court.2 Several resolutions were enacted between 1912 and
1927 which effected no material change in
the situation,3 and are interesting only to
indicate Radio's growing pains.
The first modern radio statute was enacted in 1927 as the Radio Act of 1927,3
which established the Federal Radio Commission and conferred the broad powers to
issue licenses, regulate radio services, control schedules of transmission, power, and
conferred most of the powers now exercised
by FCC. Thereafter, in 1928, 1929, 1930
and 1932 this act was amended by Congress.4 These amendments enacted administrative changes in the law only.
Substantive radio law had its greatest
change in 1934 with the enactment of the
"Radio Act of 1934." 5 This act repealed the
former radio act, abolished the old Radio
Commission and created the Federal Communications Commission. This act has been
amended from time to time but mainly in
its administrative provisions.6
Since a solid understanding of the basic
laws relating to radio is desirable and a
definite asset to every citizens band opera 1. Act of August 13, 1912; 37 Statutes at Large 302; U.S.A.
Title 47, Sections 51-60.
2. Hoover vs. Intercity Radio Company (286 Fed. 1003).
3. Act of February 23, 1927, c 169; 44 Statutes at Large

1162.

4. Act of March 28, c 263, 45 Statutes at Large 373; U.S.A.
Title 47, Section 89; the "Act of March 4, 1929, Chapter 701,
45 Statutes at Large, 1559"; the "Act of December 18, 1929,
c 7, 46 Statutes
at Large 50"; the "Act of July 1, 1930, c
788, 46 Statutes at Large 844"; and the "Act of May 19, 1932,

Chapter 192, 47 Statute 160."
5. Act of June 19, 1934, c 652, 48 Statutes at Large 1102.
6. Act of May 20, 1937, e 229 Statutes at Large; the "Act
of January 22, 1936, e 25, 49 Statutes at Large 1098"; the
"Act of March 6. 1943, e 10, 57 Statute at Large 5"; and the
"Act of March 23, 1941, e 24, 55 Statute at Large 46."
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tor, it is suggested that everyone interested
secure a copy. Copies of this "Radio Act of
1934 as Amended" may be secured from the

Government Printing Office at Washington
for a very nominal charge.
CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY

It may be of considerable interest to
know that the Constitution of the United
States is involved when the question is
asked if regulation of radio has fallen by
accident or usurpation to the Federal Government rather than to the governments of
the several states. Aside from expediency
and convenience in having a central authority and single law for the country at large,
there is sound, logical and legal reason for
this. Among the powers specifically granted
to Congress by the Constitution is: "to regu-

late commerce with foreign nations and
." It should
among the several states
naturally follow that radio communication
legally constitutes "commerce" with foreign
states and among the several states. Then,
under the Constitution, the Federal Government and not the States has the right to
regulate in this field. Uniform pronouncements of the courts have definitely declared
this to be the law.7 The courts have also
held that transmissions (even if the signal is
wholly confined to the territory of one state
and does not cross any state lines) are a
matter of interstate commerce.8 It is now
well settled law that the Federal Government alone has the power to regulate and
control radio transmissions.
.

.

THE CITIZENS BAND SERVICE

Though the law is quite clear that neither
individual states counties, cities or local
communities may pass a law which licenses,
regulates, or interferes unreasonably with
interstate commerce, legalistic distinctions
may nevertheless impose certain general obligations on the citizens band operator. The
courts have quite uniformly held that a state
may impose general property taxes on all
property located within the state even
though the property is used in connection
with interstate commerce.9 It should, therefore, be clear that the citizens band radio
equipment may properly be the subject of
state property tax laws or other local tax
laws much the same as would be a piano,
automobile or other personal property. Occasionally conflict arises between a state and
the Federal Government over what can and
what cannot be taxed.
7. Federal Radio Commission vs. Nelson Brothers, et al (289
U.S. 266) .
8. Whitehurst vs. Grimes, 21 Fed (2) 787.
9. Lelube vs. Mobile (127 U.S. 640).

22
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How zealously the Federal Government
guards the powers delegated to it by the
Constitution is best illustrated by a case involving the State of North Carolina. This
state sought to collect an annual license on
radio receiving sets on all radio receivers in
the state. Suit instituted by a broadcast station in the Federal Court resulted in a decree of injunction which forbade the collection of the tax on the grounds that the
law was not a general property tax.1°
Local safety laws regulating the use of
electrical equipment and electrical appliances are generally held to be equally applicable to radio stations.11 It should be
borne in mind that most local laws touching
on safety requirements are designed for
public protection.
Occasionally, radio operators run into
problems concerning local zoning restrictions. A recent case involving an amateur
radio operator reached the Supreme Court
of Minnesota. The case is believed to be of
general interest to citizens band operators
because of the similarity of problems they
sometimes encounter.
ZONING RESTRICTIONS
A suit was instituted by a Minnesota city
to compel a radio amateur operator to remove his antenna poles from his home on

the grounds that the antenna poles constituted improper structures for a residential
zone. The lower court ordered the poles removed and the amateur took the case on
appeal to the Minnesota Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court reversed the lower
court's decision and held that the maintenance of antenna poles was not an improper
use of property in a residential zone. A quotation from the court's opinion may be of
interest. The court in part said:
"While many aerials are attached to poles
above the roofs of dwellings, and even to
trees, the use of separate poles or masts for
this purpose still prevails when a householder seeks the best reception. Such equipment is certainly customarily incident to a
residential establishment. The use of shortwave amateur sets for both reception and
transmission is so common in the United
States that the Federal Communications
Commission licenses such sets for transmission within certain wavelengths, and there
is an American Radio Relay League of the
proprietors of Amateur stations. That many,
10. WBT vs. Poulnot, 46 Fed. (2) 671.
11. N.Y. & N.H.H. Ry. vs. New York (165 U.S.

268).
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YOU MUST GET BETTER CB PERFORMANCE!
switch leaves microphone nor-

mally shorted, relay normally
open. CB Net: only $10.05.
Model D501H Mo-

These

American CB Microphones
must outperform

bile Dynamic Omnidirectional. For sheer

comparable types

-or

durability, the

we'll refund

D501H has no peer
in its price class. To
the inherent durabil-

your money.

satin chrome. Its
i

ity of its dynamic

Buy any of these CB microphones element is added the
with the assurance that you can't enduring strength of
possibly go wrong. We'll gladly a die-cast aluminum

refund your purchase price if case and positive cantilever
they don't provide noticeably switch action. A scratch-proof
better intelligibility and effective neutral gray baked epoxy finish
range than any comparable survives, unblemished, the rigors
model you now use.
of hard day-to-day mobile use.
Our confidence in them is Outstanding performance feabased on two facts which give tures include a 100-10,000 cps.
them a competitive edge: first, frequency response, high (-55 db)
they were designed specifically output, and a durable coiled cord
for communications use, with (3 -conductor, one shielded);
rising response tailored for crisp DPST switch, microphone norvoice reproduction. Secondly, mally shorted, relay normally
they are made by specialists-in open. High impedance. Only
the only U. S. company whose $20.40, CB Net, with cord,
sole product is microphones.
mounting bracket, hardware.
Model B213S Mo- Model DI1H Base Station
or
bile Ceramic Omni- Mobile Dynamic.

Equally at

directional. Today's home on your
mobile rig or base
most handsomely - station, this outstanding omnistyled hand microdirectional combines versatility,
phone wears a rug- performance, and convenience

ged, shockproof features that
Implex case that

any discerning operator. A convenient thumb switch provides
press -to -talk and slide -to -lock
action with full relay control. Its
well -designed components include a damage -defying Thermoform Mylar diaphragm and a
sturdy die-cast zinc
case finished in rich

will endear it to

high (-55 db) output
level provides maxi-

mum modulation
and intelligibility.

Frequency response:
80-10,000 cps.; high

impedance. Long -

life DPST leaf<,
switch minimizes

field maintenance. Its $21.60 CB

Net includes quick -detach stand

adapter and hanger bracket.
S905 desk stand (illustrated)
costs an additional $3.30.
Designed by communications minded engineers to meet the

most exacting requirements,
these microphones offer what we
sincerely believe to be today's
finest CB microphone values. See
them today at your American
Microphone distributor-or, for
added information, write to

American Microphone Company
Department S-3
Buchanan, Michigan

shrugs off abrasions
and abuse
actu-

...

ally bounces when
you drop it. Its attractive gold trimmed gray case encloses a
long -life ceramic element which
provides the high (-55 db) output
knowing CB'ers insist on and
offers usable frequency response
over a broad 80-9,000 cps. range.
Reliable, long -life DPST leaf

Alnedeam,

MICROPHONE COMPANY

S9 pays highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?

BUCHANAN. MICHIGAN
AREA CODE 616

PHONE 695-9281
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"...on my Scotch S-melet"
HOW MANY OF THESE CB'ERS CAN YOU IDENTIFY?
by

THE OL' TIMER

Considering the vast amount of money
presently invested in CB gear and the high
degree of efficiency attained by the art of
5 -watt communication, one might reasonably expect to enjoy intelligent use of the
available frequencies. Despite frequent FCC
admonitions regarding unlawful "non -substantive messages" on CB, a number of
CB'ers still cannot seem to figure out anything "substantive" to say.
A quick excursion across the band discloses the same old worn out hack cliches
and inane expressions from "Dobie Gillises,"
"Space Cadets," "Characters," and self-appointed philosophers-all of whom ignore
FCC regulations without the slightest twitch
of remorse.
Take a look at these excerpts from what
was heard on 11 during a recent rainy
afternoon when the band was "open."
and the antenna is a homebrew
rotable dipole pointed in your general direction . .
Chances are it wouldn't make any difference if the antenna were pointed straight
up. Besides, it is common practice to point
a directional antenna towards the station we
want to work.
You are 30 DB over 9 on a stingy
S -meter
Why are all S -meters "stingy"? Looks like
once in a while we would run across a fellow with a "liberal" meter. At any rate, the
S -meter rating isn't half as importänt as
the general readability. An S-4 signal on a
clear channel might be better than an S-9
signal on a channel jammed with "breakers" and whistles.
.. I make your frequency to be about
.

Why risk getting some poor devil in additional trouble with the FCC if you can't
actually measure the frequency on a reliable meter designed for the purpose. Even
the best CB receiver available is not an accurate frequency meter.

.

.

"...

.

.

.

...'

a KC off
(Actually, the frequency in question was
on the "high side," but still within tolerance,
as checked on a frequency meter.)
24
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.. I've got to run downstairs and see
what the wife wants. Go ahead and make
a transmission
Make a transmission? To whom? Or perhaps this bird-brain has a portable loudspeaker strapped to the point on his head
.

.

.

for such occasions.
.
Come here, Betty Lou, and say
something to Harry. Betty Lou is only two
years old but she just loves to talk over
the CB..."

...

S9 is the

nation's largest circulating

CB

publication.

forth a full 20 minute monologue, without a
silent period, without a single callsign, or
a listen to the channel to see if it might be
needed by someone with a real message.)
Provided anyone within hearing range
has the intestinal fortitude, it would be perfectly appropriate to reply: "Well shove
off. Get lost. Good-bye."
signing over, off, and in the
clear
Good grief! How redundant can they get?
Surely they can come up with something
more original to end a good illegal contact.
.. and-aah
this spring I may-aah
put up a beam so-aah
I can work
good stuff -aah
some-aah
but-aah
er-aah
This poor guy's brain is out of "sync"
with his tongue. Perhaps he should save his
halting speech for the little woman when
he comes home at 2 a.m. after the club
meeting ended at 11 p.m.
ti
and if you hear me again, give me
a shout and I'll do likewise ..."
This is probably one of the most glaring
examples of "rubber-stamp" triteness on CB
today. It doesn't even make sense.
.. Thanks for the nice report. My receiver doesn't have an S -meter and I can
just barely hear you. Must be one-way
.

.

.

.

.

...

...
...

Sure, Betty Lou is a jewel, but to the
bored victim she is as interesting as someone else's home movies.
Boy, you're really blasting through
here-solid copy all the way. By the way,
come back again with your handle, I missed
it on the last go -round ..."
Translation of "blasting through": "I received you solid. Your signals are extremely
strong." Why advertise an apparent lack of
operating "savvy" by putting out such obviously phony reports?
.. The 10-20 at our location here is 30
miles south-southeast of Gurneyville and
about 18 miles north of Podunk Flats, not
far from
After all this involved explanation, the
other station still doesn't know the location.
Why not say "Mudville" and just leave it
at that? If the specific pin -point location of
Mudville is of interest to the other station,
doubtless he will request more specific information. In addition, the code phrase "1020" means "My location is." The whole
sentence could have been cut down to "1020 Mudville."
".
110-4 your transmission, so 10-4
there Charlie, and a big 10-4 on your new
antenna, it really puts in a 10-4 signal
here
If this doesn't sound as idiotic to you as
it does to me then skip the rest of this
article.
"Well, Old Man, I really must shove off.
I have to be at the old salt mine in ten
minutes
." (This, after having issued
CC

...

...'

.

.

.

.

.
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.

...
.

.

...
.

.

.

.

...

...'

skip
No, Mortimer, it isn't one-way skip. Your
contact has a good receiver and you are trying to get by with a klunker.
So that's the story
tck, tck .. .
(business of sucking teeth and/or smacking
lips)
I'll turn it back
huff -puff .. .
slurp -slurp (heavy breathing, chewing, and
blasting the mike with sibilants)
to you
for the final
This character is difficult to describe with
a typewriter, but it's about the same as having a drunk corner you, blowing his whiskey
breath in your face and splattering you with
unwelcome moisture.
Of course, I could go on, and on, ad
nauseam, but after two hours of trying to
sort out one lawbreaker from the other and
classify them, I finally threw the switch
and called it a day.
See you on 11 some rainy afternoon?

...
...

...
...

...

...'

Ed. Note:
"Yeah, 10-4, O.K., alright. We'll let you
start the ball rolling. It's getting near time
for us to hit the old sack
etc."

...
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on Heathkit®Selective Call Adapters
LAST CHANCE TO GET THIS CONVENIENT CB ACCESSORY! Here's your last
opportunity to add the advantages of Heathkit
Selective Call to your CB rig! And your opportunity to cash in on the big savings at this new
low price! Check its many features!

ELIMINATES UNWANTED CB CONVERSATIONS! This superbly -engineered unit ends
the fatigue of crowded CB channels, eliminates
lets
speaker hiss and noise during standby
you enjoy complete peace and quiet while
monitoring your channel frequency! "Ever alert" to an incoming call, it responds only
when the proper tone signal is received!

...

CALL FOUR UNITS OPERATING ON THE
SAME FREQUENCY! Has four different tone
signals for individual call of up to four units
operating on the same frequency.

HURRY! ORDER YOURS NOW! This is the
last time the advantages of Heathkit Selective
Call will be offered in separate adapter form!
And the lowest price ever!
SPECIFICATIONS-Power requirements: AC version; 15 watts. DC
version; 6 v-2 amps; 12 V-1.25 amps. Controls: Input and output level
controls permit use with a wide variety of transceiver designs. "A Reset
Time" control permits variations in "Speaker on" time after a tone is received. Dimensions: 6W W o 4W H a 6W D.

Kit GD -162A (AC), 6 lbs.
Was $33.95,
Assembled GDW-162 (AC), 6 lbs.
Was $55.95,
Kit GD -162D (DC), 6 lbs.
Was $33.95,
Assembled GDW-162D (DC), 7 lbs.
Was $55.95,

SUITABLE FOR MOST POPULAR CB
TRANSCEIVERS! This compact unit is available in kit form or factory assembled for AC
or DC operation. And it's easy to install on
most popular CB transceivers; suitable for use
with FCC type accepted 2 -way radio equipment. Orders for multiple units will be shipped
with the same tone -group relays.
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Now $40.00
Now $22.00

Now $40.00

FREE 1964 HEATHKIT CATALOG
See these and over 250 other exciting
Heathkits available in easy -to -build kit
form. Save 50% or more by doing the easy
assembly yourself! Send for your free

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS! Your CB set
speaker remains disconnected for absolute silence, until the proper tone signal is received.
Then it's automatically connected for several
seconds to permit hearing the sender's call
letters. If the call is for you, just pick up the
microphone and carry on your conversation.
To initiate a call, simply pick up the mike, press
the tone signal lever, give your call letters and
wait for an answer! Simple, convenient!

Now $22.00

catalog today!

HEATH COMPANY

Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023

43-3-1

In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., Cooksvllle, Ont.

D

Enclosed Is $

,

plus postage. Please send

model(s)

ID Please send my Free

1964

Heathkit Catalog.

Name

Address
City

State

Zip

Prices 6 specifications subject to change without notice.
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BUILD A QUAD

A NTENNA
AT LONG LAST, ONE THAT

WORKS

PART II

by CHARLES LEEDHAM, 2A3788
Last month we presented Part I, showing the preliminary construction steps. Copies of this issue

are available from the 59 Circulation Department
at 50¢ each.

With your wires all strung soldered and prepared, and with spiders and boom, you are
ready to take the whole affair up to the roof
and put it together. Start by placing one spider
flat on the roof and lay the four poles of the
reflector element out loosely on the spider, slipping the wires through the pole holes as you go
until you have a loose, rough square shape.
Fasten the bases of the poles loosely into the
spider (either in the bolts of the plywood plate
or with the straps of the Cubex), and begin to
make the finer final adjustments. By moving the
poles in and out slightly make the sides of the
square straight and taut, and as you go measure
each side carefully to make it 9 feet, 3 inchesyou can slip the wires back and forth a bit
through the pole ends until you have everything
exactly right. Be sure the insulator and tuning
stub (the square -bottomed "U") are exactly in
the middle of one side. Now tighten the bolts
or straps and you have finished the reflector.
Set this aside and make up the driven element
square exactly the same way, with the insulator
exactly in the middle of one side.
Finally, attach the boom to the spider of the
driven element -41 feet of 2 x 2 or 41 feet
cut from the 2 -inch aluminum tubing. With
the boom firmly in place and sticking up in
the air, lift the reflector and fasten it to the
other end of the boom. Be sure the two squares
line up exactly and that the tuning stub insulator is in the middle of the same side as the
coax insulator. You are now ready to clamp on
the mast stub, and here is where the variable
S9 pays

polarization of the Quad comes in.
If you and another station each plan to put
up Quads and leave them pointed at each other,
you will not care about the vertical polarization
of all the other CB stations. By mounting the
Quad so that the coax attaches at the bottom of
the square, it will be horizontally polarizedboth Quads will be if both are fed at the bottom. For simple two -station communication this
offers very considerable advantages-you can
slam a signal through from one to the other
like a ton of bricks, you will receive relatively
little interference from vertically polarized stations and will give them correspondingly little
interference. For horizontal polarization, fasten
your mast stub to the boom so that it runs out
between the insulators-when the Quad is
mounted, the insulators will be on a bottom
side.

But assuming you want to rotate the Quad
for communication with a number of vertically
polarized stations (almost all CB units), mount
the mast stub so that it runs out from the
boom parallel to the insulator sides-when the
Quad is erected, the feed cable will run to one
side and the tuning stub will be on the side.
The mast stub should be 41 feet long-with a
little sticking above the boom it will hold the
Quad high enough so that the bottom wires
nicely clear guy lines strung out at a high angle
from the bottom of the rotator.
To secure the reflector stub, wrap insulating
tape around one corner of the "U" and run a
piece of wire from that corner to the center of
the boom. This will keep the stub from swaying in the wind and putting strain on the side
of the Quad. Make the wire just tight enough
to hold the stub, but not so tight that it pulls

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?
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MICROPHONE HOLDER
FOR CB

and other MOBILE RADIOS

...

puts the mike
For cars, boats, base stations
where you want it ... when you want it ... on any
metal surface. Heavy duty magnet really holds.
Fits most mikes. No holes to drill, nothing to mount
all one piece, ready to go.
Net 99c.
GC PART NO. 65-525

...
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NET

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR CB INSTALLER OR GC ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR. If you cannot secure locally,

write to GC ELECTRONICS, Dept. R-2.
GC ELECTRONICS 400 S. WYMAN, ROCKFORD,

ILL, USA

Olson
BERS
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FREE

Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Subscription to,
OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantastic Bargain Packed
Catalog-Unheard of LOW, LOW, WHOLESALE
PRICES on Brand Name Speakers, Changers, Tubes,
Tools, Stereo Amps, Tuners, CB. and other Bargains.
NAME
ADDRESS.

ZONE-STATE
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If you have a friend interested in electronics send his
name and address for a FREE subscription also.
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that side of the Quad out of a straight line.
Now drape the coax from the driven element
insulator to the center of the boom and tape it
firmly there. Again, not too tight or too loosearrange it so there will be as little sideways
pull on the insulator as possible when that side
of the Quad is vertical. Finally tape the cable
back about a foot along the boom toward the
reflector so that when the boom is horizontal
the cable will hang from the middle of the
back of the boom and not get fouled on the rotator as the antenna turns.
Ten feet of mast, the length of the rotator
and 41/2 feet of mast stub above that will raise
the top of the Quad about exactly to the 20 foot limit.
The last job is tuning the reflector by sliding
the short back and forth along the arms of the
"U." Because the antenna's surroudings affect
this considerable it is difficult to tune the antenna low and then mount it high. The best
method is to set the short in about the middle
of the stub, then stay on top of a stepladder to
nudge it back and forth while a friend operates
your set and gives you instructions via loud
voice or walkie-talkie. First, rotate the Quad so
that the back (the reflector) end is pointed at a
cooperating station at least a mile away-remember that the direction of radiation of the
Quad is parallel to the boom and in the direction of the driven element. While your friend
watches the S -meter and the other station gives
you steady transmission, move the short back
and forth along the stub until you get the
lowest S -reading. At this point the Quad will
be rejecting signals from the back at maximum
efficiency, the front -to -back ratio will be best,
and the forward gain approximately maximum.
With no S -meter or stepladder or willing friends,
set the sliding short about nine inches from the
insulator before you raise the antenna and just
work with it that way.
As a final cautionary note, be sure you have
the mast well guyed, for although the Quad is
light, the rotor is a heavy item and would make
a spectacular crash and quite a nice dent in your
roof if the whole affair fell over. Glas -Line is
highly recommended, with proper thimbles and
clamps, or if yott use wire, be sure to break up
the lines with egg insulators so that the wire
doesn't accidentally resonate at your frequency
and throw everything way off.
And there you have the Quad. Build it with
care and tune it well and you will have an antenna which will wallop out your signal and
pull in stations you never even heard before. It
will cut down interference from stations in
other directions, and you can even slowly rotate
it to follow a mobile. It can make operating on
today's crowded channels a pleasure instead of
a strain, so build one and see.
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Just about the biggest bombshell to hit
CB in many a month has been quietly
announced by International Crystal Manufacturing Corp., 18 North Lee, Oklahoma
City, Okla. If you've been watching these
pages in S9 over the past few months,
you've noticed that they have added quite
a few CB rigs to their well known EXECUTIVE line of products, and this month they
have added some very interesting and novel
Part 15 base stations to add to their already
established fantastic EXECUTIVE 1500
100-milliwatt "legal CB hobbying" station.
Here is a brief rundown on the units:
EXECUTIVE 1505. A transmitter for
voice communications in the standard broadcast band (510-1600 kc/s). The unit has
push -to -talk, a remote mount fixed -tuned
transmitter for extra -efficiency, 10 feet of
antenna wire. The EXEC 1505 operates from
3 lantern -type batteries. The signals from the
EXEC 1505 may be received on any standard
broadcast radio receiver. Price is $69.50.
EXECUTIVE 1518. Transmitter and receiver for voice communications in the low
frequency Part 15 band (160-190 kc/s).
This offers exceptional possibilities for business, home, or P-15 hobby communications.
It features push -to-talk, 1 watt input, super het receiver, squelch, 8 tubes/6 diodes, 115
VAC power supply. It comes complete with
remote transmitter, mike, 50 feet of antenna
wire, 10 feet of interconnecting cable. Price
is $119.50.
EXECUTIVE 1535. This is the longawaited budget sequel to the $219 EXECUTIVE 1500 Part 15 station. The EXEC 1535
is a complete 11 meter Part 15 station, including push -to-talk, crystal controlled transmit and receive, antenna/transmitter designed for remote roof mounting for maximum efficiency, squelch, tower and mounting
mast for remote transmitter and antenna, 50
feet of cable, 10 tubes and 7 diodes, mikein other words, a complete 27 me/s Part 15
S9-The

oldest national

CB

publication!

DX'ing CB station, ready for "legal hobby CB
use." Price? Guess again, it's only $139.50.
So there you have it, 3 low cost answers
to how to get active in hobby CB'ing while
staying within the FCC regulations. There
are already many thousands of Part 15 units
registered with S9 for this type of operation
(S9 assigns "station identifiers" to these stations because the FCC does not give them
callsigns) So get into the Part 15 swimthe water's fine! Find out about these 3 new
units by checking with your local International Crystal EXEC dealer, or drop a letter
or QSL card to Uncle George at the company.
01' Uncle George is also known on the Part
15 hobby bands as WESTERN 16 and he'll
be glad to fill you in on what these new rigs
will do for you.
.

THIS RADIO TRANSMITTER MADE TO THE
PERSONAL SPECIFICATIONS OF

Sol Nussbaum
KBG 4903
These fancy anodized aluminimum foil
gummed plaques have started showing up on
some of the rigs hereabouts so we decided to
track down their source. It seems that they
are available with any name and ham or
CB callsign printed to order at 2 for $1.50.
They are pressure sensitive and will stick
to any smooth surface. You can order them
by sending a check or money order to Tracy
Diers, GPO Box 1159, New York, N. Y.
10001. By the way, they're black and silver.
Lafayette Radio, P.O. Box 10, Dept. S9 C4, Syosset, L. I., N. Y., has recently released
an ultra low-cost walkie-talkie known as the
HA -70. Selling for only $10.95 each, or $21
March 1964
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(included) This looks to us like a dandy
unit to give to a youngster first getting in
terested in CB. No license is required to
operate the set and Lafayette says that you
should be able to work up to a V4 of a mile
on the thing. Write for details.
CB clubs will be interested to learn that
Sonar Radio Corp., 73 Wortman Avenue,
Brooklyn 7, N. Y. has released a 16mm Technicolor sound motion picture. It runs approximately 15 minutes and explains the functions
and instructions for CB units. There is no
charge for the use of this film if you contact
Jim Liebman at the company (by phone or
mail) and tell him that you want the loan
of the film discussed in S9 Magazine.
CB clubs should also contact Stan Isaacs
at Lafayette Radio (address given above)
and ask Stan to send alone Lafayette's special
"CB Club Packet." The packet" consists of
several tons of fascinating data which will
be of use to all CB'ers and clubs. Be certain
to mention how many members are in the
.

club.

for a pair, the unit is compact in size, utilizes
3 transistors, push -to -talk, and weighs a mere
1 lb. Operates from a single 9 volt battery
ct
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PL -259

10 FOR $3.20

REG. NET .58 ea.

$AVE $2.60
For Prepaid Shipment;

Order Stock=25
Stock Eico, Elmac, Hallicrafters, Johnson,
Gain CB Transceivers; plus
Regency Range
complete stock of Fixed Station & Mobile Antennas & Accessories. Check with us for your
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CONCORD, N. H.

This radio transmitter is under the
jurisdiction of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION,
Washington, D. C
It is a Federal offense for unauthorized
persons to tamper with radio communications
equipment licensed by an agency of the
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
crryaDE TAxI
UNITS
EBZ 1313
VIOLATORS will be PROSECUTED
as the LAW provides.

New on the market this month, and seeking
dealers, are two anodized aluminum platesone an FCC warning plate and the other an
FCC form 452-C Transmitter Identification
Plate. Although made of aluminum, both of
these special plates can be written upon by
means of an ordinary typewriter (with ribbon
in the "off" position). They are attractively
packaged and are sure to be sellouts when the
gang sees them. The manufacturer is all set
to bring out, in addition to these items, QSL
cards, "Installation Plates," "Service Plates,"
"Tested & Checked Plates," and other re -sale
and shop-use items for CB'ers and Hams.
Dealers should contact Sabre Rolle, Box 3,
New York, N. Y. 10023, for prices and details.
Stoner Electronics, Box 7388, Alta Loma,
Calif., announces a new fully transistorized
rig covering the frequency range of 2 through
8 megacycles and offering 15 watts input and
a dependable coverage of 200 miles under
normal operating conditions. One -knob control permits easy operation by unskilled personnel and may be battery operated. Stoner
claims that you can even drop the rugged
unit on a concrete pavement without opera S9 has

every top CB author in the field!

this is the
Poly -Comm® B
first low-cost FM
business band

transceiver
with two-war

tional damage. It takes 12 volts DC to run
it's 15 semi -conductors. It weighs 8 lbs.
Prices start at $264.50. Write Don Stoner at
the company for further details.

selective callínrg *

Here's something of value for no cost at
all! It's the new crystal directory from Texas
Crystals, Dept. S, 1000 Crystal Drive, Fort
Myers, Fla. the 12 page book gives the following information on more than 100 different CB rigs: number of crystals required
for operation, type of holder, frequency of
crystals for transmit and receive in each individual unit. It's pretty much of a must,

29995
AC/DC model

and you'll find it's more than worth the post
card or QSL it takes to receive it. Additional
copies are 25$ each.

Rugged, dependable, yet priced considerably
less than competitive systems. With Capture effect reception, the Poly -Comm B
overcomes interference and gets your call
through. Immunity to ignition noise as compared to AM units and ease of operation
make the "B" the ideal communications system for the serious user. There are other
Poly -Comm built-in bonuses, too
the FM
mode of transmission results in a greater
range than AM units
guaranteed mobile
to mobile range of 20 miles on flat terrain
and 30 miles for base to mobile transmission
even greater ranges can be acquired as
needed with a Poly -Booster. Selective listening is available by adding a plug-in Poly -Call
Selective Ringer. No examination necessary
to acquire a business band license.

...

...

...

Hy -Gain Antenna Products announces the
immediate availability of their revolutionary
"Co-Phaser" unit. It's a little gray box of
magic that adds a directional versatility and
range to phased colinear base station antenna
arrays. With a flip of the front panel compass
indicator, the unit transfers the CB'er from
3.86 DB additional "broadside" gain to 4.5
DB additional "end fire" gain off of either end
of the phased array. It has no tubes or circuitry to induce additional noise or interference. Easily installed, the unit sells for
$14.95. A detailed engineering report on

Continued on page 34
S9 pays
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Town & Country

channel crystal controlled transmit and
receive
Dual conversion Super -her receiver with amazing sensitivity and selectivity, equal to 13
tube communciations receiver.
Universal power supply offering 6 and 12 volt
all in one unit
DC and 117 Volt AC
Sparkling, sturdy chrome case
6

...

$1795°
Dependable two way communication from car,
boat or truck to your home, office or other

Press to talk ceramic mike with coil cord
and mike jack
power cable
Your choice of crystals and

mobile unit

1

GIZMOTCHY

2

IN

1

Vertical - horizontal
beam antenna for
hi -efficiency and
greater distance base
station performance.
$ 55.95

32
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UNIVERSAL
ANTENNA
SELECTOR BOX
For fast switching
from base station to

GROUND PLANE
Heavy duty ground
plane antenna pre matched for 52 ohm

impedance

horizontal or vertical
beam

...$24.50

BUDDY WHIP

inch fibre glass
mobile antenna with
unique pivot base
that permits immediate antenna adjustment to any position
from driver's seat.
Mounts in rain gutter.

96

$24.50

$7.50
S9 is
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anybody why UTICA is the

t wanted

CB

equipment...

"More quality, more performance
and more features for the
money," that's why
The best salesman in the world can't sell a CB fan just
any old transceiver. CB people know what they want.
They know quality, they recognize performance, they
understand features. They insist on value.

Compare these Utica transceivers with anything on the
market. Compare performancE. Compare quality. Compare features. Compare value. If you're an old CB hand,
you know Utica is unbeatable. If you're just getting into
or send the coupon below
the field ask any old timer
for complete informati .i.

-

II

Utica T & C

Unversal power supply
117 Volt AC

-

channel crystal controlled transmit and
receive
Calibrated "S" meter with output -power
modulation indicator
External speaker terminal
Dual conversion Super -het receiver. The most
stable tunable receiver on the 11 meter band.
Gets all CB channels
6

$19995
6 and

12

volt

Press to talk ceramic mike with coil cord
and mike jack
Your choice of crystals and one power cable
Ideal for car, home, office, truck or boat

DC,

Sparkling, sturdy chrome case

Moil the coupon TODAYI
I

UTICA
COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
Subsidiary of Continental
Marine Corporation
2917 W. Irving Park Rd.
Chicago 18, Illinois

S9

-

I

UTICA COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
Irving Park Road
Chicago 18, Illinois
Please rush full detail and specification on
2917 West

TOWN & COUNTRY

[

UTICA T&C

II

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
March

ZONE

STATE
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solid
state

what it is and how well it does it is available
at no cost from Hy -Gain Antenna Products,
8450 N.E. Highway 6 at Stevens Creek,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
J -A Electronics Company, P.O. Box 45,
Teaneck, N. J. 07666, has announced two
new units, an external speech clipper and an
internal speech clipper. On the drawing
beards is a VOX unit and a tone -call system.
All units are transistorized. The internal
speech clipper connects between the plate of
the driver tube and the grid of the modulator
tube; the external unit connects between the
microphone and the microphone connector.
The internal unit is a printed circuit board
and sells for $13.95 to $17.50, depending
on the specific unit needed. The external
unit comes in a semi -kit ( less connectors )
.11llllllllllllllloh.
Ó
for $13.95, completely wired with a simple
connector for $17.95, and completely wired
with a complex (push -to -talk) connector for
$19.50. Details and complete specs are availillü111111111D1u
1IiIIIIIHIIIIINuI--able from the manufacturer.
General Electric is offering a chart entitled
"High Reliability Tubes for Critical Applications" (ETR-3559A) The chart lists prototypes and essential characteristics of the complete line of 59 types of "Five -Star" receiving
tubes which are specially designed for criti(CB Transceivers)
cal mobile and military applications. The 4
Solid state circuitry means that Cadre CB receivers page chart
also lists basing diagrams. It's
can be bounced over rough roads in mobile installations; and can take plenty of rough use at base free from General Electric Tube Dept.,
Owensboro, Ky.
stations and in portable field use.
Francis Industries, 25 East Depot St.,
Solid state circuitry means that Cadre transceivers
draw about as much power as an electric clock. Not Pataskala, Ohio, is marketing a new line of
only do auto or marine batteries last longer, but CB, Ham and commercial antennas. These
when batteries get low, Cadre solid state transceivers include both base and mobile jobs with names
operate where others might not.
like "The Octupus," "The Amazer," "The
Reliability is only one reason why Cadre solid state Colonel," and "The Monowhip." These anCB transceivers are your best buy. Performance is
another part of the story-plenty of transmission tennas combine copper and fiberglass and
we suggest that you get a card off to them
punch on 5 crystal controlled-channels-long distance reception with the dual conversion superhet pronto for their interesting spec sheet.
receiver. And unwanted noise and adjacent channels
Carr Plastics, Box 18222, Indianapolis,
are effectively suppressed.
Ind., is swinging along with their nifty mobile
FOUR POWERFUL SOLID STATE 5 -WATT, 5 CHANNEL
and desk -top call letter signs. We especially
MODELS for every possible application-base station,
like their MAGNA -BAS for mobile use feamobile, field. New Cadre 510-A-AC/DC 23 channel
manual tuning $219.95. Cadre 515 same as 510-A turing magnetic feet on a solid base for top
less manual tuning $199.95. Cadre 520 DC only with of dash mounting ( $3.75) Also nice is their
battery cable and mounting kit. For mobile and port- MAGNA-BAK with the magnets on the back
able use from 12 volt batteries $187.50. Cadre 525 for dash or panel mounting (no base furmodel 520 in portable pack carrying case with builtnished), it's $3.50. If you are a jazzy playboy
in battery/power supply, recharger, AC cord and
telescoping antenna for complete field portability. you'll go for the MOBIL-GLO with dazzling
yellow fluorescing figures on a 3 by 9, or
$269.95.
larger, black panel. It has rubber suction feet
FULL POWER, 1.5 WATT HAND HELD RECEIVER CADRE
C-75 Solid-state throughout. Two crystal controlled for windshield or rear window mounting.
channels. Sensitive receiver, powerful transmitter It's only $3.75. Reduced prices are in effect if
with one watt output to the antenna. $109.95. Re- clubs order in bulk from Carr. Tell them that
charger and set of (2) nickel -cadmium batteries. S9 sent you for extra fast personal service.
$31.85. Cartridge for (9) penlite cells. $2.95.
to our old buddy Larry B. MeyerV c- - ivIEE INDUSTRIES CORP. COMMERCIAL PRODUCT sonCongrats
who
was
just made a part owner and
DIV.
ENDICOTT, NEW YORK
AREA CODE 607, 748.3373.
Vice President of World Radio Laboratories
Canada: Tri -Tel Assoc., Ltd., 81 Sheppard Ave. W., Willowdale,

reliability...

Cadre

.

.

Ont. Export: Morhan Export, 458 B'way, N. Y. 13, New York.
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Reports
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of Council Bluffs, Iowa. Larry will be directly
responsible for WRL's marketing and advertising policies. Best of luck Larry, keep those
CB goodies coming our way!

KNIGHT C555

The Knight Kit C555 mw. transceivers
can provide reliable two-way communication
for distances up to approximately threequarters of a mile (about the maximum range
over ideal terrain) . The entire package, receiver and transmitter, weighs one pound
and measures 7" x 31/4" x 2".
The C555 uses a total of 5 transistors and
one diode. The transmitter section consists
of the crystal oscillator, TR -5, and the modulator, TR -3 and TR -4. The modulator doubles
as the audio amplifier in the receiver section,
as shown in the block diagram in fig. 1.
In the receive position the desired signal
picked up by the antenna is fed to TR -1, the
oscillator-mixer. In this stage it is mixed with
the output of the receiver crystal. The resulting signal ( the difference between the incoming i.f. signal and the oscillator signal)

Era /N ACTION!
2 -WAY RADIOS

the"ESCORT"and "COMPANION II"
$189.50

NEW
"ESCORT"
Features

$229.95

Illuminated -8 fixed channels, tunable
transmit 23 channels

to receive and

with external crystal socket-illuminated "S" meter and slide rule tuning
dial-all transistor power supply.
Every transceiver is hand -wired, quality controlled along the production line, and individually
tuned and tested before it reaches you. Dependability is built in for long years of rugged service.

NOW AT YOUR DEALER

PEARCE-SIMPSON, INC.
MIAMI, FLORIDA

S9 pays

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?

NEW "COMPANION

II"

Features

Illuminated -5 fixed channels, tunable
to receive and transmit 23 channels
with external crystal socket-illumiall trannated slide rule tuning dial

-

sistor power supply.

SPEARCE-SIMPSON, INC.
2295 N. W. 14th St., Miami, Florida 33125
Please send me details on
New "ESCORT" D "COMPANION II"

2

Name

Address
City

State
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Xmfr
Osc
TR- 5

Osc.
Mixer
TR -1

I.F.
Amp
TR -2

y

Detector
CR

-1

1. Block diagram of the Knight -Kit C-555 transceiver. The unit employs 5 transistors and one diode.
The audio section doubles as the output system for the

Fig.

A=77.
Driver
(Mod.)
TR -3

.-y

Audio Out
Mod.)
TR -4

o

(

0

receiver and the modulator for the 100 milliwatt transmitter. As shown by the switching circuit, the speaker
is used as the microphone in the Transmit position.

fed to the intermediate frequency amplifier alongside. It is possible for a person with no
where it is greatly amplified. The amplified prior knowledge of electronic components to
signal is then detected by the diode, CR -1, assemble this kit.
and fed to the audio amplifier through the
The greatest portion of the assembly involume control and the Transmit -Receive volves the printed boards. The board is supswitch circuit. The output of the audio am- plied with the major components pre plifier is then fed to the 2 inch speaker. The mounted. The more difficult parts to handle,
same speaker is used as the microphone in such as the Transmit-Receive switch, the 8
the transmit function.
sockets (5 transistor sockets, 2 crystal sockets
The kit is prepared in such a manner that and 1 diode socket) and the two transformers
almost anyone without experience could con- are premounted.
struct it successfully. For example, when a
After assembling the boards as directed
check of the parts is to be made, a page in the next step is to adjust the transmitter tank
the instruction book provides a photograph coil, L4. This must be done before any
and identification for every major component. further assembly (inserting the components
The small parts are mounted on cardboard into the case, etc.) because of the temporary
strips with the identifying number printed connection of a pilot lamp as a dummy load
is

BASE ... OR

Off BASE

You're always

SAFE

with

The Model 254X Crystal microphone
gives you everything you need at the
base station
an on -off push -to -talk
and lock switch included. Response:
60.8000 cps. Level: -48 db
List price
$23.50
And the mobile Model 355C Ceramic
features Turner's exclusive Hand Ease switch for extra convenience.
Response: 80-7000 cps. Level: -54
db. List price
$12.50
Get 'em both.

-

MICROPHONE COMPANY
945 17th Street N.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

THE

MODEL 254X

In

Canada: Tri -Tel Associates, Ltd.
91 Sheppard Ave. West

Willowdale, Ontario
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send for NEW

FREE

CRYSTAL CATALOG

with NEW TRANSISTOR
OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

Citizen Band Class "D" Crystals

-

-

CITIZEN BAND CLASS "D" CRYSTALS

3rd overtone
.005% tolerance
to
meet all FCC requirements. Hermetically
sealed HC6/U holders. //2" pin spacing.
.050 pins. (Add 15c per crystal for .093
pins).

$2 95

EACH

In stock: 28.985, 28.975,
28.985, 27.003, 27.015, 27.025, 27.035, 27.053, 27.083,
27.073, 27.085, 27.103, 27.115, 27.123, 27.133, 27.135,
27.185. 27.175. 27.183. 27.205, 27.215, 27.223. 27.253,
Matched crystal sets for ALL CB units (Specify equipment
$5.90 per set
make and model numbers) _
CRYSTALS IN HC6/ U HOLDERS

MI 23 megacycle frequenclee

_

and output indicator. The adjustment of L4
may be a little confusing to the beginner but
with careful attention to the detailed instructions it can be readily accomplished. This is
the only adjustment in the transmitter section
and when L4 is set the assembly of the units
can be completed.
When the assembly of the units is completed (about another half hour), the receiver alignment can be done. The noise level
heard in the receiver is used for the first step
of the alignment. All adjustments are peaked
for maximum noise. For the best possible results the alignment of the receiver should be
repeated using the signal being received
from a transceiver at least one half mile
away. After using this method of alignment
the results were checked with a signal generator and found to be perfect. Thoughtfully,
provisions are made to store the alignment
tool under a clip on the rear cover. The alignment tool may be needed again particularly
if the crystals are changed to provide operation on a new channel.
After several alignments to be certain that
we were operating at peak efficiency, on -the air tests were made over various types of terrain. The best we were able to do was slightly
more than three-quarters of a mile over open
ground (Bethpage Golf Course, L. I.) The
audio quality on both the transmit and receive function is excellent and receiver sensitivity is quite surprising.
These units, the Knight-Kit C-555, may
also be used on the C.A.P. frequency and the
necessary crystals are available from Allied
Radio. Of course, the units have to be properly licensed for C.A.P. work.
.

S9
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.050 diameter

-

SEALED
OVERTONE

.406 pin spacing

FUNDAMENTAL
FREQ. SEALED

From 1601 KC to 2000 KC $5.00; from 2001
KC to 2500 KC $4.00; 2501 KC to 5000 KC
$3.50; 6001 RC to 7000 KC $3.90; 7001 KC
to 10,000 KC $3.25.
Specify frequency..05 pins spaced 1/z" (Add
15c for .093 pins).
$2.95 ea.

RADIO
CONTROL

tolerance

-

.005%

15 to 30 MC
$3.85-30 to 40 MC
40 MC to 86 MC
$4.50
$4.10
$8.00 ea.
65 MC to 100 MC

-

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
FOR EVERY SERVICE
Grade "A"
imported quartz-ground and etched to
exact frequencies.
Unconditionally
guaranteed! Supplied in:
MC -7 holden
FT -243 holder.
Pin spacing 24"
Pin spacing
Pin diameter .093
Pin diameter .125
CRIA/AR holder.
FT -171 holder.
Pin spacing 34"
Pin spacing 'Y2"
Pin diameter .125
Banana pins
MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS . . . Spocify holder wanted
1001 KC to 1600 KC: .005% tolerance
$4.50 ea.
1601 KC to 2000 KC: .005% tolerance
$3.55 ea.
$2.75 ea.
2001 KC to 2500 KC: .005% tolerance
2501 KC to 9000 KC: .005% tolerance
$2.50 ea.
$3.00 ea.
9001 KC to 11.000 KC: .005% tolerance
Amateur, Novice, Technician Bond Crystals
.01% Tolerance
$1.50 ea.
80 meters (3701-3749 KC)
40 meters (7152-7198 KC), 15 meters (7034-7082 KC), 6 meters
(8335-8650 KC) within 1 KC
FT-241 Lattice Crystals in all frequencies from 370 KC to
540 KC (all except 465 KC and 600 KC)
$1.25 aa.
Pin spacing '/t" Pin diameter .093
Matched pairs _ 15 cycles $2.50 per pair
200 KC Crystals, $2.00 ea.; 455 KC Crystals, $1.25 ea.; 500 KC
Crystals, $1.25
100 KC Frequency Standard Crystals in
HC6/U holders $4.50 ea.; Socket for FT -243 Crystal 15e ea.;
Dual Socket for FT-243 Crystals, 15e ea.; Sockets for MC -7 and
FT -171 Crystals 25e ea.; Ceramic Socket for HC6/U Crystals
All crystals made from

-

20e ea.

-48

HR. SHIPMENT
NEW TWX SERVICE
3 PLANTS TO SERVE YOU BETTER
de ORDER FROM CLOSER PLANT

r

TEXAS CRYSTALS
DEPT.S
1000 Crystal Drive
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA
Phone 813 WE 6-2109
TWX 813-334-2830
AND
4117 W. Jefferson Blvd.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Phone 213-731-2258
TWX 213-737-1315

di

Division of
4/GTRO

O
Ca'

WH\ITEHAJLL(
RPOR
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PART I
JEL
by DEAN DETTON, NORTHERN 17
S9 MAGAZINE
300 WEST 43 ST.
NEW YORK 36. N. Y.

We recently (in January) ran a letter from
a P-15'er who claimed that there was some
question as to legality of the PACIFIC prefix.

Bob Malone, ATLANTIC 787/KH15117,
Kimberly P.O., Kimberly, W. Va., says that
he's interested in starting up a Part 15 club
and that P-15'ers anywhere out there in
radioland are welcome to contact him about
it. He says that anybody taking the time to
write will get a letter in return.
In Stamford, Conn., we hear from Pete
Kemp, NORTHERN 2125, 25 Prince Pl.,
who is interested in getting together a local
club for P-15'ers. He says, "Look for me on
Channel 7, 11, or 3."
A writer from a Rutherford, N. J. P-15'er,
who asked that we withhold his name, tells
us that the author is interested in a proposal
that could allow P-15 operators to enjoy the
facilities of an antenna up to 200 feet in
length. If you're interested, write to NORTHERN 2503, 448 Union Ave., Rutherford, N. J.
Here's someone looking for P-15 skeds, via
skip or the mails. He's Glenn Speck, CENTRAL 1430, 710 East 6th Street, Coffeyville,
Kans. 67337. Glen stands by on Channel 6
from 3:30 a.m. CST to 10 a.m. on Mondays
through Fridays. On Saturday and Sunday,
he says that he's just about "always on."
CENTRAL 1430 runs a Lafayette HE -29C
into a Helitvhip and he says that he has
worked most of the other P-15'ers in the area.

The other day we received correspondence
from Steve Herberth, KFC3527 which commented on this. Steve cites that the Civil Air
Patrol manual specifies that the "tactical"
CAP callsign for Pacific Regional land stations is none other than "PACIFIC," and he
goes on to say that this is where the confusion
may have arisen-especially since the FCC's
Safety and Special Services Bureau processes
the CAP licenses. It's a good possibility that
the FCC people were referring to this, Steve,
however when we checked with the FCC
people, prior to the start of our P-15 program,
they didn't foresee any particular problems.
Apparently they only process the CAP tactical calls, they do not assign them at the
FCC, and they were mainly concerned about
our using calls which they were assigning.
There's a whole slew of new Part 15 2 -way
base station gear out this month from International Crystal. Details are in this month's
"On The Counters" column in S9. Be sure
to see what they have to offer. Additional details of the gear is shown in the new "Part 15
Callbook/Handbook, 1964."

C+

APPLICATION FOR FREE PART 15 STATION IDENTIFIER CERTIFICATE
To

register your Part

15

"unlicensed"

CE1

identifier certificate, do the following:

station with 59 and receive your special station

if you don't want to cut your

A.

Fill in the application below, or facsimile

b.

Enclose your completed application form together with a self -add
envelope, in another envelope addressed as follows:

copy of 59.
d stamped (So)

Part 15 Department
59 Magazine
300 Wes/ 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.
Name

CB Call

Address.

City:

Zone

Part 15 Channel:_

Type of unit.

No.

of units.
enclose SOC for the 1964 Part 15
Callbook/Handbook.

State.

Date

I
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by JOHN BURNUP, XM49-405
9268 CUMMINGS AVE.
OTTAWA, ONT., CANADA

North of the 49th the Citizens Band is
now two years old, and being Canada, the
users have been extremely conservative, so
much so that it is only in the last year that
any real club activity has emerged in the
main cities. However these various clubs
have not yet fully realized their civic

..

.
potential
In Ottawa, The Golden Triangle (GRS)
Radio Club has assisted two local organizations, the Boy Scouts and the West Ottawa
Lions Club. The Boy Scouts were provided
with walkie-talkies and a base station was
set up in the Central Canada Exhibition to
provide the Scouts with a complete communications system whereby (and I quote
from the World Scouting Bulletin), "Ottawa
Boy Scouts, using 'walkie-talkies,' found
1,290 `lost' children at the Central Canada
Exhibition this year. The portable two-way
radio sets provided quick transmission of
information about missing children. One
hundred Scouts were on duty each of the
eight days of the exhibition. It took only a
short time to instruct the Scouts in the use
of the equipment and radio procedure and
they were on the air. A very successful
operation."
The Lions Club in Ottawa using a local
radio station, CFRA, for twelve hours ask
for pledges of money to be telephoned in to
the station for which various local celebrities
perform or requests are played on the air.
These pledges are then passed to a central
control. The central control then relays the
addresses to the CB mobile units in each
area. Collections are made by a Lions Club
member who accompanies each mobile. This
has been the first year that CB was used and
the Lions Club report that it has been the
best so far. The monies collected go to providing hampers for the needy at Christmas.
These are the type of activities that help
establish the CB'er as a definite asset to his
or her community. While it's a good start,
unfortunately at present the Clubs in the
U.S. still are putting us here in Canada to
shame. What's wrong Canada?
We are all very grateful to S9 for its
Card Swapping Column which has helped

S9 pays

many of us to make a lot of friends across
the border.
This writer has learned
An S9 first!
that in 1964 a General Radio Service Directory will go on the market in Canada.
I have been told that it will contain a complete CB listing, Ham directory and Ship to -Shore directory plus other features. Remember where you heard about it first, and
we will keep you posted as it develops.
As your Canadian Editor it is hoped that
the Canadian Scene can be completely covered from Coast to Coast, but as every CB
activity, team-work is necessary, so if you
have any news, please send it to me.
Good luck to the West Toronto CB Radio
Group, the Saskatchewan Citizen Band
Radio Club, the Newfoundland Citizen
Band Club, the Sun Parlor Emergency Cpmmunication Service and to the other clubs
that are in existence or being formed.
Watch this column every month for new
Department of Transport news.
We hope that Canadian clubs and individuals furnish us with club papers, photos,
news items, and club emblems so that we
can make our column "the greatest."

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?
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NEW WAL "DX'ER" 5 -WATT CB TRANSCEIVER

ENGINEERED FOR GREATER "TALK POWER"

NOME

MOBILE

BUSINESS

INDUSTRY

Full 5 Watts Power
II
100% MODULATION
Ill Built-in Three-way Power
Supply
IV Illuminated "S" and Modulation Meter
V Double conversion
superheterodyne receiver
VI
Push -to -talk ceramic mike
VII Instant switching for 12 transmit channels
VIII All channel tuning
IX Unique "Spot
I

Quick" control.

FULLY WIRED

$119.95

IT'S

Powerful 5 -watt "DX'er" CB
Transceiver offers more performance extras than ever before at this low price
$119.95. Completely hand wired and made
in U.S.A. to WRL's specific high standards.
Deluxe Extras include DOUBLE CONVERSION
CIRCUIT. This feature with its tuned circuits
and IF stages offers 5 kc receiving selectivity, freedom from unwanted spurious signals, .3UV cr 6 DB S/N sensitivity, crystal
controlled conversion oscillator gives minimum drift. ALL CHANNEL TUNING as found
in more expensive transceivers, makes
drift -free tuning E -Z. Also allows the best
reception tuning to each station without a
channel selector. EXCLUSIVE "SPOT QUICK
CONTROL" indicates instant "on channel"
transmitting position as you tune the dial
by the peak position on the "S" meter. This
feature eliminates any need for separate
receiver crystals. COMPACT, RUGGED steel
cabinet attractively finished in dark grey
and white. Size: 12-1/2 x 7-1/4 x 4-1/4. Wt.
17 lbs. Complete with a channel 9 transmit
crystal, mike with hanger and 117 VAC
power cord.
138S013, Model DX -12
$119.95
Buy two & Save $14.90
$225.00
Accessories
865066-MOBILE Mounting Brackets
(underdash mt.)
$2.95 ea.
86S065-6/12 Volt DC
$2.95 ea.
Power Cord
WRL's New

-

Ea<lusiv. Hw,I,-ys_

E

SEND FOR

FREE

CATALOG
209"
.,

uwulRNts

WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
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BUY

A

MONEY

MONTH

PAIR AND

A

Guaranteed for 90
Days Against All
Defects!
TWO-WEEK
HOME TRIAL.
MONEY -BACK
GUARANTEE

WRL

CHARGE -APLAN

-

CB Transceiver

Made in U.S.A. to
WRL's Strict spec-

LESS
IRA

HAOREEIMN
CHARGES

's

DOWNUSE

SAVE

TWO FOR $225

ifications
on DX 12 only

FIVE MONEY SAVING PACKAGES

-

Save $7.49
DX'er Transceiver, Push -to -Talk Mike, AC
Cord, Crystal for Channel 9, Hy -Gain VP -II Antenna, 50' RG -58/U, Two PL -259 Plugs, Two UG-176
Adapters. Wt. 27 lbs. ZZS029 Base $139.95
$7.00 per mo.
Save $29.84
$265.00
$14.00
2. BUY TWO
per mo.
3. Mobile Station Package
Save $6.87
You get: DX'er Transceiver with built-in DC Supply,
Push -to -talk Mike, Cord, Crystal for channel 9,
New-Tronics FGB -27 Cowl -Mount whip with cables
& plugs, 6/12 V Power Cord, Underdash Mounting
Bracket. Wt. 23 lbs.
ZZS030
$124.95
$6.00 per mo.
$12.00
Save $28.64
$235.00
4. BUY TWO
1.

Base Station Package

You get:

-

-

- -

-

-

per mo.

WORD RADIO

40

$6.00

5.

--

Buy One
ZZS031
per mo.

-

Base Station &
Save $31.69

3415 WEST BROADWAY
S9 is the

Mobile
$247.55

One

-

Station
$12.00

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

nation's largest circulating

CB

publication.

CB

CASE SOON
by

LEE

AURICK, KCD5514

MT. PLEASANT RD. RFD
COLUMBIA, PA.

1

road within five minutes of the emergency
call, and was followed -up within five minutes
scope than the breadwinning jobs most peo- more by a support truck with thirty additional volunteers.
ple have at any time in their lives.
"Fortunately, other than the train wreck,
His name is Wes Sweigart; he lives in Mt.
Joy, Penna.; and his CB call letters are we have had to mobilize for considerably
KCD4171, though he's sure to be better less serious situations. Some of these, in which
known as the head man at KCC0058, the CB radio played a very important part, inbase station of the Rescue Division, Lan- clude: the recovery of a car from a quarry;
recovery of bodies in numerous drownings;
caster County Civil Defense.
Wes is the Director of the Rescue Division, assistance to the State Police in search and
and is a walking, talking, firebreathing advo- rescue operations; and the bringing of fuel
and food to families isolated by a heavy snow
cate of CB radio.
"CB puts communications right down to storm. On one occasion, we supplied power
the level of the working volunteer," Wes, told from our emergency generator to convalesyour S9 reporter. "This is the level where cent homes for a period of fifty-two hours,
communications is most often needed most, when heavy snows had demolished power
and until the advent of this Service it just lines. Each of these operations called heavily
wasn't available. Sure, we have had radio of upon our CB radio equipment to coordinate
some sort at the higher levels of control; such around -the -clock activity.
"For several years we have run our own
as through the local Fire and Police Departments, but these channels of communication instruction courses in First Aid, and in Resare always particularly taxed during an cue. Everyone of our 1100 volunteers has
emergency. Though it worked alright in some been through at least one of these courses,
drills, it wasn't until we were able to get and some individuals have been through
radio into the hands of the volunteer during them each year to pick up new ideas which
we are constantly teaching."
a time of emergency that we were able to
"Many of our requests for rescue mobilizareally make a contribution toward operating
tion come by way of CB, since most Conin the Public Interest."
"Our Fire Department network is fine, but stables and Police in Lancaster County are
it was never designed to do the job of pro- CB equiped. Any Fire Chief or Police Officer
viding communications in depth that we can activate our Rescue Division."
"Our drills take on great realism when I
need," Wes remarked.
insist
that all communications be carried by
I
when
business
"I was out of town on
learned of the train disaster in 1962 at Steel- radio. To me, there is very little point in
ton, Penna. Our teams were so well trained building an organization to operate within
that I could count off on my fingers the the confines of a land-line telephone system,
routine steps through which they were going; when I recognize that the one thing we will
steps we had been over a hundred times be- be able to count upon, should we have a
fore. When I did arrive home, everything real disaster, would be our communications
had happened just as I knew it would. We through CB radio. Each man and woman in
have eight to ten men assigned to each rescue our Rescue Division is convinced that our
truck. When an emergency arises, the truck efficient efforts can contribute materially to
waits until four men are present, then it rolls. the saving of lives in a disaster, and none of
The remainder of the unit follows as soon as us would be willing to sacrifice this efficiency
possible. I found that our rescue truck sta- by basing our planning for communications
tioned at Elizabethtown, Penna. was on the on anything but CB radio."
This month we visit for a few minutes with
a man who has a volunteer job larger in
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AC POWER SUPPLY

TRAVELIER
transceiver

Transmitter:
23 channel crystal controlled
Power Output: 3.25 watts
minimum

Receiver
9

tube superhet circuit with

Sensitivity:

microvolt

.1

the all new TRAVELIER transceiver
the exclusive SATELLITE base station

For

db down signal-to-noise
ratio
23 channel variable control
a 6

SATELLITE
base station

Transmitter :

-

23 channel switching
Channel 9 crystal supplied
Cathode-ray modulation

indicator

5 tubes plus 3 silicon diodes

watt input-100% Noising

modulation

Receiver
.1

DEMCO Presents

stage

RF

S

TRAVELLER TRANSCEIVER

microvolt sensitivity

cude amplifier
Dual conversion
and 455 kc

IF

-

cas-

10 mc.

Highly readable 2ys" square
"S" meter with front panel
zeroing control

local-distence switch with
audio comp
position to
prevent overload from nearby
stations
S fixed receive channels
with band-spread
d spread tuning and
overall a23 channel continuous
tuning
14 tube performance with
tubes and 5 diodes

Only Demco offers you a complete true Base Station and a
new Mobile rig that has everything. Outstanding Demco quality
is the result of specialization by the country's leading electronic
experts in the CB field!
The Satelite Base Station will set you apart from your CB
friends and will give you pride of ownership and performance
no other set can match. A separate transmitter, receiver,
speaker, and meter add a greater degree of versatility and
accuracy in your communication.
The Satelite Power Modulator, a compression audio amplifier,
greatly increases your talk power when used with the Satelite
Base Station or most other CB radios.
The unique Travelier Transceiver gives you extra sensitivity,
100% modulation, more projection and range. Beautifully
styled, yet rugged and functional, the Traveller offers everything for the discriminating CB'er
including the new and
exclusive "Audio Spotter" and "Noise Limiter."
A matching AC Power Supply converts your Travelier to
Base in a matter of seconds!

-

Free Brochures:

For complete specifications and
schematics of the exciting new
Travelier Transceiver and Satellite
Base Station, write to:

Power SWR Meter:
RF power output
into dummy load (52 Ohm)
M
maximum forward
entonna current for antenna
tuning
used in conjunction
with reverse position
measures relative standing
wave ratio (SWR)

Measures

-

SATELLITE
POWER MODULATOR

42
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DEMCO

ELECTRONICS, INC.
Bristol, Indiana

SATELLITE
BASE STATION,
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ANTENNAS
by

LEN

BUCKWALTER, KBA4480

CONFUSED CONNECTORS

NOISE REDUCER

Have you seen what's atop the new Super
Magnum? Looks like the antenna speared a
low-flying sputnik (see drawing). In beefing
up their standard Magnum, Antenna Specialists added longer radials at the bottom
and a way-out ball on top. That ball, called
Stati-Lite, acts as a noise -reducing device

Matching up antenna connectors is tougher
than trying to force a round peg into a square
hole. Trouble is no standardization; there
are at least three different connector types.
So you bring home a new rig and attempt
to hook it into the antenna line. Within
minutes comes the discovery that, like Antony and Cleopatra, you have a male -female
problem. Even worse, different -size connectors make it impossible to conveniently couple
in an SWR meter, dummy load, power meter
or swap mobile for base rig-unless you want
to spend hours resoldering plugs.
There's a neat answer. It's in the form of
two cleverly designed adapters that take care
of most mismatched connector problems.
( Each costs about fifty cents.) It takes about
10 seconds to install or remove either adapter.
Consider, first, the job of plugging in an antenna line which ends with a Motorola -type

for receive.

Antennas develop static electricity-the
same kind that causes a shock when you walk
across a carpeted floor, then touch a doorknob
or metal fixture. These nasty discharges are
harmless to people, but do add noise in the
CB receiver. They build up along the antenna
length, ride to the top and discharge into
the atmosphere with a sizzle. It's heard in
the receiver.
That odd ball defeats this action. With a
4 -inch diameter formed by four wires, it helps
eliminate the favorite popping-off point for
static electricity-the antenna tip. Smooth,
rounded surfaces enable charges to sneak off
as quietly as a mouse wearing tennis shoes.

plug (the kind for auto radios) into a rig
equipped with the standard coaxial socket
(SO -239) The adapter shown at the left in
the photo handles that job. The other unit
takes care of the reverse problem-coax plug
to auto-type socket. Both adapters have pin
inserts and shells to properly match up connector types.
.

S9 pays highest authors' rates. Why not submit your

SPRING CLEANING
As the crocus gets ready to bloom and the
birds gas up for the trip north, other sure
signs of spring appear-the battered antenna.
Now that the weather will be easing off, how
about spring antenna cleaning? It can renew
the performance of an antenna pounded by

article?
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Broken

(Element

--

Wood Dowel

or

Aluminum Rod

If

wood dowel is used:
add wires under screwhead
and bolt.

the elements, corrosive fumes, wind and
moisture.
At the base of the usual vertical is a hefty
insulator. Soot from nearby chimneys of airborne fumes can build up across it and cause
a partial short. Rub it clean with a rough
cloth. Give the same treatment to the small
insulators that support a matching section on
some antennas.
Corrosion may have attacked the inside of
telescoping elements, causing poor electrical
contact. After disassembly it can be whisked
away with steel wool. You won't have to do
this again for several years if you use a spray
can of acrylic plastic. After the elements are
reassembled, spray the joints to seal out air
and moisture. (Conductive grease, if it can
be secured, is an excellent coating on element
ends before they are slid together. )
Badly bent or broken elements can be
handled in two ways when no replacement
is available. As shown in the illustration, it's

You

can

SONAR

done with an insert of aluminum or wood
dowel. Both materials are stocked in many
hardware stores. Insert a length of aluminum
rod into an open end, then slip on the other
part of the element. Butt the ends together
and drill two holes for retaining nuts and
bolts.
The wood dowel, especially useful for
wide-diameter elements, is installed in the
same fashion. But to assure good electrical
contact, add pieces of wire under the screws
as shown.
Transmission lines have their share of
troubles. Unscrew the connector from the
antenna and shine its inside surfaces with
crocus cloth. (This item is paper impregnated
with jeweler's rouge; a fine abrasive that
won't harm the metal plating.) Weathered
or cracked coax should be replaced. Damage
to the internal conductors of the cable may
often be detected while squeezing and bending the cable jacket as a helper listens for
sudden changes in noise level at the receiver.
Antenna Briefs: Will the new single -side band rigs need special antennas? SSB transceivers work with standard antennas but
good line and antenna matching are more
important than ever. According to Mark

Continued on page 60

-near and See the 2)ifference
I

FS- 23

CITIZENS

-.

BAND RADIO

23 FREQUENCY
SYNTHESIZED CRYSTAL
CONTROLLED CHANNELS

...

in performIn every field one manufacturer stands out above all others
ance, dependability, engineering know-how, basic components . . . to
the Sonar FS -23.
present the finest product available

...

Low noise dual purpose transistor supply
Continuous one control channel switching
Provisions of accessory VOX control and
Low noise Nuvistor receiver R. F. stage
High stability and frequency accuracy
crystal controlled receiver
2-tone squelch
With mike, power supply cables and mobile mounting brackets. $29995
fine tuning

SONAR RADIO CORP.
73 Wortman Avenue, Brooklyn 7, N.Y.

Please send me information
and data on the Model FS -23.
44
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Grea

with specifically engineered

Ati At,(4
"CB" Antennas
Giant Q-11
BASE STATION

QUAD

CUBICAL
ONLY

$3995

NET

Tailor made to increase range in limited CB
band. Tough, lightweight components permit
use with most TV -type rotors. Easily assembled on ground or tower.
SPECS: Forward Gain; 8 db; Front to Back,
up to 40 db; Feed Type, 62 ohm coax; Polarization, horizontal or vertical; Longest Element, 9'8"; Boom Length, 65 1/2".

"AIR -SENTRY"

GET ON

CBS

THE BEAM

-

311

"Please tell Father Kelly the Bishop would like to see

him."

for Class D-27mc

Retractable Gutter
Mount with
positive lock

CG -275

Communication

Top Loaded Fiberglass

SPECS: 52 ohms, 60
watts maximum power.
RG-5S or equivalent,
justable fur
SWR-1.1 to 1 at resocurved surface
nant frequency. Commounting
either
with
plete
mount.
0
48" Antenna with mount
NET
of your choice
Designed for car installation to cover all
AIR SENTRY
23 channels. Top
loaded fiberglass
"Shorty"
with shock
complete
Model CB -1
spring, mount and
$10.95 NET
12' coax cable. Whip,
overall, 23"18"
Complete with
terminates in coax
mount as shown
plug PL -259.
MMM-75 Ad-

$132

.

.

Testing

.

.

Testing

.

.

Testing

,

.

,

Testing

...

Electronic Love
If she wants a dateIf she comes to callIf she wants an escortIf she's cheating
1f she's fatIf she's thinIf she's extravagantIf she's in errorIf her hands are coldIf she fumes and sputtersIf she's uglyIf she's bossyIf she's slowIf she's bored
1f she refuses-

-

-
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Meter
Receiver
Conductor
Detector
Condenser
Feeder
Limiter
Rectifier
Heater
Insulator
Transformer
Resistor
Accelerator
Exciter
Rejector
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SAppERS
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We finally received the first sour note on
swappers and swapping. The note in particular was addressed to S9's Editor, Tom Kneitel, and it was from an Irwin Hemmle of Ft.
Worth, Texas. Mr. Hemmle is an official of
the American Citizens Band Association
(when he writes on ACBA letterheads he
signs himself as being on the "Permanent
Home Committee," or as being a "Super
Booster Member," whatever that is) Anyway, Mr. Hemmle makes no bones about the
fact that he considers all CB QSL swappers
to be a bunch of "15 year old kids" (in his
own words) Being a 15 year old in itself
isn't anything to be upset about, but the tone
used in Mr. Hemmle's reference was somewhat less than flattering. We imagine that
some of you regular S9 swappers are ACBA
members and we can't help but wonder what
you must be thinking about your organization after hearing what they think of you.
Any ACBA members out there care to comment?
We are pleased to announce two new
awards which will be in effect from now on,
the PX-125 and the PX-150. These will be
for swapping with 125 and 150 prefixes, respectively. General rules for these awards
coincide with the 4 other "PX" awards, as
outlined in previous issues of S9. If you want
a free copy of the Swappers' Award rules
and regulations, you need only to send us a
stamped, self-addressed envelope and request same.
Here are the lucky and proud Swappers'
Award winners for this month:
.

Harry March, KEJ0023, Washington, D.C.
Richard Hubert, KBB0210, Hudson, Mass.
Bruce Paulsen, 1809633, Mundelein, Ill.
0. Wakeman, Battle Creek, Mich.
James Albaugh, KHI9039, Massillon, Ohio
Eddie Becker, KCG0706, Alexandria, Va.
Terry Janssen, KHC6646, Freeport, Ill.
101 Harold Conley, KHB2233, Champaign, Ill.
102 Ronald Angert, KBG7939, So. Orange, N. J.
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

103 Fred Martz, KID0007,
PX-50 67
68
69
70
71

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

George Hoover, KDD0550, Polkville, N. C.
Val Golding, KFC3808, San Francisco, Calif.
David Perry, KBC2434, Westboro, Mass.

Carlos Brown, 5W4076, Charlotte, N. C.
William Shagi, KID2541, Verona, Pa.
James Cross, KCF0823, Hagerstown, Md.
bona J. Velpel, KHA8376, Garrett, Ind.
John Dillard, KDB3123, Monterey, Tenn.
Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.
Jerry Rathburn, KHH0407, Alexandria, Ohio

80

PX-75 35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
46
47

46

59

8
9

Jim Harvey, KH13547, East Tawas, Mich.
George Hoover, KDD0550, Polkville, N. C.
William Harrington, W. Springfield, Mass.
Ralph E. Stouffer, KJC5155, McConnellsburg, Pa.
William Shagi, KID2541, Verona, Pa.

12
13

Stuart Brimmer, KJI0089, Corning, N. Y.
Rick Myers, KCG2599, Springfield, Va.

14
15

Bill Keilman,.Central 1490, Connersville, Ind.
Gus Feltner, KEE2893, New Braunfels, Texas
Douglas Paynter, KCJ5092, Charlottesville, Va.
R. W. Ripley, KEB4496, Fayetteville, Ark.

March 1964

Harrington, W. Springfield, Mass.

O.

Wakeman, Battle Creek, Mich.

George Hoover, KDD0550, Polkville, N. C.

William Shagi, KID2541, Verona,
Jeff Weiss, KBI3023, So. Orange,
Glenn Davis, 1882648, Chicago,

Pa.
N. J.

Ill.

Douglas Paynter, KCJ5092, Charlottesville, Va.
Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.
Bruce Paulsen, 1809633, Mundelein, Ill.
Del Ekenbarger, KD10982, Hialeah, Fla.
0. Wakeman, Battle Creek, Mich.
Louis Lamanna, KID1431, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Eddie Becker, KCG0706, Alexandria, Va.
Dave Harlon, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
Fred Martz, KID0007, Hustontown, Pa.

PX-100 18 Stanley G. Koch, Caro, Mich.
19 Bob Pacheco, KFD4374, Santa Clara, Calif.
20 George Hoover, KDD0550, Polkville, N. C.
21 Val J. Golding, KFC3808, San Francisco, Calif.
22 Carlos Brown, 5W4076, Charlotte, N. C.
23 William Shagi, KID2541, Verona, Pa.
24 James Cross, KCF0823, Hagerstown, Md.
25 Jeff Weiss, KBI3023, So. Orange, N. J.
26 lona J. Velpel, KHA8376, Garrett, Ind.
27 Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.
28 Jerry Rathburn, KHH0407, Alexandria, Ohio
29 Bruce Paulsen, 1809633, Mundelein, Ill.
30 Del Ekenbarger, KDI0982, Hialeah, Fla.
31 Ralph Sorensen, Red Wing, Minn.
32 Fred Martz, KID0007, Hustontown, Pa.
33 J. Raymond DeShong, KJC0448, McConnelsburg, Pa.

10
11

89 Ed Cox, KFD3731, Vallejo, Calif.

90
91
92
93

J.

81 Jerry Gieir, KBG1385, N. Massapequa, N. Y.
82 Roy Warren, KCJ6325, Charlootte, N. C.
83 James Albaugh, KHI9039, Massillon, Ohio
84 Eddie Becker, KCG0706, Alexandria, Va.
85 Harold Conley, KHB2233, Champaign, Ill.
86 Ronald Angert, KBG7939, So. Orange, N. J.
87 Fred Martz, KID0007, Hustontown, Pa.

MSA

PX-25 82
83
84
85
86
87
88

William

John Adams, KE82231, Fayetteville, Ark.
Ralph Stouffer, KJC5155, McConnellsburg, Pa.

72 William Shagi, KID2541, Verona, Pa.
73 Stuart Brimmer, K110089, Corning, N. Y.
74 Norm Payea, KHG6668, East Tawas, Mich.
75 Jeffrey Weiss, KBI3023, So. Orange, N. J.
76 Douglas Paynter, KCJ5092, Charlottesville, Va.
77 Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.
78 Bruce Paulsen, 1809633, Mundelein, Ill.
79 Donald Becker, KGC1053, Denver, Colo.

.

SACA

Hustontown, Pa.

George Hoover, KDD0550, Polkville, N. C.
Lloyd J. Gosa, KDD7884, Americus, Ga.

SSC-1

Carlos Brown, 5W4076, Charlotte, N. C.
William Shagi, KID2541, Verona, Pa.
James Cross, KCF0823, Hagerstown, Md.
Howard Ray, KDD2601, Caroleen. N. C.
lona Velpel, KHA8376, Garrett, Ind.
John Dillard, KDB3123, Monterey, Tenn.
Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.
Joseph Harris, North Vernon. Ind.

10 Val J. Golding, KFC3808, San Francisco, Calif.
11 Ralph Stouffer, KJC5155, McConnellsburg, Pa.
12 William Shagi, KID2541, Verona, Pa.
13 Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.

S9 has every top CB
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SSC -2

4

William Shagi, KID2541, Verona, Pa.
KCF0823, Hagerstown, Md.
KDB3123, Monterey, Tenn.
Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.

5 James Cross,
6 John Dillard,
7

3

Carlos Brown, 5W4076, Charlotte, N. C.
Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.
Howard Ray, KDD2601, Caroleen, N. C.

-4

1

Harry March, KJE0023, Washington, D.C.

SSC -9

1

Dan Guthrie, KDB1435, Spruce Pine, N. C.

SSC -3

1

2

SSC

If you would like to be listed as a swapper
for May, all it takes is a QSL card sent to us
to arrive not later than March 12th. You can
enter for several months in advance by sending in several cards at the same time. Please
enclose all cards in envelopes, try not to mark
up the cards in case we decide to reproduce
them in S9. Address your cards to: Swappers
Unlimited, S9 Magazine, 300 West 43rd
Street, New York, N. Y. 10036. This offer is
extended to any and all "15 year old kids,"
be they ACBA members, or independent free
thinkers. Here are the swappers this month:
1Q6865
1W0930

IW2963
IW4417
1W9494

2A5880
2Q0602
2Q3439
2Q4574
2W4250
2W8966
2W9623
2W9929
3Q0926
3Q2542
3W2725
5Q1139
6Q0402
6Q0914
6W2675
6W4390
10W0572
11Q1313
11Q2714
12Q2070
12Q2742
12Q2962
17Q1339
17W5449
18A8548
1882698
18Q2210
18Q4913
18Q6133
18Q8860
18Q9633
19Q2001
19Q5576
19Q7698
19Q9470
19Q9941
19QA0442
19W3090
19W3863
19W8179
20Q3382
20W1258
20W4590
20W5494
20W6930
24W0566
KAG2478

S9 pays

Tom Howarth, 52 Lincoln, Esmond, R.I.

W.Tyz, 770 Osgood Ave., New Britain, Conn.
A. Van Wart, 11 Perkins, Arlington, Mass.
E .Sternfelt, 32 High St. ,Cambridge, Mass.
G .Sibulkin, 07 Trenton St.. Manche ste r.N .H.
M .Borisuk, 80 Jewell St., Garfield, N.J.
A.Hamm, Church St., Philmont. N. Y.
T.Grimke. 1482 E.95th St. Brooklyn, N. Y.
B.Schappert, Wampus Ave, Armonk, N.Y.
E.Molnar, 72 Highland Ave ..Clifton,N.J.
H.Hiatt, P.O. Box 482. East Setauket, L.I., N.Y.
B.Endress,161 E.4th St., Clifton, N.J.
A. Shuhart, 35 Lakeview Ave. Hartsdale. N. Y.
R.Ackerman, 523 Brew St. Tamaqua, Penna.
B.Diehl, 240 York St., Hanover, Penna.
F.Orth,806 Flexer Ct. Allentown, Penna
C.Coggin, Box 634, Badin, N.0 .
H .Drummond, Box 173. Alpharetta,Ga.
P.Skidmore. Box 243, Rockwood. Tenn.
B.Morehead, Rt.2, Box 412,Shelby.N.C.
,

,

,

,

C. Witt 206 Dunbar Ln.,Crossville, Tenn.
Becom Co., Seminary Hgts.. Weatherford, Tex.
G.Strainline, 1171 W.Miracle Mile, Tucson, Ariz.
E .Inns. 530 Catalina Dr. Newport Beach, Calif.
G.Dorisse, 19794 Stanton Ave. ,Castro Valley.Cal.
R .Lopez ,2689 Gill Dr.. Concord, Calif.
Casey Durso. 786 Malarin Ave. St .Clara, Calif.
J .Doggett, 8060 Dema Dr. ,Des Moines .Iowa
H.Hawkins,501 W.l0th St., Kansas City.Mo.
H.Boone,625 Dalton St. Owensboro. Ky.
M.Dick, Box 167, Kokomo, Ind.
R.Lentz, 713 North State Rd. ,Grayville, DI.
T.Leadbetter,R.R.4-Box 40, Muncie, lnd.
M.Baer,6429-53 N.Glenwood Ave., Chicago,lll.
J.Helbling,R.R. 1 -Box 252, Elkhart, Ind.
B. Paulsen. Rt.1. Box 316, Mundelein, Ill .
Rob Sledright, 858 Alger St. ,S .E ., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Fred Berwick, 105 Main St. ,Tiltonrvilie, Ohio
Chuck Cerny, 2393 Green Rd. Cleveland, Ohio
Adrian Fallert, 121 North C.St. Hamilton, Ohio
Martin Ripper, 7617 Cavell, Garden Ciry. Mich.
Art DeF rain, 226 So.3rd St., Harbor Beach, Mich.
,

.

,

,

,

Bob Shaney, Pandora, Ohio
W .McKeever, Box 573, Lakeside, Ohio
Paul Klein, 213 Franklin, Sidney, Ohio
Stanley Penc, 1524 Mountain View Ave., Utica, N. Y.
Walt Hall, R.D.2-Box 16, Altoona, Pa.
Jud McNamara, R .D.3, Towanda, Pa.
Don Kalbflesh. R.6.Chambersburg, Pa.

Kirby Ave. , Lackawanna ,N. Y.
Dick Corbett,1720 Merrmack Dr. ,Abelphi, Md.
Larry Wheeler, Shelburne,N.H.

John Mazur, 149

George French. 95 Victoria Lawn, Stratford, Conn.
KBA2979 Bernard Bastara, 440 Washington, Middletown, Conn.
K5A4590 Russ Warner ,P.O.Box 635, Meriden, Conn.
KBA5557 Ted Cummings, Bellflower Rd., Billerica, Mass.
KBA6295 Frank Adams,46 Bridge St., New Milford, Conn.
KBA6387 Bob Sullivan, 41 State St. Monson, Mass.
KBA7377 Bill Campbell, 117 Kinnaird St., Cambridge, Mass.
KBA7590 John Joseph, 8 Water St., Stonington, Conn.
KBA8540 David Greenwood,34 Broad St., Hudson, Mass.
KBA8553 William Jones, 127 Grove St. ,Putnam, Conn.
KBA9366 Alan Chase, 9 Mc Kinley St. , Fitchburg, Mass.
KBA9470 Tom Howarth, 52 Lincoln, Esmond, R.I.
KBB0210 Dick Hubert, 7 Central St. Hudson, Mass.
KBCO209 Vince Melendy Spring St., Bedford, Mass.
KBA2291

,

,

,

KBC1244
KBC1448
KBC1977
KBC2125
KBC2451
KBC2969
KBC3267
KBC3484
KBC3787
KBC4471
KBC4612
KBC5839
KBC6073
KBC6195
KBC6427
KBC6609
KBC6910
KBC7179
KBC7455
KBC750S
KBC7573
KBC7935
KBC8259
KBC8446
KBC8691
KBC8976
KBC9197
KBC9392
KBC9515
KBC9778
KBC9833
KBC9905
KBD0312
103130493

KBD0772
KBD1326
KBD1926
KBD2449
KBD2804
KBG0998
KBG1130
KBG2879
KBG3659
KBG3817
KBG4303
KBG4667
KBG4952
KBG5737
KBG5786
KBG6978
103G 7687
KBG7954
KBG8895
KB10275

KBI1163
KBI1174
KBI1467

KBll471
KBI3010
KB13023

KBI3317
KB13589

KBI4170
KBI5302
KBI5526
KBI5930
Kß16248
KB16584

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?

Frank Ironside,P.O.Box 237, Newport,R.I.
Ralph De Angelis,232 Lake Dr. , So .Hamilton, Mass.
A.Masciarelli,P .O.Box 297, Clinton, Mass.
Bob Noonan, 114 Gravel me Ave. ,Meriden.Conn.
Eric Ruderman,21 Drury Ln., Wakefield, Mass.
Mark Ernst, 182 Charles St., So .Meriden, Conn.
Alan Smith, 11 Cascade Flats, Gorham,N.H.
Doug Ward, 155 Kibbe Rd., East Longmeadow, Mass.
Gerry Knowlton, 21 Dwight Court, New Britain, Conn.
Walt Swan, 22 Bank St., Mystic, Conn.
Wilma Campbell, 117 Kinnaird St. Cambridge, Mass.
Joy Swan, 22 Bank St.. Mystic, Conn.
Pat Quinn. 17 Edmands St. Somerville, Mass.
Esther Adams,46 Bridge St., New Milford, Conn.
,

,

Hill St. , Lawrence, Mass.
Edward Knapp, 10 River Si. , Cascade ,N.H.
Doug Walker, 11 Summit Ave. , Somerville, Mass.
Lawrence Martin, 175 Winthrop, New Britain, Conn.
Whammo Georgopolous, Cross St. Lawrence, Mass.
Art Lima, 4 Denison, Stonington, Conn.
Dave Salka, 385 Pomeroy Ave. Meriden, Conn.
Katherine Perry,P.O.Box 155, New Bedford, Mass.
Bob Oborne,40 Holyoke St. , Easthampton, Mass.
Alvin Arthur, P.O.Box 27, South Weymouth, Mass.
Seth Paull ,701 Hope St. ,Bristol , R .1.
Shirley Adelman,62 Herschel St., Lynn, Mass.
Kenny Edelstein, 29 Tower

,

,

Marie Wheeler, Shelburne,N.H.
Joe Perry,P.O.Box 155, New Bedford, Mass.
Max Winer,292 Russell St., Peabody, Mass.
James Ames, 1315 Woodbury Ave. , Portsmouth, N.H.
Gloria Casey, 51 School St. Lynn, Mass.
Bill Joseph, 8 Water St. Stonington, Conn.
Ray Reynolds,89 Ave. C . , Lowell, Mass.
Charlie Desilets, 212 Spruce St. Leominster, Mass.
Hervey Marino, 213 Pine St., Manchester,N.H.
Bill Hart, 6 Lowell Rd. Salem,N.H.
Edward Stewart, 56 Herschel St. ,Lynn, Mass.
Larry Martin,175 Winthrops, New Britain, Conn.
Ray Kitson, Snake Hill Rd. , North Scituate, R.I.
John Patois, 131 N.2nd St. , Pate rson,N.J.
John Flynt,3441 Jackson Ave., Wantagh,N.Y.
Errol Urbel is, 60 Boulevard, Greenlawn, N.Y.
Marvin Radler,310 Windsor Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Paul Calderio,199 Lincoln Place, Garfield, N.J.
Tom Kneitel,300 West 43rd St., New York,N.Y.
John Krueger, 23 Stand Pipe Rd., Freehold, N.J.
M Aronowitz, 91 Haussler Terr., Clifton, N.J.
Moon's Tire Shop, 739 Columbia, Hudson, N.Y.
Frank Pakay,1279 Gurd Ave. , Hill side,N.J.
Tom Santolini,206 North Finley Ave. , Bernardsville ,N.J.
Robert Thatcher, RR. l -Box 59-B2, Hudson, N.Y.
Dick Cotton,28 So.Franklin Ave. Lynbrook,N. Y.
Warren Krug, 181 N. Wyoming Ave. So.Orange, N.J.
Hank Mancura,64 Meadow Lane, Levittown, N. Y.
Ruth Wuthrich, 64 Camp St. Sidney, N. Y.
Chicky Medeiros, 185 Warman Ave. , Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lance Wheeler, 9 Riverledge Rd., Hudson,N.Y.
Larry Solomon, 547 Plympton St., New Milford, N.J.
Foster Hettesheimer, 84 Paddock Pl., Hudson, N. Y.
Jeff Weiss, 285 Walton Ave., South Orange ,N.J.
Marty Kugel man, 2084 East 5th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Roy Ove rbaugh, 542 Vischer Ave., Schenectady, N. Y.
Lou Bonante,270 Walton Ave.. South Orange, N.J.
Pat Overbaugh, 542 Vischer Ave., Schenectady, N. Y.
Steve Wekar, 1673 Pershing St., N. Valley Stream, N. Y.
Bob humane, 1255 State St., Schenectady, N. Y.
Andy Hines, 214 Mayhew Dr. , South Orange, N.J.
Raymond Hebda, 626 Indiana Ave., Trenton, N.J.
,
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WORTH
BLOWING
ABOUT!

ENCODER-DECODER
NO TROUBLESOME RELAY
SUPERIOR NOISE IMMUNITY

PATENTED DISCRIMINATOR
SIZE 41/ x31%x21/

C.B.
NET PRICE

$44.95

"TONE GUARD SYSTEM"

KBI6803
KBI6983
KB17289
KBI7974
KBI8237
KBI9045
KB19295
KBI9628
KCC2851

KCC3264
KCC3224
KCC3964
KCC3982
KCC4356
KCC4365
KCD0117
KCD0851
KCD2149
KCD2620
KCD2833
KCD3346
KCD3774
KCD4468
KCD5093
KCD6109
KCF0168
KCF1224
KCF1781
KCF2050
KCF2762
KCG0346
KCG0706
KCG0774
KCG1409
KCG2168
KCG2315
KCG3249
KCG3279
KCG4001
KC10348

KCI1326
KCI2621
KCI3170
KC13368
KCI6293
KCJ0456
KCJ0643
KCJ1978

K9J3095

Mitch Cohen, 450 Henry St., Roselle Park, N.J.
George Brandt,1297 Myrtle St., Hillside, N.J.
Bernie Lehrhorf, 277 Western Dr., S.O., New Jersey
Mark Levy, 8640 Bay Parkway, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Bobby Denholrz,41 Farmstead Rd., Short Hills, N.J.
Allan Bierer,1426 Lombardy Blvd. , Bay Shore, N. Y.
Howie Vollweiler, Fort Bragg,N.C.
Mike Flomp, 15 Cameron Lane, Valley Stream, N.Y.
William Herr, 900 Park Place, Ocean City,N.J.
Irvin Lichtenstein, 7807 Thouron Ave. , Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank Lake, 1101 Laurel Rd., Beverly, N.J.
Jim Upton,827 N.10th St. , Allentown, Pa.
Kent Daum, 513 Prince St., Littlestown, Pa.
Walter Roberts, 7943 Michener Ave. Phila. ,Pa.
Gus Miller, 424 Valley Ave. Atglen, Pa.
Al Friedrich, 421 E.24th Ave .,N.Wildwood,N.J.
Virginia Lake, 1101 Laurel Rd. Beverly, N.J
Robert Huguenin.P.O.Box 131, Buck Hill Falls, Pa.
H .Tarlow, Cedarbrook Apts. Wyncote, Pa.
Rick Myers, 425 Anthwyn Rd. Narberth, Pa.
Kenneth Weaver, 5 E. Montgomery. Allentown, Pa.
Ray Kratz, 117 E,Courtland St. ,Phila. Pa.
Jack Coupe, 516 Summit Ave., Ft. Washington, Pa.
C. Ellerman. RD. 1, Landisburg, Pa.
Lois Lowell, Box 105-A, RD. 2, Sellersville, Pa.
Jay Ross, 7112 Carroll Ave.,Takoma Park, Md.
Harold Channell,306 E.Duncan Ave., Alexandria, Va.
Reginald Martin,124 Scott Dr., Manassas Park, Va.
Willard Candler, Rt. l -Box 313, Westminster, Md.
Bob Gallery, 5013 Westport Rd. Chevy Chase, Md.
Bailey Curtis, 1028 Harrison Ave., Elkins, W,Va.
Eddie Becker, 4305 Franconia Rd. , Alexandria, Va.
Lew Reinberg,4118 Kathland Ave. , Baltimore, Md
John Wheeler, 3010 Linwood Ave. Baltimore, Md.
Marc Held. 1308 Hillcrest Ct. Clarksburg, W.Va.
John Slawter, Aurora, W. Va.
Kenny Bowen, 136 Linden Dr., Winchester, Va.
Martin Gildenhorn, 8201 16th St. ,Silver Spring, Md.
Mel Richards 324 E.Monmouth St., Winchester, Va.
Bill Hatcher,713 Parrott Ave., Kinston, N.C.
Jacque White,P.O.Box 122, Trinity,N.C.
Bill Galliher, Box 494, Saltville. Va.
Ruth Ingram, 416 Player Dr., High Point, N.C.
S.Beaman, Rt. -Box 341, Snow Hill, N.C.
Howard Conselyea, 418 Virginia Ave., Norfolk, Va.
Harry Alvis, Lake Court Ave., Lynchburg, Va.
David Harris, RFD 6 -Box 137, Charlottesville, Va.
Hank Carter,P.O.Box 440, Newport News, Va.
Donald Kelley, Mountain Rd. Glen Allen, Va.
Red Church, 928 Summit Ave.. Greensboro, N.0
Tom Marvin,3207 Garland Ave., Richmond, Va.
.
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KCJ3423
KCJ3489
KCJ3543 James Whitley,4105 Granbury Dr. , Greensboro, N.0
KCJ3878 Buck Williams,303 Oronoco, Richmond, Va.
KCJ5092 Doug Paynter, 1001 East Jefferson St. Charlottesville. Va.
KCJ5360 Chester Best, Rt .2, Goldsboro, N.C.
KCJ6670 Don Cribb,1929 George Ave. , Peru, Ind.
KCJ7288 Wayne Bersch, 4540 Golf Park Dr. , Lynchburg, Va.
KCJ7698 Joel Dawson, 1125 Tabor St., High Point, N.0
KCJ7737 Allon Clarke, 1009 Hamilton Ave. , Clifton Forge, Va.
KCJ8118 Andy Ray, 808 Norwood St. Fayetteville, N.C.
KCJ8338 John Rose, 5017 Cannon St., Fayetteville, N.C.
KCJ9239 James Johnson, Box 301, Gay Rd.. Rocky Mount, N.0 .
KCJ9243 Lester Jamerson, 808 Forest St., Lynchburg. Va.
KDB0371 Bill Howell ,545 Palmetto Lane, SW Aiken, S.C.
,

"CITI-FONE" Model CD5A
PREAMPLIFIER FOR GREATER "TALK POWER"
PREWIRED CONNECTOR FOR "TONE GUARD
SYSTEM "

C-

"NOISE IMMUNE" STEEP ACTION SQUELCH
VOLTAGE DOUBLER POWER SUPPLY

C.B. NET PRICE

$139.50

MULTI-ELMAC COMPANY
OAK PARK 37, MICH.

21470 COOLIDGE HWY.

Please send information to:

QSL's While -U -Wait
YUP! Your choice of any or all of our
seven wacky - wild styles made while

you wait! Of course, you have to wait
a week or two so's we can erase the

type from old ACBA membership cards
for printing stock But, what do you
expect for only $1.00 per hundred? Add
your call and start swapping.
Send your order or 10¢ for samples to:
Nussbaum 1440 -54th St. Brooklyn,N.X

NAME

.

ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE
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KDB0605 Floyd Broome,Rt.4-Lake Tahoma Rd. Marion,N.C.
KDB1435 Daniel Guthrie, Box 362, Spruce Pine,N.C.
KDB3123 John Dillard, 202 East Commercial Ave., Monterey, Tenn.
KDB4372 Harold Brock, P.O. Box 25, Florence, Ala
KDB4410 Alvin Powell, Wallace Trailor Pk., Locust, Newport, Tenn.
KDB4538 Howard Tripp, 1821 Reynolds Ave. Charleston Hgts.,S.C.
KDB5118 Frank Morehead,Rt.2-Box 412, Shelby ,N.C.
KDB5517 Jimmy Phillips,2128 Highland Ave. , Knoxville, Tenn.
KDB5962 Robert Furline, Rt .1, Siluria, Ala.
KDB7003 Marvin Baker. 302 W.Decherd St., Tullahoma, Tenn.
KDB8082 Butch Franklin,226 Alabama St. Bessemer, Ala.
KDB9144 Gilbert Black, 456 Combat Def .Sodn, Bar 11, Beale .Calif
KDB9218 Bobby Robbins, Box 535, Chesnee, S.C.
KDB9402 Phil Cooley. 3900 N.Main, Anderson, S.C.
KDC1346 Jerry Luteran, 24613 Powers, Dearborn Hgts. Mich.
KDD05S0 George Hoover, P.O. Box 86,Polkvílle, N .C.
KDD0634 Pat Lane, Lone Mountain, Tenn.
KDD0748 Mike Jones, 711 Rollmgwood Rd. , Aiken, S.C.
KDD1522 Don Huntley, P.O. Box 2642, Asheville, N.C.
KDD2601 Howard Ray, Box 284,Caroleen,N.C.
KDD3127 Carroll White,512 Sumter Ave., Rock MILS .0
KDD3337 Fred Jackson, Box 382-28019, Caroleen, N.C.
KDD3387 Bob Rhea, 2904 Easton Ave., Red Bank, Tenn.
KDD3398 Rheid Queen, P.O. Box 83, Polkville, N.C.
KDD3814 Joe McGee, Rt .1, Starr,S.C.
KDD5759 Bob La Plante, 1556 Sumner St., No .Charleston,S .C.
KDD5967 Gene C rowder, Rt .5, Shelby,N.C.
KDD7095 L.Engrams, 110 Walker Dr. ,Anderson,S.C.
KDD7192 Fred Hall 4537 Catalina Circle, East Point, Ga.
KDD7199 Gary Helton, Rt.2, Jones Bridge Rd., Alpharetta,Ga.
KDD7378 Johnny Turner, 195 Stribling Circle, Spartanburg, S.C.
KDD7608 Layman Curtis, 734 Croley Dr. Nashville, Tenn.
Atlanta, Ga.
KDD7793 Frank Gourley, 1712 Braeburn
KDD8736 Bufford Greene, Rt. 5, Shelby,N.C.
KDD9178 Derrell Brooks, Rt.2-Box 270, Alpharetta ,Ga.
KDD9291 Al La Plante, 1556 Sumner St. No.Charleston,S.C.
KDE0146 Johnny Pearson, 1204 Ashwood Ave. Nashville, Tenn.
KDE0328 Bob Bean, 13 Butler St., Rome, Ga
KDE0535 Daniel Taylor, 1910 Citico Ave Chattanooga, Tenn.

KEJ7155
KFA0109
KFA1028
KFA1236
KFA2330
KFA5573
KFA6496
KFA6876
KFA6882
KFA6948
KFA7422
KFA8350
KFC2838
KFC3415
KFC4467
KFD0320
KFD1525

Nick Brown,413 Arch St. Spartanburg,S.C.
Bobby Pearson, 1308 S.Morgan St., Shelby, N.C.
Roy Kale,416 McBrayer St., Shelby ,N.C.
James Brooks, 1510 Iola Dr., Valdosta.Ga.
Henry Hoyle, Box 175, Holly Hill, Fla.
Brad's Auto Body Shop. Box 161, Callahan, Fla.
Nick Adams, P.O.Box 102, Gretna, Fla.
Don Cook, 2043 So. Atlantic Ave., Daytona Beach. Fla.
Lew Shacklee,301 Cortez Rd. E., Bradenton, Fla.
K0I1754 Paul Yacynych,1205 Dove Dr., Orlando, Fla.
K1312362 Bill Viehman, P.O. Box 8264, Orlando, Fla.
KDI2568 Dan Henry, Rt .2 -Box 28-I, Ocala, Fla.

KGF0290
KGF2708

,

.

,

,

,

,

,
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KDE0932
KDE1590
KDE2052
KDE2917
KDH2213
KDI0132
K010142
KDI0659
KDI1736

KD12841
1C013477

KDI4750
KEA0691
KEB0528
KEB1661
KEB2231
KEB2460
KEB2632
KEB2668
KEB5275
KEE0286

KEE0520
KEE1505
KEE2495
KEE2638
KEG2600
KEG2695
KEG4402
KEH0131
KEH0187
KEH0221
KEH3299
KEH3689
KEH4168
KEH4193
KEH4558
KEH4580
KEH7099
KEJ1462
KEJ1690
KEJ4760

S9
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Shacklee,301 Cortez Rd.EBradenton, Fla.
Mary Hoyle, Box 175, Holly Hill, Fla.
Jerry Whitaker, 4438 Kennedy Ct. Jacksonville, Fla.
James Jones,508 N. From St.,Amory, Miss.
Don Curdie, 1722 Broadway, Little Rock, Ark.
Bob Fancher, Darling, Miss.
John Adams,920 Vandeventer, Fayetteville , Ark.
John Pfeiffer,1257 E.Avery St. Pensacola, Fla.
Tom Cat, Box 7907, San Angelo, Texas
Jack Williams, P.O.Box 5145, Tupelo, Miss.
Jim Pugh, 1020 Whitney Ave., New Orleans, La.
Harry Bish, 542 Sunbury Dr., Beaumont, Texas
M .Lindsay 6207 Doliver Dr. , Houston, Texas
Walter Young, Box 732, Wharton, Texas
Mike McFatridge,320 East Fayle, Baytown. Tex.
Paul Sinks, 2321/2 Carolina St., Vallejo, Calif.
Cecil Mayo,4001 James Ave., Ft .Worth, Tex.
John Woolley,3563 Croman Ct.N., Ft .Worth, Tex.
Carl Cooper, 7311 East Woodrow St., Tulsa, Okla.
Richard Cline,915 S.E.1st St. , Mineral Wells, Tex.
Hank Evans,4637 Geddes, Ft. Worth, Texas
Texas Catfish,P.O.Box 9345A, Ft. Worth, Tex.
J.Marsh, 513 Pasadena Blvd., Mineral Wells, Tex.
Dewey Dean, 707 So .Knoxville, Tulsa, Okla.
Jim Warren, Box 4304, Whichita Falls, Texas
Archie Todd, P.O.Box 1374, Peggs, Okla.
Madge Cooper, 7311 East Woodrow St., Tulsa, Okla.
Ralph Thomas, 2410 Atlanta Ave.. Lawton. Okla.
Larry Miller.6907 N.W.59th St., Bethany, Okla.
Larry Goldberg, P.O.Box 3571, Van Nuys, Calif.
Ed Gagnon, 8505 Via Norte Dr. Riverside-, Calif.
Richard Brunner, 2532 W.Broadway Rd., Phoenix, Ariz.
Vi

,

,

The oldest national CB publication!

KFD1672
KFD1806
KFD1927
KFD2165
KFD2434
KFD3731

KFD3790
KFD4374
KFD4572
KFD4959
KFF0494
KFF0537
KFG0528
KFG1489
KFG1912
KFI1219
KFJ1072
KGC1052
KGC1053
KGC1691
KGE0979
KGF0277

KGH2902
KGH3414
KGI2128

KGI3887
KGI5191
KGI5560
KGI5771
KG16364
KG17607
KHA0551
KHA3300
KHASI 50
KHA6706
KHA8229
KHA8376
KHA8425
KHA9732
KHB0512
KHB0643
KHB0644
KHB1972
KHB2113
KHB2233
KHB2574
KHB3435
KHB3701
KHB4028
KHB4499
KHB4523
KHC0558
KHC0694
KHCI001
KHC1301

KHCI455
KHC201S
KHC2157
KHC2298
KHC3025
KHC3195
KHC3546
KHC4209
KHC4377

F.Christian, 13720 E.Valley Blvd., La Puente, Calif.
Gene Hamilton, 2801 So .La Salle, Los Angeles, Calif.
Thomas Martin, 1679 Manor Circle, Pomona, Calif.
Pat Jenkins, Box 373, San Fernando, Calif.
Larry Merritt, 5303 Penfield, Woodland Hills, Calif.
Chestine French, P.O .Box 502, Pacoima, Calif.
Kenny French, P.O.Box 502, Pacoima, Calif.
Jim Cantor,3745 3rd Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Les Cannell, P.O.Box 1183, Hollywood, Calif.
Peter Lindgren. 14612 Ralph Lane, Westminster, Cal.
Ira Conklin, 13007 Duffield Ave., La Mirada, Calif.
Howard Spring, 4847 St .Elmo Dr., Los Angeles, Calif.
Jeff Mosby,228 Willow Rd., Menlo Park, Calif.
Doug Parker, 3015 Justus Dr. ,Soquel, Calif.
Dave Parker, 3015 Justus Dr. ,Soquel, Calif.
Ken Poindexter. 61 Atherton Ave., Pittsburg, Calif.
Chuck Watrous, 421 W. 12th St., Tracy )Cal if.
Willie Sergent, 1041 5th St., Vallejo, Calif.
Gene Svenson, White Birch Dr. Pease AFB, N. H.
Harry Stutenburg, 2842 E ,Holland. Fresno, Calif.
Willy Huddleston, 1706 Garvin Ave., Richmond, Calif.
David Webb, 47478 Hoyt Si., Fremont, Calif.
Edwin Cox, 1115 Georgia St. ,Vallejo, Calif.
Allen Sherman, 2524 Taft St. Sacramento, Calif.
Robert Pacheco. 1644 Stardust Ct., St .Clara , Calif.
Bill Carr, 549 Sonoma Blvd., Vallejo, Calif.
Paul Sinks. 2321/2 Carolina St. , Vallejo, Calif.
Dan Reed. P.O.Box 185, Bingen, Wash.
Dan Cochran, Rt .2 -Box 182-A, McMinnville. Oreg.
Gary Anderson, P.O.Box 3706, Kingsleyfield,Oreg.
James Wagner,926 1/2 Union Ave. Hood River, Oreg.
Lee Braithwait, 509 -6th St.So. Nampa, Idaho
Jack Sudduth, 8103 16th S.W. , Seattle, Wash
Les Cannell, P.O.Box 1183, Hollywood, Calif.
G.Anderson, 1696 Del Sur SW., Albuquerque ,N.M.
Don Becker, 7267 Lipan, Denver, Colo.
Charles Lerke,413 Ivy St., Truth or Cohsequences,N.M.
Wallace Newton, 1118 Dennis, Chippewa Falls, Wisc.
Kenny DR1,312 Elmwood Rd., Hoyt Lakes, Minn.
John Calkins, R .2 -Box 174, New Auburn, Wisc.
Jack Bleyker, 764 W.Larpenteur, St .Paul, Minn.
Lloyd Piepho, Keystone, Nebr.
Walter Smith, Huntsville, Mo.
John Engle, 8591 Ardelia, St .John, Mo.
Dick Morgan,1629 S.Oak Grove, Springfield, Mo.
Margaret Hejtmaneks, Delia Kansas
J .Schober. 804 Washington, Florissant, Mo.
Bill Roney, Lot 31 Pine St. Andrews A FB, D.C.
Babe Bucklin, 1817 Lincoln Ave. ,Des Moines, Iowa
Tom McCormack,4120 Exeter, Shrewsbury, Mo.
Risley Farms, RFD.4, Mt. Carmel.111.
Jim Rigsby, RR .1, Waterloo, Ind.
Virg Mansfield, 600 West 7th, Muncie, Ind.
Russell Mahoney, RR.1, La Fontaine. Ind.
Carl Hildreth, 2126 Lafayette St., Anderson, Ind.
Gordon Velpe1,801 S.Frankl in St. Garrett, Ind.
Don McDaniel, 1020 E. Pleasant, Milwaukee, Wisc.
Joe Davis, 2404 7th Ave. Moline, Ill.
Orville Simmons, 1155 So. Linwood Ave. , Evansville, Ind.
Ron Veis.6516 S.Karlou, Chicago. Ill.
Jerry Cozzi, 5837 5. Rockwell, Chicago, Ill .
Lewis Precourt, 769 Oak St. Neenah. Wisc
Bing Risley, RFD4, Hwy .15W., Mt. Carmel.111.
Harold Conley, 1516 Hedge Rd., Champaign, nl.
Ralph Harter, RR.I -Box 37A, Amboy, lnd.
Don Lamphiear, P.O.Box 342, Columbia Ct. hid.
Hank Hazen, 2216 41st St. , Rock Island, 111.
Sandra Cain, 4051 W .56th Pl Chicago, Ill .
Maurice Davis, 2404 7th Ave.. Moline, Ill.
Billy Hibbs, Rt .2 -Box 250, Sturgis, Ky.
Bob Clampitt, P.O.Box 21, Heltonville, Ind.
Robert Wall 2233 Homewood Ave. , Paducah, Ky.
Joe Click, Rural Route 1, Kokomo, Ind.
Carl Coplin, 109 N.Franklin St. , Garrett, Ind.
Carl Shoaff,806 W.Pecan, Carbondale, Ill.
Marj Hazen, 2216 41st St. Rock Island, Ill
Wayne Oehler, 10821 W.Cameron Ave. , Milwaukee, Wis.
Cole Burchard, Rt.2, La Salle ,111.
Harold Smith, 106 Fairlane Ave., Goshen, Ind.
Betty Davis, 2404 7th Ave , Moline, ill
Bob Cozzi, 5837 5 ,Rockwell, Chicago, 111.
Dick Basche, 1567 Ellis St., Green Bay, Wis.
Dave Price, 58 Green St. Lafayette, Ind.
,
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KHC4528
KHC4946
KHC5005
KHC5554
KHC5600
KHC6064
KHC6134
KHC6193
KHC6483
KHC6853
KHC6963
KHC6983
KHC7542

KHC7720
KHC7850
KHC8477
KHC9029
KHC9341

Earl Filskov, 1807 So.59th Ct., Cicero, Ill.
Donald Hollingsworth, 705 W.Oak St.,Carmi, Ill,
Jim Osborne, 4334 W .Division, Chicago,lll.
Jack Burke, 1104 Bel Air Dr., Rantoul,lll.
Margie Coy, Box 167, Kokomo, Ind.
Karl Groth, 4734 W. Hampton Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Howard Kamm,3100 E.23rd St., Granite City, Ill.
Pete Murdock, 357 North 9th St Middletown, Ind.
Jack Wolsieffer, 5 Park Ave., Lafayette, Ind.
Dick Henry, 18-A Faulk Dr., Wichita Falls, Tex.
. ,

St

Bob Buell, 920 7th
Peru, Ill.
Fred Cook, 726 So .Indiana Kokomo, Ind.
Elra McGinnis, 605 W . 7th, Jonesboro, Ind.
Larry Albright, 620 East Ninth, Alton, Ill
Carl McKeever, Box 106, Wolcottville, Ind,
Joseph Harris, RR .5, North Vernon, Ind.
Jim Geaugh, 106 Fairlane Ave., Goshen, Ind.
Art Stone, 7524 So .Colfax, Chicago, Ill
,

.

.

KHC9397 Ellen Carter, 273 W.7th St., Peru,lnd.
KHC9968 Jim Morin. 1310 East Oakland, Bloomington. Ill.
KHD3050 Tom Melton, RR .3, Seymour, Ind.
KHD3485 Mike Scardino, 5817 W. Elliott Circle, Milwaukee, Wis.
KHD3591 Clarence Crook, 209 Poplar, Creve Couer, Ill.
KHD3625 Beecher Ruh,6814 N.Oleander Ave., Chicago, Ill.
KHD3841 Mike O'Cull .8104 Witherington Rd. Indianapolis, Ind.
KHD3965 Theresa Frank, 2645 Sonoma Place, St. Clara, Calif.
KHD4068 Dave Basham, 2520 North Kentucky, Evansville, Ind.
KHD4408 Terry Reisland, 238 Ingleside, Aurora, DI .
KHD5915 David Swank, RR. 2 -Box 214, Attica, Ind.
KHD6567 Barb Precourt, 769 Oak St. Neenah, W isc
KHD7496 Ed Brichta, 4824 West 24th Place, Cicero, Ill.
KHD7778 Floyd Pogue, 133 Suzie Lane, Attica, Ind.
KHD7934 Mike McGinn, 1309 S.Webster, Green Bay, Wisc.
KHD8210 Adelaide Harris, RR.5, North Vernon, Ind.
KHD8820 Theodore Margwarth, Box 265, Effingham,lll.
K7lD9174 George Skaggs, Barrow -Skaggs Studios, Franklin, Ky.
KHD9368 David Holbrook,319 Oak St. Rensselaer, Ind.
KHD9589 Gene Squier, 1400 Delray St., Pekin, Ill.
KHD9917 Bob Hampton, 2130 Pitt St., Anderson, Ind.
KHG0850 Andrew Arison, Box 386, Spencer, W , Va.
KHG3482 Bob Schweickart, P.O.Box 33, Pedro, Ohio
KHG4493 Chuck Cooley, 4962 Hardell Dr., Fairfield, Ohio
KHG4945 C .Cooley 1006 Hooven Ave. Hamilton, Ohio
KHG7697 Frank Tomasik, 22749 Golfview, Southfield, Mich.
KHG8167 Robert Dusthimer,Box381, Danville, Ohio
KHG8168 Pop Van Way, 2246 16th St., Parkersburg, W.Va.
KHG8600 Watt Gilbert, Comfort, West Virginia
KHG9069 Herb Riggle, Rt .5, Zanesville, Ohio
KHH0391 Bob Lawrence, 505 Crescent Dr.,W. Jefferson, Ohio
KHH1437 Frank Bruch, 1023 20th St. Portsmouth, Ohio
KHH2535 Lee Eddy, 20592 Drake Rd. Strongsville, Ohio
KHH2790 Ralph Shelley, 832 Simpson, Kalamazoo, Mich.
KHH3139 Louis Ruzsa, 1610 Garfield, Lincoln Park, Mich.
KHH3565 Ida Eddy, 20592 Drake Rd. Strongsville, Ohio
KHH3994 Bev Fields,713 E.State St. ,Cassopolis, Mich.
KHH4313 Albert Hizer,Rt.3-Box 338A,Clendenin, W.Va.
KHH4641 Victor Watson, 751 Emmett Sc., Battle,Creek, Mich.
KHI0227 Bill Allen, 915 Hazard Ave, ,Kalamazoo, Mich.
KHI0228 Bob Stafford, 3720 N .3rd St. Kalamazoo, Mich.
KHI0340 Paul Ritz, 2544 Columbus Rd .N.E., Canton, Ohio
KH10845 Ted Fisher,147 Poplar Ave., New Philadelphia, Ohio
KHI1466 Jon Batley, 29803 Lake Rd., Bay Village. Ohio
KH11517 Rocky Boyd, P.O.Box 106 1, Lincoln Park, Mich.
KHI2703 James McClure, Rt .1, Box 217, Yawkey, W.Va.
KHI2909 Vern Allen, 801 East Court Sc. Sidney, Ohio
KH12949 Donald Cowell, 2724 128th St. Toledo, Ohio
KHI3201 Cliff Zinnbauer, 744 Clinton, Wyandotte, Mich.
KH13547 Jim Harvey, 174 Curtis Rd., East Tawas, Mich.
KH15117 Bob Malone, Kimberly, W. Va.
KHI6773 Dennis Dennzer,Rt .2, Dover, Ohio
KHI6852 Bill Knackstedt, 308 Chester Ave., Mansfield,Ohio
KH17990 Tom Lind. 609 Cherry St. Piqua, Ohio
KHI8546 Bill Rosen, 4334 McKee St., Latonia, Ky.
KHI8599 John Williams,3320 Linden Ave .,N. E., Canton, Ohio
KHI8683 Dave Morrison, 2436 Pleasant Pl., Alliance, Ohio
KHI9039 Jim Albaugh, 2130 Duane Ave .N. W . , Massillon, Ohio
KH19346 Jerry Harvey, 721 Cherry St. ,Piqua. Ohio
KHI9387 Ed Lennex, 52 Pennsylvania Ave., W .Jefferson, Ohio
KH19979 Gene Taylor, 121 N. Ad olph Ave , Akron, Ohio
KHJ0065 Donald Fox,409 Magnolia St. ,Celina, Ohio
KHJ1176 Allen Wallace, Box 71, Amesville, Ohio
KHJ1478 Bill Brandell,309 Denver Ave., Lansing, Mich.
,
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KHJ1757
KHJ1764
KHJ1886
KHI1962
KHJ1970
KHJ2751
KHJ2979
KHJ3256
KHJ4783
KHJ5083
KHJ5325
KHJ5412
KHJ5959
KHJ6471
KHJ6858
KHJ6874
KHJ7348
KHJ7769
KHJ8999

KIC0172
KIC0517
KIC0918
KIC2126
KIC2421
KIC2516
KIC2553
KIC2881
KIC3347
K1C3500

KIC4636
KIC4954
KIC5417
KIC5531

KIC5720
KIC5739
KIC5890
KIC6110
KIC6334
KIC6708
KIC7540
K1C7651

KID0007
K1D0343

KID1294
KID1328
K1D1361

KID1405
KID1668
KID1889
KID2220
K1D2225

KID2519
KID2541
KID2617
KID4973
KID5215
KID5676
KID5787
KID6303
KID6390
KID6404
KID6510
KID6531
KID6834
KID7600
KID7688
KID7894
KID7936
KID8452
KID8898
KID9689
KIG0307
KJCO278

KJI0089
KJI0742
KJI1893
KJI2081
KJ12727
KJI3157
XM11958
XM13500
XM1506S

Herold Yaeger,3780 Warren Dale Rd. , Cleveland, Ohio
Phil Barker,3060 27th St .S. W. Grandville, Mich.
Eldon Schumaker, 2790 Queen City Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Demo Vana, 9060 State Rd., No. Royalton, Ohio
Jim Wilson, 2408 18th St.N.WCanton, Ohio
Fran Íronside,P.O.Box 237, Newport, R.1.
Bob Baumgardner, 23642 Belmont Dr. Westlake, Ohio
Fred Welbaum, 195 North Pearl St., Covington, Ohio
Lewis Morrow,639 Victoria, Flint, Mich.
Ruby Harrison. 911 E, Railroad, Hastings, Mich.
,

,

Chuck Burton,1809 Endrow Ave .N.E. Canton, Ohio
Wilbur Gillilan,2407 Martha Ave .NE ., Canton, Ohio
J. Hohimers, 709 Stockbridge Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Don Gring, Gen. Del. ,Oscoda. Mich.
Wyman Wiles, 419 S.24th St., Saginaw, Mich.
Richard Cady, P.O. Box 193, Winchester, Ky.
John Alexander, 2958 Richmond, N. E, Canton, Ohio
Ronald Smith, Firebrick, Ky.
Harold Stafford, 711 Stockbridge Ave. , Kalamazoo, Mich.
Bob Rogers, 227 Green St. ,Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Richard Pschirrer, 13 Perim St., Dansville,N. Y.
Bill Jacobs, P.O.Box 213, Painted Post ,N. Y.
Richard Snively, Waynesboro, Pa.
Richard Crisman, 232 Grant St., Frankl in, Pa.
James Sankovich,9 Eicher St. Uniontown, Pa.
,

,

,

,

Thurston Fleming, 327 Parsells Ave. Rochester, N.Y.
Mike Ripski, 72 Mooney Rd., Plymouth Twp. ,Pa.
Bob Eddinger, RD.3, Money, Pa.
Ruthie Bopp 350 W.5th St., Lewistown, Pa.
Geo.Goodman, 1058 Rankine Ave., Lawrence Pk. Erie, Pa.
Nellie Daniels, 130 Miner St ., Canton, N. Y.
Merle Hartman. 530 First Ave., Duncanville, Pa,
John Hickle,4368 Armstrong Ln., Upper Marlboro, Md.
Bill Calvert. 1134 6th Ave. Duncansville, Pa.
Y.
Lance Thrall,318 Price St. Jame
Bud Gallagher.3247 Turner St. Mc Keesport, Pa.
Michael Gross, 1129 Victoria Ave., New Kensington, Pa.
Roger Gaborski, 110 Baird St.. Rochester, N. Y.
Robert Boyd, 102 Williams Ave., Well sville.N. Y.
Bob Adams, l Greene St., Oxford ,N. Y.
Ray Saunders. Saunders Rd., Clinton, N. Y.
Fred Martz, Hustontown, Pa.
Marcus Downes, Turnpike Fort Littleton, Pa,
Rochester, N, Y.
John Grierson,46 Kohlman
Ron Conley,45 Murray St., Rochester, N. Y.
David Lyon, RD.3, Wellsboro. Pa.
Jim Baney, RD. l, Renfrew, Pa.
James DeRenzo,163 W.Gene see St. Clyde, N. Y.
Jack Washington, 10128 Frankstown Rd. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Laura Baney, RDA, Renfrew. Pa.
Dave Helfrick, RD.3, Fayetteville, Pa.
,

,

,

,

St

,

,

George Newcomb, Box 10, Clinton,N.Y.
Bill Shagi, 6950 Shannon Rd.. Verona. Pa.
George Thayer, Burnt Cabins, Pa,
Jack Bell,220 Kaplan Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles Osler, 1255 So.4th St.,Chambersburg. Pa.
Marion Boyd, 102 Williams Ave., Wellsville .N, Y.
Dort McNamara, RD.3, Towanda, Pa.
Ted Bluey, 422 S. Fifth St. Jeannette, Pa.
Dick McCorrison. 109 Willowghby Ave.. Warren. Pa.
Stanley Panasewicz RD. 2, Hunlock, Pa.
Fred Dash, 312 West 3rd St.. Erie. Pa.
Harold Adams, Box 202, McLean, N. Y.
Fred Farr,307 High St., Latrobe, Pa.
Betty Wheaton,348 Dodge Ave., Corning. N. Y.
Roger Bitner, 363 South Carlisle St.. Greencastle, Pa,
Cliff Brown, 15 S.Park Ave., Kane, Pa,
Joseph Zinno,409 8th St., Altoona, Pa.
John Humenansky. 264 Slocum .Swoyersville, Pa.
Nancy Dash,314 W.3rd St., Ene. Pa.
Bruce Ryan, 110 Harwood Rd. Spence rport, N. Y.
Arthur Tanaka, 91-270 Ft. Weaver Rd.. Ewa Beach, Hawaii
Rick Kelley.P.O.Box 263. Sp ring Lake ,N.C.
Stued Brimmer, 4211/2 Delevan Ave ..S.Corning, N.Y.
Dennis Swartz, Box 223, Orbisonia, Pa.
,

,

,

Andrew Denko.37 Saratoga

Trailer Ct.,Saratoga Spr.,N.Y.

James Stoner, Box 34, Newton Hamilton. Pa.
Pat Eddinger, RD.3, Muncy. Pa.
Sam DeDominick, 213 Seventh, Watkins Glen. N. Y.
Louis soda ,P.O.Box 3, Hope ,B.C., Canada
Leo Benard,P.O.Box 696, Duncan, B.C., Canada
Ben Biro,295 Bassett St. Penticton, B.C., Canada
,

S9 has every top CB author in the

field!

XM41198 Barbara Burton, Stouffville, Ont. Canada
XM41 I700Skippy Massam, 2263 Dundas St .W. Toronto, Ont.
XM44958 Jack Hall, 1878 Dent Dr. Sarnia, Ont.
XM49393 G. Facer, 924 Cummings Ave. Ottawa , Ont ,Canada
XM49489 Sylvia Facer, 924 Cummings Ave. Ottawa, Ont.. Canada
XM49542 Reg. Maclntyre, 8 Kingsbury Ave. Ottawa, Ont. Canada
XM49597 Gary Stevens,817 Springland, Ottawa, Ont. Canada
AÚ.787 Bob Malone, Kimberly P.O., Kimberly, W . Va.
Cent. 1343 Dave Ditmer, 48 Orchard, Englewood, Ohio
,

,

(Advertisement)
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CB IN ACTION

,

,

,

By Len Haas,
Sales Manager,

Pearce -Simpson, KBG7527

Dave Miller, 1821 Laine Ave., Santa Clara, Calif.
Nor.1372 Lance Thrall .318 Price St. Jamestown,N.Y.
Shirley Mae Decker ,36 Hampden, Westfield, Mass.
KIVRO
WPEIFBP Rocky Clayman,385 Lowell St. , Lawrence, Mass.

Pac.576

,

WPE2AN Errol Urbelis, 60 Blvd .,Greenlawn,L.1.,N. Y.
WPE3FKJ Larry Ruth,622 New Holland Ave. , Lancaster, Pa.
WPE8GDZ Bob Malone, Kimberly P.O. Kimberly. W .Va .
,

MOBILE INSTALLATION

-

Frank Caston, 815 Asbury Dr. Columbia, S.0
Robert Denholtz,41 Farmstead Rd. Short Hill, N.J.

PART II

In our last article on installation, we discussed antenna
location and mounting. This article will deal with the
locating and mounting of the transceiver.
Locating the Transceiver
The transceiver should be located close enough to the
driver so that microphone and controls can be reached
[without leaning over or taking the eyes from the road.
It must be so placed so that it will not interfere with
normal driving functions. For example, do not install
the transceiver in a place where your foot will strike it

,

CB Club Secretaries!
Send for our special club subscription
rates.

Hal Weisner KBG4528

el

when using the accelerator or brake pedal.

Circulation Mgr.
300 W. 43 St.
New York, N. Y. 10036

Mounting the Transceiver
Most sets are equipped with a mounting cradle of some
form. Generally, mounting is a matter of bolting this
cradle to the underside of the dashboard at a selected
position. The mounting point should be solid enough to
bear the weight of the unit. Some sets may require an
additional bracket to support the rear of the set if the
cradle is mounted well forward on the unit. Normally, the
mounting areas available in an automobile will provide
sufficient circulation of air for cooling the set. However,
a very restricted space could pose a ventilation problem.
Check the wiring through which current must travel to
the unit. If the automobile wiring is of light gauge, you
may want to splice additional -#12 or #14 gauge wire to
the primary leads and connect them directly to the
battery or to the nearest possible point. In many cases,
the wiring to the lighter socket or other point of connection is too small to carry the five or more amperes required without excessive voltage drop and heating. The
wiring to the lighter socket is intended for only intermittent duty and may heat under continuous duty imposed by the transceiver.

Noise

Sa ppre.ssion
A final phase of mobile installation concerns noise
suppression. The subject has already been discussed in
a previous article. In general, most automobiles will require that ignition noise suppression measures be taken
and in many instances a generator capacitor must be
installed. Tracking down and suppressing all of the types
of noise that will be encountered usually requires the
help of an experienced technician.

Win a Companion II
Now you can win the exciting new Pearce -Simpson II
CB Transceiver simply by writing us a letter! Tell us
about any CB experience in which you or your club
helped serve the community. We have had some exciting
letters and we know you have had an interesting CB
experience to tell its about. If we use your "CB in Action"
story-you will win a brand new COMPANION II CB.
Write to Len Haas, Sales Manager, Pearce -Simpson,
Inc., 2295 N.W. 14th Street, Miami 25, Florida.

PRECISION CB CRYSTALS
Exclusively designed and constructed with the
CB'er in mind-Unexcelled for low drift and
high activity-Since only aged Quartz is used
in every crystal-Maximum sensitivity is
unsurpassed.
ONE YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY
NO EXTRAS FOR .093 PINS
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
$1.95 (for Fla. add 3%)
plus .10 each for postage and handling
All orders should include make and model of
equipment and whether for rec. or trans. Send
check or cash with order. Sorry no C.O.D.'s.
SUN CRYSTAL CO.
P.O. Box 301, No. Miami 61, Fla.

...

Francis Fiberglass Antennas
The research team that received
two Naval Ordnance Development
Awards for fiberglass research.
now offer these new fiberglass
antennas . . .
AMAZER, a halfwave folded center fed 8' whip
$10.95
MONOWHIP, a monopole type 8'
whip

PEARCE-SIMPSON, INC.
MIAMI, FLORIDA

S9 pays

$13.95

OCTOPUS, a double half wave base

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your article?

antenna

$32.50

FRANCIS INDUSTRIES

Pataskala, Ohio
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CB CHIT -CHAT
INDIVIDUALS AND CLUB MEMBERS!!
SEND US ITEMS FOR THIS COLUMN!
Address correspondence to:

JOHN KREJC, 2W4586
60 DIVISION AVENUE
GARFIELD, N. J.

A.P.R.E. NOTICE
ALL 59, A.P.A.E.'s WHOSE PRESS CARDS HAVE EXPIRED, PLEASE DROP 59, CLUB EDITOR, JOHN
KREJC, 60 DIVISION AVE., GARFIELD, NEW JERSEY,
A NOTE, AND I'LL SEND YOU A NEW CARD.

New appointments to the A.P.R.E. program this
month include, Cecil Pryor, KDE0841, P.O. Box 33,
Gallatin, Tenn. Richard Long, KCF0986, 711 N. Mechanic Street, Cumberland, Maryland.
;

WESTERN
"Snapper" Konecny, KEJ3867, reports continued
growth of the 11-27 Club of Ventura, California.
Membership of over 60, as of December. The following are the newly elected officers for 1964: President,
Al Strand, KEJ7209; Vice President, Al Marquez,
KEJ2922, Sec. -Treasurer, Gordon Cross, KFA2026.
Guy Trmlin, Volney Commings and "Snapper" Konecny, are Directors for the new year. RMF.
The REACT Unit of Whittier-Pico Rivera -Montebello is growing steadily according to Gene Grant,
KEJ6251 and Jim Stratton, KEJ0294, Communications
Officers. The group monitors channel 13 and has been
very active in aiding motorists and providing emergency communications on numerous accidents. The
Unit meets the 2nd Thursday of each month to transact their necessary business and will meet the 4th
Tuesday of each month for a social evening and coffee
break. The social evening will be held at the Little
Lake Recreation Center in Santa Fe Springs. Both
these meetings are open to all CB'ers. RMF.
Ventura Marine Watch in California, has grown
in both size and popularity to such an extent that the
Marina has adopted the Citizens Band Radio Service
as the official radio communication media. CB radio
installations have been completed at the harbor. 3 CB
rigs are now in operation. One in the Patrol boat,
one at the Harbor Masters office and one in the harbor
vehicle. "Snapper," the father of the Ventura Marine
Watch, reports that the Port District is very pleased
with this type of communications. The Marina District has applied for their own license so that they can
be in constant touch with the Marine Watch.
The December issue of the Redwood Citizens Bandera Club paper, "WHISPERING REDWOODS," reports many interesting cases of assistance to motorists in need of help. The Northern California CB Club
is located in the Eureka, McKinleyville area. Meetings
are held the 2nd Thursday of each month -8 p.m. at
the McKinleyville Airport. All CB'ers are welcome.
Hazel Masters, KFD0142, Editor of the club paper,
states that they would be very happy to exchange
club papers with other clubs. Anyone interested write:
Hazel at P.O. Box 726, Eureka, California. Fee Walters, XM66368, and his partner, both from St. Johns,
Newfoundland while mobiling through Crescent City,
California, were invited to dinner by Corkie and
Honey Rhodes, KFD0938, of the Redwood Club. Several other club members joined with them in entertaining the Canadian visitors.
From Gary Peek, 11Q1879, comes the news of the
Sidewinder CB Radio Club of Ridgecrest and China
Lake, California. President is Dale Hughes, KEJ3232.
Present membership of the club is 27. Most members
are active in the Sheriff's Aero Squadron at Kern
County, Calif. The group have participated in several
52
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searches. The Commander at the local Squadron is
Tex Tyler, KFA7890.
"Instant Action Squad" is the name of the Emergency communication group of the 10-99 Club of
Santa Ana, California. This group, dedicated with a
sincere desire to be of service to their community and
fellow man, will be well trained in communications
as well as first aid. First Aid classes by a Red Cross
Instructor (a 10-99 Club member) have been started.
This is a must and is required for active participation with Instant Action Squad. White jackets with
shoulder identification patches will be worn by the
squad members. The 10-99 Club holds coffee breaks
every Monday evening --8 p.m.-Freddi's, 1212 So.
Bristal Santa Ana. Regular club meetings are held
the 4th Thursday of every month. Remember the
address, 1104 West 8th Street, Santa Ana, California.

PACIFIC
COMING EVENT-The Washington State Citizens

Band Association will hold their Convention, April

25th and 26th at the Edmond Meany Western International Hotel in Seattle, Washington. The CB Minutemen and the Everett CB Club have been assigned
as host club by the W.S.C.B.A.
From Earl E. Hintz, KGE1613, A.P.R.E. comes
the news of the "Atwater Auxiliary Communications
Association" recently held its first meeting with 7
CB'ers present. The A.A.C.A. plans to meet the first
Wednesday of each month. Everyone is invited to

attend. Their monitoring channels are 11 and 15.
Central Oregon CB'ers Club elected their 1964 officers: President, John Schulke, KFF1125; Vice Presi-

dent, Dick Akins, KFG0152, Sec.-Treas., Marge
Thomas, KFF0743, Communications, Ann Dickens,
KFF0901, Sgt. -of -Arms, Morgan Elliott, KFF1264.
Most of the members have received their Civil Defense cards and decals. Ann Dickens also serves as
A.P.R.E., S9, 13th Area. Thanks Ann.
Any club wishing to exchange papers and haven't
received the "BREAK BREAK" club paper of the
Santa Clara County Citizens Radio League. 12580
Linda Vista Ave., San Jose, California. Why not add
this to your list also.
From C. D. Campbell comes the news of the
McKenzie CB Radio Association, Oregon. C.D. tells
that the club is just a little over a year old and have
been accepted very well by the local authorities and
ambulance service. The club meets the first Sunday
of each month at the City Hall. The club also seems
to have lined up many guest speakers for the entertainment of the members. They have reserved channel
15, for emergency use only in their area. Their present membership is around 35. Bill also tells, we provide emergency road service when needed and frequency checks for our members and a study program
of 2 way radio techniques, methods and equipment,
emphasizing the "keeping of operations" within the
liimts as prescribed by the F.C.C. Bill is from Eugene,
Oregon. Oh-yes his call is KFF1257.
A few months ago EMCOS of Klamath Falls, Oregon, held an information meeting for the local organizations that will be using the EMCOS/REACT radio
network. The meeting was toasted by Phil Isensee,
the Sec.-Treas. at the time, and the speaker of the
evening was Gary Anderson, the communications
officer. At this meeting a full explanation of the
Citizens Band Radio Service, CB equipment and the
operation of the EMCOS/REACT network was explained. Civil Defense, Red Cross, Police, Fire and
S9 is the

nation's largest circulating

CB

publication.

for Sabin Oral Vaccine. A portable base station was
set up at the Health Clinic and mobile units were set
up at different schools throughout the county where
the vaccine was given. The club also has been aiding
the Rescue Team, fighting forest fires and locating
lost children. Thanks to president, Max Grimes,
KDB8835.
At a banquet recently which was given by the Cee

Shown in the picture is L to R. Bat. Chief, Harold
Uglum, of the Klamath Falls City Fire Department;
Gary Anderson, KFG0528, EMCOS Communications
officer; Bat. Chief, J. C. Cay, also of the city fire dept.

Rescue organizations were among the 14 organizations
in the club controlled communications service. President of the group is Phil Isensee, 13W0648. The
Klamath Five -Wetters Emergency Communications
Service, Inc., is operational KFG2024, as the network
control call sign.

ATLANTIC
The Upper Cumberland Citizens Band Radio Club
recently volunteered their time and services to the
local Junior Chamber of Commerce which held clinics

Sanders Radio Phone Club of Birmingham, Ala., the
following officers were installed for 1964. President,
Bob Wilkey, KDB9450, Vice Perisdent, E. S. Darden,
6W6465, Secretary, R. N. Abercrombie, KDD6155,
Treasurer, Jake Levine, 6Q3604. Etidor of their club
paper is Dorothy Norton, KDDI138. The club is planning a Jamboree in late May or early June. More
info later.
Also the Walker County Citizens Band Radio Club
elected President Orman Phillyes, 6Q4656, Vice President, Ellis Dobbins, KDD2766, Sec-Treas., Grady Key,
KDB921I. The club recently became attached to the
Walker County Auxiliary Police, as a communications team.
A recent dutch supper was attended by 119 CB'ers
from the following clubs-Cee Benders, Family Circle
CB Club, 10-4 CB Club, Talladega Emergency and
Rescue Group, Coosa Valley CB Radio Club, Fountain City CB Radio Club, Montgomery CB Club, and
the Calhoun County Civil Defense Radio Group.
COMING EVENT-National Grandfather Mountain
CB Jamboree to be held on Grandfather Mountain
during the weekend of June 12th, 13th and 14th.
Further information on the jamboree contact: Grandfather Mountain CB Jamboree Committee, Box 362,

Spruce Pine, North Carolina.
Congratulations to Eddie Sisk, 6Q5631, being selected CB'er of the month of the Memphis Radio Citizens Band Club. The club meets the 4th Friday of
each month at Lamar Terrace Community Center,
Monitoring channels, 7, 9, 11 and 13.
The Roanoke Valley Citizens Band Radio Club has
been successful in placing monitoring signs at various points leading into their fair city. Chairman
and the man was Richard Barbour, 5W2456. A job
well done Dick, from the club.

kteee
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flashy club paper called the "CHANNEL CHATTER."
Editor of the paper is Charles Dunscombe, KHH0858.
Mailing address: P.O. Box 2, Madison Heights,

Michigan.

Officers of the Cereal City, Citizens Band Radio Club,
Battle Creek, Michigan. Left to Right-Relph Weed,
KHG0395, Secretary; Don Waters, 19Q9342, Vice
President; Dick Kline, 19Q4716, President; and Hazel
Sykes, KHG1609, Treasurer. Photo by Don Cortright,
1980553, editor of their club paper, "CB Chatterbox."

CENTRAL
COMING EVENT-The Kickapoo 5 Watter Jamboree to be held May 30th and 31st at the Eastern
Illinois State Fairgrounds, Danville, Illinois. More
info will be forthcoming.
Editor of the Heterodyne-Herald, club paper of
the Waukesha County CB Club, Inc., is Charles Case,
18W6313. Assistant editor is Marilyn Case, KHA0540.
Looks like a good team. Keep up the good work.
Prizes for the membership drive of the Maumee
Valley CB Club are an engraved trophy to be awarded
to the member who sponsors the most acceptable applications. A chicken dinner will be given for 5
acceptable applications. A handsome certificate of
merit will be given for 2 or more acceptable applications. Go to it, fellows.
The Five Watt Wizards, 621 South Main, Brookfield,
Mo., boast members from 5 counties in South Central
Mo. Meetings are held in Wheeling, Brookfield, and
Chillicathe, Mo. President of the newly reporting club
is Hurless King, KGH3764. Their big project for this
year is the formation of a state wide CB Club.
The Jacomo CB Club of Independence, Mo., have
been asked by the local police department and the
Jackson County Sheriffs Patrol to aid on New Year's
Eve to cut down drunken driving accidents. They did
a fine job this past Halloween. The local police chief
said vandalism was down 30% from last year. President Bill Brown, 17Q2550, is now communications

director for the Salvation Army Disaster Unit.
The North Area Emergency Radio Team held their
annual Xmas party December 8th at the Gladstone,
Mo. Community Center The 1964 officers were announced: President, Harvey Bates, KGI7500, Sec.Treas., Jack Schaaf, 17Q3732. The party was attended by about 75 members and guests. Bud Roth,
KGH0921, outdid himself on the festivities this year.
The N.A.E.R.T. are in their 4th year of operation
and are very active in the K.C. area.
Recently organized was the Great Southwest Kansas Citizen Band Radio Club which meets the first
Saturday of the month. The club is approaching the
75 membership mark, and they tell us that about
everyone out there reads $9. President of the newly
reporting club is Ralph Wilson, KGI2839; Vice President, Harold Kennedy, 17W6383 and Sec.-Treas. Theo-

dore McFadden, 17W0758. The club also helped in a
recent auto wreck which saved a life.
COMING EVENT-The 4th Anniversary of the
Trumbull County Citizen Band Radio Club will be
held April 26th, Champion Danceland, 7 miles north
cf Warren, Ohio, on Route 45. There will be a covered
dish dinner at 1:00 p.m. with the program to follow. Also lots of prizes to be given away. We will
be monitoring channels 9 and 11. Everyone is welcome.
At this writing present President of the Suburban
Mobile Radio Asen., Madison Heights, Michigan is
Donald C. Seese, KHG5355. The club also publishes a
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Received a new club paper called the Citizens Band
Radio Club, 10-8er, Lombard, Illinois. We searched
high -an' -low for the club officers, but could not find
them. Let's hear more from the group.
Due to the newness of the Circus City CB Club,
Inc., the present officers were reinstalled for the year
of 1964. President, Art Dills, KHD4948; Vice President, Paul Kingery, KHD2351; Sec.-Treas., Charles
Cover, KHA9340; Communications officer, Jack Ulery,
KHC2306; Ass't Communications Officer, John Shank,
KHA9679 and Refreshment Committee, Dick Kline,
KHC6449. The club monitoring channel has been
changed from 8 to 9, do to local interference. Several
projects are in the planning for this year.
The Midwestern CB Club also held their elections
for 1964 with President, Amite Cass, KHB0289; Vice
President, Don Brown, KHD0185; Sec., Ray Jones,
KHBI054 and Treas., Larry Turnpough, KHC4113.
Odie Lowe, KHD1900, was appointed Communications
Officer by the new president. The club has 5 signs
ready for installation, giving their monitoring channel as 11, to be erected at various points leading into
Kokomo. Ind.
The Mississinewa CB Club held its election of officers to serve for the Ist 6 months of 1964. The following were elected by the membership. President,
Jack Wall, KHC4752; Vice President, Gerald Foust right, KHB2091; Sec., Thelma Simpson, KHA0015;
Treas., Alan Winkle, 18B2321. The Marion Club held
their Christmas party at the South Business Men's
Club. The club furnished refreshments and there was
a children's exchange of gifts. Several hours of enjoyment was had by all.
The Tri -Co Sonic Boomers of B.H.A.F.B. have announced the following officers for 1964. They will
serve until July, 1964. President, Bob Sunstrom,
18Q4030; Vice Presidents, Bill Smith, KHC7617, Carl
McCain, KHA4311, Bill Hosles, 18Q0786; Sec.-Treas.,
Tom Brooks, KHC5975. Shirley Weichlein. KHD3167,
activities chairman for the club says, several club
parties and jamborees are planned for the year.
More info at a later time.
Yes, the Logansport CB Club also held their annual
elections for 1964, and also the officers will serve
until July 1964. President, Keith Kohr, KHC7504;
Vice President, Jack Lamberson, KHA7514; Sec.Treas., Carolyn Lamberson, KHA7514 and Communications Officer, Ralph Parmeter, 18Q9756. The
club recently held their annual Christmas party and
just a short time ago held a skating party.
From Canton, Ohio, comes news from the Hall of
Fame CB Radio Club. President of the group is Frank
Evans, KHH2386; Vice President, Dick Hostetler,
KHG9332; Secretary, Betty Dillman, KHH1216;
Treasurer, Walter Hostetler, KHI1035, and Corresponding Secretary, Marge Mizer, KHI6023. The club
would like to exchange papers with others. Editor is
Ellen Rippl, KHH4285, 2812 Cleveland Ave. S., Canton. Ohio.
The Five Waters of Lake County, Inc., have selected channel 17 as their channel of emergencies.
The channel will also be used in other club projects.
Bill Brown, KHJ9067, has offered to purchase the
crystals for any club member.
Most of the 17th area CB Clubs were wired for
sound this past New Year's Eve, for many helped
and were on duty áiding enforcement agencies. Some
clubs that helped were: Jacomo CB'ers from Independence, Mo.; The Sedalia CB Club, Sedalia, Mo.
The Five Watt Wizards, North Central, Mo.: and the
Ozark CB'ers from South Central, Mo. The North
Area Emergency Radio Team, Kansas City, Mo., also
saw much action the 1st part of the year. Bud Roth,
KGI0921, of the N.A.E.R.T. was elected Executive
Assistant to the president recently. Bud has done
such a fine job on club's recent parties, that it was
decided he should be in charge of future social and
emergency gatherings as well as recruiting new members to the team. Anyone in the K.C. area interested
in a growing emergency radio team contact Bud on
channel 21.
;

NORTHERN
The CB Knights of Asbury Park, N. J. are dedicating themselves to the betterment of CB. Serious S9 has
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minded CB'ers are invited to join. All interested CB' ers should contact: Edward T. Parsons, 1903 Vernon
Street, Asbury Park, N. J. 07712.
Newly organized, The Glens Falls Area CB'ers,
Inc., Hudson Falls, N. Y. are lead by President Herb
Colvin, KIC2999. The club meets on the second Sunday of each month, 7:30 p.m., Wells Auto Body Shop,
Second Street, Glens Falls, N. Y.
An expanding club in the Capital District is the
Troy Area CB Radio Club. The club is lead by the
following officers, President, Jack Coultry, KBG1812;
Vice President, Russ Williams, KBG5030; Treasurer,
Doug Mulhall, 2Q0565; Secretary, Bob Tate, KBG6100. Their club paper can be obtained from: Troy
Area CB Radio Club, P.O. Box 299, Troy, New York.
Just say John sent you.
The Hurricane Mt. CB Rangers of Fryeburg, Maine,
recently held their 12th meeting with 27 members
present. President Edward Guax, KBA5050; Vice
President Alan Benson, KBA9777, Secretary, Alayne
Wiley, KBA4042-U2; Treasurer, Roland Wiley, KBA4042-U1. There will be a Baked Bean and Cassarole
Supper for the installation of officers.
Officers for 1964 of the Southeastern Pennsylvania
Citizen Radio Club are: President, Dominick D'Andreamatteo, KCD5479; Vice President. Thomas Russell, KCC0156; Treasurer, Norman McFadden, KCD-

3,

1490: Secretary, Robert Kaufman, 3W4242.
The Bux-Mont Radio League of Pa., is proud to
announce a new mobile communications unit. The
walk-in truck, outfitted and operated by the league,
will be available as a communications clearing house
in case of emergency throughout the two counties and
wherever needed. The mobile unit included citizens
band, amateur, and police equipment. The league is
adding other equipment to the mobile. All equipment
in the new unit has been donated by members of the
league. News of the new arrival comes from Communications Dept.. John W. Heacock, 3Q3203-K3YCP.

Recently the Little Rhody CB'ers held an open
house, which was attended by over 100 CB'ers. 100
free door prizes were given away, of which each was
CB equipment. A Christmas basket was raffled off,
with the winner being KBC6680, Ray Smith of Prov.
The club also raffled 3 savings bonds. They wish to
thank everyone for making their first affair a great
success.
COMING EVENT-The Bergen County Citizen
Ganders Club will hold their Second Annual Dinner Dance, Past President Dinner, with Broadway entertainment, Saturday, March 14, 1964 at the Friar
Tuck Inn, 691 Pompton Ave., Cedar Grove, N. J.
Dinner time is 7:30, SHARP. Price is $8.50 per person or CB'er. Contact: Mel Londner, P.O. Box 83.
Fairlawn, N. J. Tickets are limited, so let's get going. Ticket Chairman is Joan Traino, 2Q3317, Dinner
Chairman is Lee Janow, 2W9989. Look for another
blast this year.

Pictured above is Walter Stockman of Manchester,
Conn., Treasurer of the United Citizens Band Rodio
Club. President of the group is George Jolly; Vice
President, Joseph Glade; Secretary, Chet Lane. Walt's
call is KBB0601, but Walt, what happen to the rest?

NEWLY INSTALLED OFFICERS OF THE LEHIGH VALLEY CHAPTER, C.B.R.R.L. AT THE DECEMBER DINNER DANCE. LEFT TO RIGHT: President, Bill Logan; George
Swartz; Rod Westbrook; National C.B.R.R.L. Secretary,
Grace Geier; Ralph Minchin; Eddie Emfield; and Jim

Hadden.

CBRRL, Inc., held its national elections on January 5th, and the following officers were elected:
Pres. Harvey Hector, First Vice Pres. Sal Leone,
Second Vice Pres. Angelo Pollicino, 'Treasurer Charles
Schwab. The new President announced that the Secretary will be Mrs. Connie Druiett.
The first meeting of the Androscoggin Valley CB' ers was held recently at Mexico, Maine, and was a
complete success. Over 25 CB'ers from towns throughout Oxford and Franklin Counties interested in improving the usefulness of CB attended. President is
John Whytock, KBC6131. Membership presently is
over 50. The services of the club have already been
called upon for fire patrol during drought, communications during high water threat, and participating
in the search for a lost Maine hunter. The club is
now in the process of becoming affiliated with the
CD and also is a member of the New England CB
Council.

New president of the Keystone 11 Meter League is
Robert C. Gerhart, 3Q2268. Good luck to retiring
President, Jack Hartman, KCD3893. Jom well done.
Jack. As Jack said, "SUPPORT YOUR OFFICERS."
Jack is also News Editor of the club paper, "Keystone 11 Meter News."
Past officers of the CB Radio Patrol, were elected
in 1964. The club will be lead again this year by
President Rirchard J. Gendron, 1Q0928. The club
holds their monthly meetings the second Thursday
of the month at Club Headquarters.
Hats off to the LYCO CB NEWS and Dick Allen,
KIC3788. The club paper has come a long way since
we seen the first issue. Good job, Dick. Clubs wishing to exchange papers contact: Lycoming CB Radio
Club, Inc. P.O. Box 247, Montoursville, Pa. 17754.

Continued on page
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This is a monumental month-a Federal
Court told the FCC to hold off on their
proposed license fees for a while. The FCC
release of January 2nd said that they have
been postponed "until further announcement." The fly in the ointment was the
great hub-bub created by licensees at the
prospect of the Commission's proposalmainly a group of people and companies
in the aeronautical communications field.
They went to court and said that the proposal was constitutionally invalid.
Also contributing to the interesting things
this month is the report we received from
the Federal Trade Commission saying that
they have charged the sellers of the "Dick
Tracy 2 -way Wrist Radio" with using "deceptive toy advertising." The FTC people
said that the advertising claimed that the
units would amateur radio signals, emergency distress calls and ship -to -shore communications-however, in actuality, the units
will receive only 27 mc/s CB transmissions.
They claim that the ads also said that the
units were sold complete and ready for
operation-neglecting to announce that batteries were required but not included. The
FTC further charged the American Doll &
Toy Corp., of Brooklyn, N. Y., distributors
of the Dick Tracy sets, with misrepresenting that the sets are sold in pairs when they
are actually sold singly. Imagine, Dick
Tracy getting pinched!
The Chairman of the FCC, E. William
Henry, recently made a statement regarding the FCC accomplishments during the
past year. In it, he described CB'ers as
"largely nontechnical persons either unfamiliar with or who choose to ignore regulatory requirements." He said that as of
December 31, 1963, there were 550,000 of
us, an increase of 173,663 over the previous
year-end total.
In an action against a broadcasting station, the FCC made a statement which it
would do us all well to remember. It seems
that a DJ on the station had used "improper
56
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language" over the air. The FCC complained and the station replied that they
were unaware of the alleged improper language specifically mentioned in the FCC
complaint, however at a later date than that
mentioned by the FCC they had, themselves, discovered the DJ to be making too
much whoopee on the air. They said that
they subsequently fired the DJ and took
steps to see that this type of operation did
not happen again. The Commission let the
station off with a reprimand, but said that
"each licensee is responsible for all material
broadcast over its station, and the Commission expects each licensee to keep itself acquainted with the nature of its own programs." CB'ers who "lend their call letters"
to others (which is illegal in itself) should
certainly take heed and notice. How about
the fellow down the block, your "Unit 2,"
who likes to get in a few "skip" contacts
whenever the band is open? Wake up, man,
the FCC just told you that when they drop
the axe it will be on your neck, not on his!
Here are the CB'ers who did business
with the FCC during the past month.
6W6454, Plato P. Powers, Atlanta, Ga.,
directed to show cause why his license
should not be revoked for repeated failure
to respond to official notices concerning alleged violation of rules 19.61(a), non-substansive messages; 19.61(f) , talking more
than 5 minutes; and 19.62, improper identification. Last month Powers was given a
$100 forfeiture notice for not replying to
FCC notices.
11Q3297, Denny C. Leipert, Torrance,
Calif., hearings on his possible loss of license ended and the results turned over to
the Commissioners for a decision.
11W2207, Addison B. Haraldson, La
Habra, Calif., license revoked for repeated
failure to respond to official notices concerning alleged violation of 19.61(a) , non-substansive messages.
11W3781, John H. Thorpe, d/b/a Buena
Park Economy TV Service, Buena Park,
S9 is the
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Calif., license revoked for repeated failure
to respond to official notices concerning alleged violation of 19.61(a) , non-substansive messages.
11W6313, George H. Harper, Sr., Los
Angeles, Calif., license revoked for alleged
violation of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 1464, and Section 19.61(a) , nonsubstansive messages.
12W3522, R. W. Crawford, Jr., Hayward,
Calif., license revoked for repeated failure
to respond to official notices concerning alleged rule violations.
KCF2085, Walter J. King, Glen Burnie,
Md., directed to show cause why his license
should not be revoked for repeated failure
to respond to official notices concerning alleged violation of 19.61(a) , non-substansive
messages.
KDD1812, Lucille H. Long, Powder
Springs, Ga., directed to show cause why
her license should not be revoked for failure
to respond to official notices concerning alleged violation of 95.81(a) , nonsubstansive
messages, and 95.81(f) , talking more than
5 minutes.
KDH1734, Vincent R. Banville, Sr., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., having been held in default with regard to the hearing which he
requested on Order to show cause why his
license should not be revoked and having
waived right to hearing, the FCC examiner
turned over his files to an FCC Review
Board for appropriate disposition. Banville's
later request for a continuation of his hearing was denied.
KEG4411, Robert L. Bonnell, Lawton,
Okla., the proceedings on his show cause
notice was dismissed.
KEJ1859, Charles D. Pettis, Las Vegas,
Nev., license revoked for repeated failure
to respond to official FCC notices concerning 19.33, off-frequency operation.
KEJ5570, Post 170X, Boy Scouts of
America (Richard Silverman, Pres.) , Los
Angeles, Calif., hearing terminated on their
show cause notice.
KFD0134, Clyde C. Van Dyne, Fresno,
Calif., directed to show cause why his license should not be revoked for repeated
failure to respond to official notices concerning alleged violation of 19.61(a) , non-substansive messages, and 19.61(f) , talking
more than 5 minutes without a break.
KFF1097, Charles H. Andrews, Newburg, Ore., denied licensees request for cancellation of $100 fine, but in view of mitigating circumstances, reduced the fine to
$25.
KHH3074, David J. Ohlert, Grosse Pointe
City, Mich., proceedings dismissed on his
show cause hearing.
S9
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KBG4303 RIDES AGAIN
Continued from page 7

It's apparent that the CB market isn't an
easy one to serve-the high mortality rate of
publications bears this out. We, fortunately,
have been able to avoid the various pitfalls
which have plagued our brothers.
We have never forgotten that a sane, un frantic, mature, and honest approach to CB
has proven to be a winner. This was the
original approach we used at CB Horizons,
and CBH thrived. When I left, this policy
was not maintained at its original standards,
and eventually seemed to be ignored altogether. The end results speak for themselves.
S9 pledges to "stick to our guns" in the future, as we have done in the past.
Your support in helping S9 to begin,
prosper, and grow into a "winner" is most
gratifying. We never forget that our readers and advertisers are the only factors
which keep S9 from the deep six (or seven).
Subscriptions are our life's blood, and we
hope that you have given us your transfusion this year. Blood Bank applications are
located between pages 48 and 49 of this
issue.

AWARD WINNING 59
Doesn't it always sound great when a TV
program says something like "NBC presents
?"
it's award winning news program
Well we can now share the glory because
the mailman brought us a beautiful gold
award from the Southwest CB Association
of Phoenix, Arizona. The only problem is
the fact that the award was inscribed
"Southwest Golden Award For Citizens
Band Egotist." Thanks to Geoff Brunner
who sent along the award, which was dated
December 25th. We don't know whether to
laugh or cry about the allegation in the
award, but it now hangs upon the wall of
the award winning S9 office.
.

.

.

MYSTERIOUS AUTHOR
For the past few issues we have been
running a series of CB articles which contain a moral and a touch of zany humor.
These are given the by-line of "The 01'
Timer." Many readers have written to ask
the identity of this sage-I can't tell whether
they want to jab the old buzzard in the
beezer or to congratulate him for hitting the
nail on the head. In any event, we aren't in
a position to tell you who he is, he prefers
to remain behind his cloak of secrecy, he
probably wouldn't be able to move freely
throughout the CB world making observations if his true identity were known-but
March 1964
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mainly we can't tell you who he is because
we ourselves don't know.
All manuscripts from "The 01' Timer"
arrive here with no return address and no
hint as to who he is. The envelopes have
been postmarked from several states in the
midwest. The author requests no payment
for his work, even though S9 pays top rates
for articles.
Whoever you are, "01' Timer," keep
them coming. Our readers dig you the most!

EDITOR'S MAILBOX
We are always happy to hear from readers

with interesting ideas and this month there
are several which certainly are worthy of
thought.
A letter from Bob Cooper, 18A7297, of
930 Monroe Street, Elkhart, Ind. ( this is not
the ACBA's Bob Cooper), advises that he is
a trustee of the Michigan REACT League.
Bob suggests that the ACBA is the wronv
approach to the "national CB organization
question and proposes that a type of CB "congress" be established instead, the congress to
be made up of CB clubs from the U.S. and
Canada. Each club would be represented by
a committee with one committee -man for a
selected number of the local club to the congress meeting. In this manner, a true democratic organization would be formed and a
small clique would not be able to take control
for their own ends. Bob says he thinks that
this is what has happened with the ACBA.
Bob tells us that the Michigan REACT
League has already started collecting names
of clubs that might be interested in considering this type of organization. Any club which
is interested in receiving more information
should contact Bob at the address above.
It's a good idea that these Michigan CB'ers
have and I hope that those of you who belong
to clubs will read this at your next meeting
to get the opinions of the other members.
A fellow who is both a Ham and a CB'er,
Al Shaw, 7Q2145/WA4FZV, of Miami, Fla.,
suggests that one or two 11 meter CB channels be opened up for operation by Ham
operators to work other Ham operators. Al
says that if CB'ers got a chance to listen to
how Hams operate and to all the fun they
have working skip legally, there might be a
few less rule breakers cluttering up the Citizens Band.
A similar idea came in from H. J. Savage,
KHH3829, of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Savage
thinks that the FCC should set aside a CB
channel for Novice Class Ham use so that the
Novice could be able to practice up on his
code there. He suggests that the CB-Novice
58
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license should be good for three years.
These letters deserve at least a few moments thought from all of us. If you have any
comments, let's hear from you.

EDITORIAL POLICY
In the "Reader Mail" column this month
we have an excerpt from a letter sent to us
by Jimmie Waddell, Jimmie, and a few others
who took the trouble to write on the same
subject, expressed concern with the criticism
we have levelled at the ACBA in the S9 editorials. We feel that perhaps a few words of
basic explanation will help Jimmie, and the
others who wrote, to understand what things
have gone into our ACBA editorials.
Let us remember that the ACBA has been
around for almost a year now. In that period
they have yet to do one single concrete thing
for the advancement of the CB service in
general, although all manner of things were
promised. Even something as poorly conceived as their idea for the "CB March on

Washington" couldn't be gotten off the
ground. So far we can't see anything they've
done except collect membership fees, sell
"official club products," and defend FCC
rulebreakers. True, they have gone to Washton to speak to the FCC, but this is the right
of every CB'er-we at S9 have done it many
times ourselves and you, as an individual
CB'er, could do it on your own. It might be
noted here that in their contacts with the
FCC they have proven to be a constant source
of agitation to the officials there, denouncing
them in print and ridiculing them personally.
Our office is constantly receiving letters from
dissatisfied ACBA members telling us that
they feel they have wasted their dollars. The
club is presently being threatened with an
investigation by the United States Postal Investigator's office because one of their original
"charter" members, who happens to be an
industry leader, suspects that there is "hankypanky" somewhere along the line in the organization. In addition, the two or three
people who run the club do it by self-appointment and have adopted a constitution and
by-laws without a referendum.
If we could see even one single plus for
this organization we probably would be willing to sit quietly and patiently by and watch
for the one good point to develop, with the
hope that it would nourish the other poorer
aspects of the group. Unfortunately, even this
is impossible.
So we are still waiting for the group to
actually do something of genuine value and
for it to "straighten up and fly right."
It isn't easy to admit that you've invested
even as little as a dollar in a lest cause, and I
S9 has every
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note that many of the letters expressing concern are from fellows who invested in ACBA
and are now strangely embarrassed at being
reminded about being associated with the
club. I recall that, in my distant youth, I sent
a quarter in to join the Captain Midnight
Ovaltine Club. I received my membership
card and a code ring, but nothing was ever
heard from the Captain again. Until this very
day, I still think furtively about "my club"
when I drink my bedtime Ovaltine.
S9 has no bones to pick, no axes to grind,
with anyone or any group. We would very
much like to see the ACBA justify the investments of numerous CB'ers. When they do it
to the satisfaction of all concerned, we won't
have to keep prodding them down the road
to a better CB club-either they will make
it at a respectible pace down the center of
the road, or they will have to fall by the wayside like many other "national CB clubs"
before them.
CB LICENSE FEES

We made quite a lot of noise in our
editorials about the seemingly unfair FCC
proposals for license fees to be charged to
CB'ers. We have just received word that all
Class D CB applications will be processed
no charge until at least sometime in March
-possibly later. Still no word at press time
about the proposed FCC re -write of the CB
regulations which has been pending for a
number of months.

ANYONE FOR JAMBOREES?
CB clubs are reminded that now is as
good a time as any to begin thinking about
the social activities which will be taking
place during the coming spring and summer. Are your Jamboree Committees looking into prospective locations yet? Have you
contacted manufacturers and dealers for exhibits? Have you organized a plan for selling more tickets than you sold last year?
We at S9 like to attend CB Jamborees
when time permits. S9's CB Club Editor,
John Krejc, makes the scene to most of the
shindigs in the northeastern states and
John's staff of Area Public Relations Editors
holds down the fort in other areas. I, personally, manage to make the scene at some
of the jamborees, but never as many as I
intend to take in as I look forward to each
jamboree season-one time it's an unexpected production problem with S9, or it's
a transportation crisis ( anybody out there
every try to depend on a tempermental
1937 Mercedes-Benz Cabriolet?), or a miserable spring/summer cold, or heaven
S9 pays
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knows what. Anyway, the spirit is willing,

but the fates aren't always sympathetic.
Please be sure to keep S9 posted-as far
in advance as possible-of your jamboree.
We will usually give it publicity, and will
try to have somebody there.

ANOTHER STAFF MEMBER
We are pleased to announce the addition
of an "Overseas Editor" to the staff of S9.
Our man is Mr. Herman C. S. Fong, 21W0170, who operates from Guam-a small
island in the western Pacific Ocean.
Herman has the whole CB world as "his
beat" and he will be furnishing us with
in-depth reports on CB and CB'ers in
some of the more remote corners of the
world-and these will be an exclusive for
S9. We've already seen some of the things
that Herman has planned for S9 and all
we can say is "WOW!" You won't want to
miss these features on foreign CB'ers.

IN THE FUTURE
We were going to wait for the July issue,
when we enter our 3rd year of publication,
to hit you with this big surprise we had
planned. Well, thanks to your overwhelming
acceptance of S9, you forced us to expand
S9 sooner than we had planned. Yes, you
guessed it, the April issue of S9 will contain
a special 16 page bonus section making us
an 80 page book.
The 16 pages will be devoted to your mobile installation This will be written by
well known CB engineer Jim Kyle and even
if you consider yourself an expert on the
subject of mobile CB'ing, you will find some
new and novel angles in Jim's section.
.

AND FOR MAY...
But if you think that we're giving up here,
you're wrong because our May issue will be
another 80 pager with a 16 page bonus sec -
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tion written by Kyle. Kyle goes off into orbit
for May with a section on several other interesting aspects of mobile CB'ing. In both of
these issues, by the way, we will have our
usual large assortment of regular monthly
features and columns.
Now, here's the bit. If you subscribe to S9
we urge you to tell your non -subscribing
friends to be on the lookout for these two
issues. If you don't subscribe to S9, but buy
it on the newsstand, you had better keep this
news to yourself because they will probably
be two sellouts within the first few days they
hit the stands. If you miss the boat and don't
get these issues while they are on the stands,
they will cost you $1 to order them from our
circulation department after they go "off
sale" in May and June.
We are aware that there is a shortage of
newsstand copies of S9 in certain parts of
the country and we are currently negotiating
with our distributors to place more copies on
the stands. In any event, this will not affect
these two special issues. Of course, if you
subscribe right now you will be assured of
receiving both issues without any sweat. Why
not make the both of us happy and subscribe?
What's in store for the June issue? Take a
few guesses-we can't tell you yet!

Fail
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DX FESTIVAL

the blood drained from Frank's face. Not so
with Ubermyer whose flushed features
would be the envy of every American
Indian.
"Great work, Francis!" Ubermyer roared,
"That whip on the rear of this lady bug
you call a car just knifed through a dozen
of my new 4 -foot fluorescent lamps. I'll send
you a bill first thing Monday morning. Of
course I'll deduct the 15 cents bus fare you
saved me." And off he stamped.
After Ubermyer left, Frank sat in the
dim garage a few minutes and then sighed,
"50 over S-9. It was worth it."
C+]a71.

CB'ER AND THE LAW

Continued from page 22
if not most, of these amateur stations are
operated in connection with residences is
too well known a fact to be ignored." 12

It may well be argued that the same
home use is equally applicable to citizens
band application and the same rule of law
should be equally applicable to this type of
radio service.
Should a person's station emit unusually
loud, or objectionable noises, or otherwise
constitute a nuisance, the operator would be
liable for prosecution under the local law.
The good sense of the citizens band operator
will not make this type of legal action probable. Local ordinances which restrict the
use of loudspeakers which disturb neighbors
are a valid type of legislation.13

Continued from page 19
Frank signed off and thought about what
the grinning Ubermyer said. He prepared
to leave, first being sure to disconnect
E.
St. Louis Park vs. Casey (16 NW 24 459).
Charlie's line cord and pushing it through 12.
13. Stodder vs. Rosen Talking Machine Co. (247 Mass. 60).
the fence. Next he disconnected the cable
between the fence and the bumper, and was ANTENNAS
all set leave knowing that he would not be
Continued from page 44
towing Charlie's Lubritorium or a hunk of
wire fence behind him. In fact, after doing Products, producer of the first CB SSB unit,
such a masterful job, he decided to offer linear amplifiers used in the final of these
Ubermyer a lift home. Ubermyer accepted sets must work into a proper load in order
only after making remarks about the VW's to deliver maximum punch.
JFD, major manufacturer of TV anancestry and Frank's cephalic index.
Ubermyer kept chuckling, "You're going tennas, hints at future plans. The company's
to goof, Francis, you're going to goof." LPV antenna, currently making a big splash
Frank became angry and bit his lip. In this in the TV field, may be produced for CB. It
minor state cf shock he decided that the would use the log -periodic concept developed
least he could do was scare the wits out of originally for space communications. The
elements are laid out in the shape of a fish
Ubermyer.
Frank took a hard turn into the basement skeleton.
Finally, handie-talkies with antennas
garage under the apartment house they
lived in. Ubermyer lurched to the right that work at fantastic range-dozens of miles
hard, then was raised out of his seat as the or more! This is the report of Gene Feeney,
VW dropped down the ramp into the dark president of the Stormville Sky Divers. This
garage. Frank didn"t get a chance to smile New York State club of week-end parachutBanG
CRash ists (who free-fall farther than they float)
BOOM
because
attribute it all to antenna height-just before
BOom
boom
spL1Nter
stepping out of a Piper Cub at a couple of
C Rash!
The tires screeched the VW to a halt as thousand feet.
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CLUB NOTES

Continued from page 5.5

CB SHOP
Rates for CB SHOP are 10¢ per word for
advertising which, in our opinion, is obviously
of a non-commercial nature. A charge of 25¢
per word is made to all commercial advertisers
or business organizations. A 5% discount is in
effect for an advance insertion order for six

consecutive months.
We do not bill for advertising in CB SHOP.
Full remittance must accompany all orders and
orders sent in otherwise will not be run or

acknowledged.
Closing date

is the 15th of the 2nd month
preceding date of publication.
We reserve the right to reject advertising
which we feel is not suitable.
Because the advertisers and equipment contained in the CB SHOP have not been investigated, the publishers of 59 cannot vouch for
the merchandise or services listed therein.

.1

From the Jefferson County Civil Defense, Pa.,
jomes the news that 2 additions to CB Clubs in the
county. First, the Groundhog CB Club. Punxsutawney,
Pa., of which George Hoey, 416 Ridge Ave., Punxsutawney, is Secretary. Last but not least is the
Hilltoppers Radio Club, Brookville, Pa. Secretary is
Forrest Parks, Brookville, Pa. Channel Watch of the
Groundhog Club is 9 and 20, and the Hilltoppers
channel watch 9 and 11. News of the above comes
from Horace A. Carmait, Director.

SOUTHERN
William P. Way, 208 Bay Shore Circle, Veu ce,
Florida, is looking for some simple constitution and
By-laws to form a CB club. What -say, some of the
clubs, let's give him a real helping hand. Bill tells
us that about 20 CB'ers will attend their first meeting. Good start.
Recently 17 members of the Central Arkansas Citizens Band Radio Club participated in the City-Wide
Disaster and were warmly commended for their services. The club publishes a good looking paper. I think

QSL CARDS, EYEBALL CARDS. The largest
designs, colors, cardstock. Samples -1000. APRIL
SIGN, 56290 Van Dyke, Washington, Mich.
CB QSL CARDS -100 two-color $3.00 postpaid,
samples
Rusprint, Box 7575, Kansas City,

-10f.

Missouri 64116.
QSL's CB, WPE SAMPLES 10¢. NICHOLAS &
SON PRINTERY, P.O. BOX 11184, PHOENIX,

ARIZONA 85017.

-50

pages BIG, loads of entries
CB LOG BOOKS
per page, space for all needed information. This is
THE ORIGINAL CB log book-best seller since
1960. Only $1 postpaid. Hare wood , 1536 Lexington Avenue, New York 29, N. Y. ( limited

supply at this price)

UNWANTED CB gear kicking around your CB
shack? Everybody has some! Turn it into fast cash
with an inexpensive (10e per word, no minimum)

S9 classified ad which will be read by more CB'ers
than an ad placed anywhere else at any price. You'll
probably be deluged with checks. Closing dates on
the 15th of the 2nd month preceding date of publication.

FREE SAMPLES-CB QSL CARDS-$2.50 per
100 in 3 colors, POSTPAID. Garth Printing Company, Box 51S, Jutland, New Jersey.

CB-QSL CARDS-From $1.00 per 100 up. Write
for catalogue and samples 10 cents. Sacandaga
Press, Broadalbin, N. Y. 12025.

FREE SAMPLES-CB QSL CARDS-$4.00 PER
100-TWO COLOR-POSTPAID. QSL PIONEER, P.O. BOX 2451, PATERSON, NEW
JERSEY.

YOUR CALL LETTERS PRESSED INTO FULL
SIZE METAL LICENSE TAG. Yes! Large four
inch letters PRESSED into heavy steel and twocolor enamelled just your auto tag. Our presses set
up limited time only-RUSH $4.95 ea. to CB
PLATES, Box 8202, Atlanta 6, Georgia.
S9

-

The oldest national CB publication!

they would be willing to rxchangu with other clubs.
42, Levy Station,. North Little

Contact: P.O. Box
Rock, Arkansas.

Monore County CB Rangers recently approved CB
radio monitoring system, which replaces the present
"net" type of operation as "Monore Monitor" it will
be operated Monday through Saturday nights from
7 until 9 p.m. Each member will be assigned monitor
duty one night at a time, not for a week as was the
practice with the net. Primary purpose of the monitor of course, is nightly contact with members. The
second purpose will be to insure mobiles in -transit or
those with car troubles, that call for directions or aid.
News from the Gator CB Club of Jacksonville.
Florida. President is Curt Neighbors, KDI2972; Veep
is Bill Burger, KDI1546; Secretary, Donna Powell,
KDI0737. Address of the club is 10921 Beach Blvd.,
Jacksonville. The club has distinguished itself with
their excellent emergency monitor program and has
already done many good deeds by providing emergency
services. Thanks to Hank Miltenberg, KDH2299, of
Parts Unlimited Stores of Jacksonville for bringing
this club to S9's attention. Hank also tells us that
there is an evergrowing demand for copies of S9 in
his territory and that he sells out every issue in all
three of his stores. Hank invites all CB'ers to come
in and say hello. Tell Hank that Tom Kneitel sent
you, they went to public school together from the
time they were in short pants. What did you expect,
dresses ?

l
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LET'S CLEAR THE AIR
About C/B Crystals
TO THE CITIZENS BAND USER
WHO KNOWS AND WANTS THE

VERY

BEST:

Todays

James

Knights Citizens Band Crystals
are built with the same care that
is exercised in the production of
crystals used in space programs
and by the Army, Navy, Air
Force and other discriminating
users. All Golden Line Crystals
exceed the industry standard,
set up in the Military Specification MIL -3098. All crystals including Citizens Band, are unconditionally guaranteed.

DISTRIBUTOR AND
DEALER INQUIRIES

INVITED

THE JAMES KNIGHTS CO.
Sandwich, Illinois

ABSOLUTELY BEST PROTECTION YET! Large
federal warning decals displayed on your windshield warn against the serious crime of tampering with or stealing your CB equipment. A
necessity in alerting the public and preventing
your losses. Rush $1.00 for each pair of three
color decals to: ARTCO, Box 8202, Atlanta 6,
Georgia 30306. Return mail delivery!
QSL's. Top quality, reasonable price. Samples 200.
CB Press, Box 281, Oak Park, Illinois 60303.

CANADIAN CB call area maps in 2 blinding
colors on high quality paper-only 250. Get both
the Canadian map and the 350 3 color U.S. maps
for only 500. Order now, supply limited. Order
from: Wall Certificate, S9 Magazine, 300 West
43rd St., New York, N. Y. 10036.

QSL's-BROWNIE W3CJI/3W1974. 3111D
Lehigh, Allentown, Pa. 18103. Catalogue with
samples 250.
CB

CALL CARDS-BADGES-DECALS-"GOODIES." ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE WITH
SAMPLES 250. 1W6216 % Errol Engraving,
Westfield, Mass.

GLOSSY 3 -COLOR QSL CARDS. 100-$4.50. Free
Samples. Rutgers Vari -Typing Service, Thomas
Street, Riegel Ridge, Milford, N. J.

SWAPPERS. ACHTUNG! Assortments of actual

cards from most call areas. All either unmarked
or signed by the operators. These are all "real cards"
and not printers samples. 50 assorted, no duplicates,
for $1.25, postpaid. Limited supply, so hurry. Nussbaum's, 1440 54th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219.

CREATE a QSL with a Sampler Instruction Kit
250. Cards, $1.50 up, per 100. Samco, Box 203,
Wynantskill, N. Y. 12198.

ALTERNATOR FILTER Tunable type $3.95. Tunable generator filter $2.50. Catalog on complete
line of high quality mobile filters 20%. ENGINEERED PRODUCTS COMPANY, Springboro,
Ohio.

-100 Glossy $1.95; 500-$5.50;
postpaid. Two colors. Samples 100. Darling Printing, Owensboro, Kentucky.
CB WALLPAPER

QSL's-Eyeball QSL's Quality Selection, service at
COMTRAN II
AUDIO COMPRESSION AMPLIFIER

Hundreds of CB'ers throughout the U.S.
and Canada are now blasting through the
QRM thanks to the COMTRAN C-II COMPRESSION AMPLIFIER. Hooks into your
rig in a minute without any internal rewiring, fully transistorized, operates on a selfcontained 9 volt battery. The COMTRAN
C -II has created a sensation in every area
it has been used. Only $29.95. Order now
or write for further details. Dealer inquiries invited.
COMTRAN ASSOCIATES, Inc.
2847 Cropsey Ave.
Brooklyn 14, N.Y.
Tel. 212-266-1490
62
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unbelievable Prices! Samples, NU -PRINT, 322
Page Boulevard, Springfield, Massachusetts.
LOS ANGELES AREA JOBS GALORE, Classified,
$1.00. Remail 250. Stone, 3017 Future St., Los
Angeles, Cal.
CB QSL's 100 three colors $2.00 samples, Dime.
BOB GARRA, Leighton, Penna.

CBL's Gorgeous Rainbows, etc. Highest QualityLarge Type. Very Reasonable! SAMPLES-100
REFUNDABLE. HARMS, KDI1143, 905 Ferneld,
Edgewater, Fla.

Sale-New and used C.B. and 2 way F.M.
Radio Equipment. Send For List. Dealer Ing. Invited. Becom Co., Seminary Hts., 817-LY 4-5172,
Weatherford, Tex. 76086
For

S9 has every top CB

author in the field!

NOW! THE FIRST "UNIVERSAL"
SHIELDING KIT FOR AUTOMOTIVE

CB QSL Cards. New, Kute, Klever, Komical de-

signs. Reasonable prices. Brilliant colors, including
beautiful silver and gold. Samples Free. M. Hellwig, Box 425, Lake Wales, Florida.

IGNITION SYSTEMS!
Break the strangle -hold ignition noise
puts on two-way communications
improve AM, FM broadcast receiver performance! NOT A SUPPRESSION KIT
but a complete ignition shielding kit to
control both radiated and conducted interference. Easy to install utilizes
shielding techniques and materials used
in "customized" systems by police,
taxi and other operators of two-way
radio equipped fleets.
.

-

CB QSL SWL Cards that are different. Quality
Card Stock. Samples 10e. Home Print, 2416 Elmo,

Hamilton, Ohio.

-

CB-QSL's over 100 designs, samples -10e. Rogers,
KOAAB, 961 Arcade, St. Paul 6, Minn.

NOW-cards of distinction for discriminating
CB'ers. Your photo on cards from snapshots or send
us your ideas and designs for custom work by professional artist, samples 25e. Dick McGee, 1444
Home Street, Jacksonville 7, Fla.

Cylinder
Kit

A

TRADEMARK

$3850

NET

JOHNSON

7006 10th

DOT'S HOBBY PRINT SHOP
HAINES CITY, FLA.
CHEAP! CHINTZY! RUN OF THE MILL QSL'r
but what do you want at le each? Send 10e
wild samples. Save your money for a Rainy day
Nussbaum, 1440 54th St., Brooklyn, N. Y., 11219.

8

NET

E. F.

QSL CARDS HIGH GLOSS FREE SAMPLES

Cylinder
Kit

$2995

6

Ave. S.W.

CO.

Waseca. Minn.

HALLETT MFG. CO.

OF

CB QSL's, 100 for $3.00, samples 25e, Redbird

Printers, Freedom, Indiana.
CONVERT inexpensive surplus BC -659 to CB
operation with AVC, Squelch Bias, Crystal Filter,
Electronic Push to Talk, Pi Coupling, Legal Input, 2RF amplifiers, Crystal Controlled Receiver.
Conversion Booklet with STEP BY STEP instructions, drawings, schematics and sketches ONLY
$2.00. Also FINAL CLEARANCE ON SURPLUS
UNITS at LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED:
8.95
BC -659 with all 14 tubes
BC -659 without tubes
3.95
4.95
PE -120 with all tubes less vibrator
Prices are FOB Citrus Heights. California Residents add 4% sales tax. Send order to JAY'S CB
SERVICE, P.O. BOX 173, CITRUS HEIGHTS,
CALIF.

PLASTIC

IA." molded figures (select Gold / Black / Red
1

13WG210
CARR PLASTICS.

FREE CB QSL SAMPLES FROM $2.00 PER 100.
RADIO PRESS, BOX 24S, PITTSTOWN, N. J.

NOW $1.50! Postage stamp size
photographs for CBLs! 50 large or 100 small,
$1.50 per gummed -backed, perforated sheet.
FREE SAMPLES! Q -STAMPS, Box 149, Dept.
5-A, Gary, Indiana 46401.
Q-STAMPS

CB'ers:-Our

or White)

on3x9

bey

-

eled panel (select Black
/ White / Green or
Yellow). Clear, solid
plastic base, $3.50 m.o.
-postpaid U.S.
India18222-S.
Box
napolis, Ind. 46218.

LET'S TRADE
We need used gear and we're trading high. What do you
have and what do you want? If you are ready to switch to
Business Radio with 10 to 150 watts of power this is your
chance to trade in your CB gear for a good price. We
handle all major brands of CB and AM Business Radio

equipment.

DUAL CONVERSION
adapter kit improves selectivity, increases sensitivity. Often copies but never duplicated. For
HE -15, A, B, 800, 910 A, B, C.; HE -20 A, B,
C; Mark VII; 770, 1, 2; Messenger, GW10, etc.,
$15.00, with tubes $17.50. Also, Speech Clipper kit complete $17.85 or $5.00 deposit plus COD.
Results! Not promises. There is a difference. Free
literature Dept. #12S, Bainbridge Radio Electronics, 2839 Briggs Ave., New York 58, N. Y.
easy -do

All makes CB sets and accessories. Merrill, CB
Radio, Box 263, Enfield, N. H.
CB QSL's. Nice Designs. Reasonable prices. Samples 10e. Gates Print, S9 Samples, 317 -11th

Avenue, Juniata, Altoona, Penna.
S9 pays

CALL -SIGNS

highest authors' rates. Why not submit your art de?

KNOX ELECTRONIC SUPPLY, INC.
67

Dept. 246
N. Cherry St., Galesburg, Illinois.

COMMAND

CRYSTALS
FOR CITIZENS BAND

FAST DELIVERIES-TERRIFIC

PRICES

MEET FCC SPECIFICATIONS
CHANNEL 1-23

+.002%

TOLERANCE

3RD OVERTONE
ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE DIRECT

COMMAND ELECTRONICS CORP.
4001 School St., Chicago, Ill. 60641
March 1964
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63

New "Audio -Aid -All" Clipper-Filter kit, fits any
transceiver, boosts modulation, aids reception,
$10.99. Hy -Gain Mark II Colinear, $29.95. Omni Topper, $10.97. Best buy: DP = 2 BC/CB antenna coupler, $4.99. Noisejector, NJ -7, $4.49.
Postpaid! For Heathkits, our preamps double reception! SK -3 Preselector kit fits GW-10, GW-11,
$8.99. SK -4 Preselector kit fits GW-12, $8.99.
Wired, $11.99. Postpaid! HOLSTROM ASSOCIATES, Box 8640-S, Sacramento, California,
95822.

i-..ij
advertisers index

<

American Microphone Co.

23

Antenna Specialists Co.

1

Browning Laboratories, Inc.

3

3-D QSL CARDS. Don't miss out! Acclaimed
everywhere! Brightest, most up-to-date cards of all!
Samples free! 3-D QSL, Box 345-C, Covina, Cal.,

91724.

QSL's-Quality-Immediate Service-Reasonable
Press-Box
375-Toledo, Ohio, 43601.

Cadre Industries

34

Carr Plastics

63

Command Electronics Corp.

63

Comtran Associates

62

CARDS, 45 designs, Free brochure.
Woody, 2611 Shenandoah, St. Louis 4, Mo.

Demco Electronics, Inc.

42

CB QSL

e.c.i. electronics communications, inc.

15

Evans Radio

30

Francis Industries

51

GC Electronics

28

General Radiotelephone Corp.

Cover

Hammarlund Manufacturing Co.

26

Hy -Gain Antenna Products

International Crystal Mfg. Co.
Johnson,

E. F.

Co.

Cover

CB-QSL

CARD Samples 20¢ (refunded). S9
Sackkers, W8DED, Box 218, Holland, Michigan.
(Religious samples 20¢.)

ATTENTION! Quality CB and QSL cards that demand attention. Send for catalog and samples. 254`
(deductible). Dunnahoo Graphic Services, Dept. S.
64 Wilbraham Road, Springfield, Massachusetts.

4
8

Heath Co.

CB QSL Cards. Samples 10m. Malgo

3

Cover 2, 6
17, 63

CB QSL'S 3 color Glossy. 100 for $2.50. Samples
dime. Ramsbottom Printing, Box 237B, Kirksville,
Missouri.

FREE CB QSL SAMPLES. From $2.00 per 100.
Radio Press, Box 24S, Pittstown, New Jersey.

QUALITY QSL's-New designs monthly. Samples
10e, 25e, 50e. Savory, 172 Roosevelt, Weymouth,

Knights, James Co.

62

Mass.

Knox Electronic Supply Co.

63

CB QSL'S. Free samples. Little Print Shop, Box

Lafayette Rodio Electronics

11, 12, 13

Master Mobile Mounts

45

Multi Elmac Co.

48

Olson Electronics, Inc.,

28

Pearce -Simpson, Inc.

Petersen Radio Co.

35, 51
5

Polytronics Labs

31

59 Subscriptions

10, 19

Shure Brothers, Inc.

53

Sonar Radio Corp.

44

Sun Crystal Co.

51

Texas Crystals

37

Tram Electronics, Inc.

20

Turner Microphone Co.
Utica Communications Corp.

World Radio Labs
64
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36
32, 33
40

9401, Austin, Texas.
CB transmitters $6.00. Other bargains, catalog 10e.
Vanguard, 190-48, 99th Ave., Hollis, N. Y. 11423.

CASH for 2 CB transceivers; Linear Amplifier.
Krzak, Pawtucket, R. I.

S.

HIGHEST QUALITY QSL'S-Best paper and inks.
See our new "EYEBLINDER" CARDS. Artwork
available on any subject. Fat bunch of samples 10¢.
Dick, 19QA0625, 1996-S9 N. M-18, Gladwin,
Michigan.

CB-HAM-QSL-Eyeball

Cards, Samples &
Price List 20e, refundable. Dave-KHG9638, Box
291, Waynesville, Ohio.
CB QSL Cards, reasonable. Belleville Printing,
3009 W. Sample St., South Bend, Indiana.

QSL'S Class D & Part 15. See our NORTHERN
880 QSL in September's Part 15 Korner. Four
nutty styles, you put in your own call. Cards navy
blue on white hi -quality matte stock. Lowest prices
for highest quality: only $1 for 100. Samples 10¢.
Nussbaum, 1440-54th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
S9 is the nation's largest circulating CB publication.
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ANCEL
NEW CL
Hy -Gain's NEW CLR 2 is

Larges` Legal
Signal -Capture
Aperture
% Wavelength

-

Radiator
19 ft. 10-1/2 in.
Wavelength Radials
Full
IN

1/4

Unique Built-in
Static Arrester
Rugged
TOTAL
RELIAB LITY'
I

Construction

engineered and designed to
deliver unparalleled
performance... performance
that's attainable only with the
Maximum Signal -Capture
Aperture design built into
the new CLR 2.
The Maximum Signal -Capture
Aperture perfbrriance of the
new CLR 2 is accomplished
through the use Df a full %
wavelength radiator which
reaches 1W101/2" high. This
maximum legal ergth
radiator working against full
1/4 wavelength radials insures
optimum gain performance.
Whereas method s o' measuring
performance gais may vary,
the laws of physics as applied
to maximum signal-capture
aperture and its re=ationship
to gain are absolute. Don't
settle for less than the best
and biggest...Hy-Gain's new
Maximum Signa: -Capture
Aperture CLR 2.
:

$29.95

cs Net

See them today at your favorite
Hy -Gain distributors or write for the

name of the distributcr nearest

voi.

ANTENNA PRODUCTS CORP.
8451 N.E.

The
N

¡ntrnna Manufacturer

H

ghway E.-Lincoln, Nebraska

with a Recorc
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"Firsts"

GENERAL MC -6
The World's most advanced

11

meter 2 -way radiotelephone

FEATURES FOR 1964:
Rugged 25 Watt Construction" for long
life factor.
23 channel variable ball -

e,tir111

IIB1111(IfPNr1(

Bull
bearing drive with lighted dial
Horn and external speaker plug built
New ultra high sensitivity; copies
in.
All
signals as low as .2 microvolt!
New
electronic switching no relays.
high efficiency RF power amplifier,
New low noise Nuvis600% reserve!
14 tube performance plus
tor Mixer.
diodes.
Triple use power supply
9
built in for 6V, 12V, 115V operation.
New "locking" microphone connector.
New moisture proof, shock proof miyear warranty.
crophone cartridge Modulation level control - adjustable to
assure 100% talk power.
Automatic
l'S" meter for Receive and Transmit
functions, lighted.
New noise limiters
removes over 70% of ignition noise!

COMM

1

FREE!

General "BULL HORN":
1001

:1 Cl2i
AUTOS

OFFICE

_2

or

-ir)

different uses!

Swith to "Bull Horn" and use your
MC -6 as a deck hailer on boats
and Public Address system when
mounted on autos. It will be invaluable for search and rescue operations, farm work, construction
work, boat hailing, office and factory paging, and many other vital
uses. Don't delay! Receive your

"Bull Horn"

MARINE

TRUCKING

FREE TODAY

as

part

of the new General MC -6 introduc-

tory offer!

Your General Dealer will give you
a

Bull Horn

FREE

with each

MC -6.

This offer expires Mar. 31, 1964.

For FREE, complete technical information,

see your General Dealer TODAY or write:

GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE COMPANY
3501 West Burbank Boulevard, Burbank, California
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